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DJGNHDENRQ 


TMJ ZUNENQJ RKEMND UJUDRQDQ QDUUDENYJ ND GJGNHDEJG KNUDE ER P\ HMNQGUJQ+ C-S-N-+ DQG 

M-S-N-+ KRU ZNEMRXE ZMRP I ZRXQG QJYJU PQRZ I MDG DQ\ RZQ NPURUEDQHJ NQ EMND ZRUQG+ 

DQG DQDR ER P\ JRRG KUNJQG+ P-J-M-+ "CDQNGRUJ-" NDU\ MDD D GD\ JRQJ G\ EMDE \RX DUJ QRE 

NQ P\ EMRXJMED5 \RXU DRQJD DUJ RQ P\ DEJUJR DR RKEJQ+ P\ PNGD DNQJ DQRQJ ZNEM EMJP- SJJ 

\RX NQ EMDE REMJU QNKJ- 



------- 

Y 


AHPQRZQJGJJPJQED 

I ZRXQG QNPJ ER J[EJQG P\ JUJDEJDE DUUUJHNDENRQ ER P\ HRPPNEEJJ+ DUD- RJGJHHD 

BUNEEJQMDP+ KDUJQ GNQGJQJ+ DQG KJQHJ\ PDUPJU- TMDQPD ER DQQ RK\RX KRU \RXU MJQU DQG 

DXUURUE GXUNQJ EMJ ZUNENQJ RK EMND UURMJHE- .t ZDD D GNKKNHXQE UNJHJ ER J[JHXEJ DQG QJYJU 

ZRXQG MDYJ HRPJ ER KUXNENRQ ZNEMRXE EMJ DXUURUE RKP\ HRPPNEEJJ- 

KJQHJ\+ I DUUUJHNDEJ \RX MDYNQJ EMJ KDNEM ER EDPJ PJ DQG P\ UURMJHE RQ DQG 

GJQNJYNQJ NQ P\ ZRUP- YRX QXGJJG PJ KRUZDUG KURP EMJ GJJNQQNQJ DEDJJD RKP\ ZUNENQJ 

ZMJQ I EUNJG ER QJDYJ RXE EMJ PRDE NPURUEDQE UDUED RK P\ QDUUDENYJ+ ER EMJ KNQDQ DEDJJD 

ZMJUJ \RX DRREMJG P\ QJUYJD DQG UJDDDXUJG PJ EMDE P\ QDUUDENYJ MDG PJDQNQJ- I DP DR 

JUDEJKXQ KRU \RXU MJQU- 

AD ZJQQ+ I J[EJQG P\ JUDENEXGJ ER EMJ JQENUJ EQJQNDM DJUDUEPJQED DE IQGNDQD 

UQNYJUDNE\ DE SRXEM BJQG+ UDUENHXQDUQ\ JRJ CMDQJ\+ DDYNG DRGG LJJ+ MDUJDUJE SHDQQDQ+ 

DQG JDPJ MDEER[ KRU QXUEXUNQJ PJ DD D DEXGJQE DQG DD D ZUNEJU KURP P\ JDUQ\ GD\D DD DQ 

XQGJUJUDGXDEJ DEXGJQE ER EMJDJ KNQDQ PRQEMD RK EMJ ZUNENQJ RKP\ MDDEJU
D TMJDND- 

FNQDQQ\+ P\ MXDGDQG+ GUJJJ+ MDD GJJQ UDENJQE DQG DXUURUENYJ RK PJ EMURXJM EMND 

DRPJENPJD EJGNRXD MRXUQJ\ ERZDUG P\ GJJUJJ+ DXUURUENQJ RXU KDPNQ\ DQG P\ JGXHDENRQ 

ZNEMRXE HRPUQDNQE- TMDQP \RX - 

�

' 
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6INGING You ASAU 

A PE56ONAL NA55A7I;E ABO:7 LO;E, LIFE, AND DI6EA6E 

2007 

YRgd KHDdf Ne fdgH, sRg 'dH D bDO DQI D HRQINIDQfH 

Osr^mv: 

S]j`aphmqr > C]he`mpa: 

MRhHPEHd 2�, 2006 

H INIQ'f IR Ps 9Hef ODef QNJKf. Ls IDI iDe KHdH DQI H DP efNOO NNQI RIHPEDddDeeHI 

DERgf fKH HRQfdDbfNRQ. KDfHd, H ODs NQ EHI, DiDNH DQIIHHONQJ JgNOfs. H NPDJNQHI fKH EgJe 

dHHODNPNQJ fKHNd ebDHH. TKNe INeHDeH Ne JRNQJ fR NNOO PH. ERd KRi PDQs sHDde iDe H egdH 

fKDf H iRgOI EH INIIHdHQf> H iDe QRf ONNH "fKHP." H iDe OgHNs. GRi ORQJ IRHe OgHN ODef> 

H IHHO fKNe PHeKNQJ RIPs NIHQfNfs iNfK BE dDfKHd fKDQ D eHbDdDfNRQ RIfKH fiR9 

SKDQQRQ KDe BE. Agf H DP efNOO DIdDNI RIfKDf DIPNeeNRQ. H DP DIdDNI fR eHH fKH IHDd NQ Ps 

bDdHQfe' HsHe fKH INdef fNPH H KDhH fR JR fR fKH KRebNfDO, fKH bNfs IdRP Ps KgeEDQI, 

gQHHdfDNQfs IdRP Ps HKNOIdHQ. H IRQ'f iDQf fR eHH fKH QDNHI iRdds. Ls bdNIH Ne QRf dHDIs 

IRd fKNe sHf. ERRONeK JNdO. 

Ij ̂ mv: 

C]he`mpa > S]j`aphmqr: 

MRhHPEHd 2�, 2006 

CRQ'f sRg fKNQN dgQDiDs bdNIH Ne RIfHQ D HRPbHQeDfNRQ IRd eRPH IDdN bDdf RI 

RgdeHOhHe iH 'dH DIdDNI fR RiQ gb fR> TKDf'e fKH eHOI-ORDfKNQJ, H fKNQN IfiH ORhHI Rgd 
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HQfNdH eHOhHe, iRgOIQ'f iH HPEdDHH DOO bDdfe RIfKHP> :Ks IR iH HRQHHDO fKNe eHJPHQf RI 

Rgd JHQRPH Egf QRf fKDf> Hf'e ONNH fKH JNdO iKR iHDde fRR PgHK PDNHgb. 

Da_ai^ap 2009 

H'P eR ORQHOs, H iNeK H iDe fKH PRRQ fRQNJKf 

I
YJ EUDYJQJG EMURXJM EMJ NQGXDEUNDQ DPRJ RKQRUEMZJDEJUQ IQGNDQD RYJU EMJ 

SP\ZD\ DQG NQER CMNHDJR GRbJQD RK ENPJD- TMND DJHJPGJU PRUQNQJ+ I KJQE DD NK I ZDD 

GJNQJ MJQG ERJJEMJU G\ QRRDJQ\ DEUXQJ HMNHPJQ ZNUJ DQG EMJ GNQQRZ\ UQXPJD RKQR[NRXD JDD 

KURP EMJ GDU\ KDHERUNJD NUUNEDEJG P\ DQUJDG\ ENJMEJQJG HMJDE- TMJ PRUQNQJ ZDD HUNDU 

DXQDMNQJ+ HDUD ZMNUUNQJ ZNEM JDDJ DHURDD EMJ KUJJZD\+ GXE I GURYJ KJJQNQJ DD NK D HDDE NURQ 

DPNQQJE MDG GJJQ ZJGJJG NQER P\ DEJUQXP- 

TMJ MDJJJG DP\DHUDUJUD DQG PNUURUJG MNJM UNDJD RK EMJ CMNHDJR DP\QNQJ XQKRQGJG 

NQER YNJZ MXDE DD NJPR CDDJ
D DRQJ "I WNDM I ZDD EMJ MRRQ TRQNJME" UQD\JG RQ EMJ NPRG 

UREDENRQ DRQ RQHJ ERQG PJ MJ
G MDG NJPR CDDJ
D UMRQJ QXPGJU- I GNGQ
E GRXGE NE- DRQ 

ZDD MXDE EMJ PNQG RKPDQ ER MDYJ GDEJG D HRXQEU\ PXDNH JRGGJDD- 

DRQ RQHJ ZRUJ D GJDU DPNQ EUJQHM HRDE DQG GUDQP JQRXJM ZMNDPJ\ ER MJQQ\ D QNYJU5 

MJ DQRUEJG HRHDNQJ ZNEM SZNDD JNUQD DQG MDG DJ[ ZNEM MND QXUDJ NQ EMJ MRDUNEDQ UDUPNQJ QRE- 

DRQ ZDD D MJUERQ KDQ DQG DUJQE ENPJ DE GJEMDJPDQJ AGGJ\- HJ YNDNEJG FQDQQJU\ 

O
CRQQRU
D HMNQGMRRG MRPJ DQG KJDED
 JUDYJ- DRQ ZRQ D MNHMJQJU KJQQRZDMNU DD DQ 

MF A DEXGJQE DE IRZD- HJ ZDD D PDQ RKZRUGD+ DEUNQJNQJ EMJP ERJJEMJU DR KQXNGQ\ I
G 

GJHRPJ GUXQP MXDE KURP UJDGNQJ- TMJ KNUDE ENPJ I PJE DRQ+ MJ ZRUJ D JUJJQ DUP\ MDHPJE 

NQ EMJ JXQ\ MJDE+ EMJ HRQQDU DGRUQJG ZNEM OGDPD UNQD+ MND GURZQ MDNU DMDJJ\+ MXDE UJDENQJ 
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DERU MND HRQQDU- DRQ ZDD EMJ PDQ ZMR ERQG PJ+ "BXE UJDQQ\ I JDYJ XU EMJ DNHPJQ KRU EMJ 

DMDUPD+ DD RQJ PXDE GR JYJQEXDQQ\-" 

M\ HDU YNGUDEJG RYJU EMJ PJEDQ JUNG RK EMJ SP\ZD\ DQG DD I PJUJJG RQER EMJ DDQ 

R\DQ+ P\ MJDUE DHMJG ZNEM EMJ EZDQJ RKD DDG HRXQEU\ EXQJ RK QRDE QRYJ+ JPUE\ GREEQJD+ 

DQG DQQ EMDE PNJME MDYJ GJJQ- 

1989 

MHhHd fdgef D ENJ Egff DQI D ePNOH, fKDf JNdO Ne bRNeRQ 

1878 ZDD EMJ \JDU EMJ BJUQNQ ZDQQ HDPJ GRZQ- .t ZDD EMJ \JDU RKP\ KNUDE PNDD 

�KJQ M-( DQG P\ KNUDE HRQHJUE �R-E-M-( DQG QRE EMJ \JDU RKP\ KNUDE UJUNRG �1880(- I ZDD 

EZJQYJ NQ 1878+ JURZNQJ RXE D KDNQJG MRPJ UJUP EMDE P\ PREMJU DEEJPUEJG NQ RXU PNEHMJQ 

RQ AGDPD SEUJJE- AGDPD SEUJJE ZDD RQ EMJ NRUEMZJDE DNGJ RK SRXEM BJQG+ GRUGJUJG G\ 

EMJ JUDQG RQG KDUP MRXDJD RQ PRUEDJJ RRDG ER EMJ EDDE DQG EMJ MDUDMJU YDHDQE DQG ZJJGJG 

QRED RK EQZRRG RRDG ER EMJ DRXEM- TMJ MRXDJD GDEJG GDHP ER EMJ KRUENJD ZMJQ EMJ 

QRUEMZJDE DNGJ RK SRXEM BJQG ZDD D YNGUDQE DQG GRRPNQJ DUJD+ MRPJ ER DUJZJU\
D 

GUJZJU\ DQG EMJ KNUDE MDUENQ
D SXUJUPDUPJE- WJ QNYJG NQ EMJ DJYJQEJJQ MXQGUJG GQRHP RK 

AGDPD SEUJJE ZMNHM ZDD DENQQ DQ DYJUDJJ PNGGQJ,HQDDD QJNJMGRUMRRG+ GXE MXDE D KJZ 

GQRHPD ER EMJ ZJDE RU ER EMJ DRXEM EMJ QJNJMGRUMRRGD GJHDPJ ZJJGNJU+ UXDENJU+ ENJMEJU- I 

MDG P\ RZQ GQXJ GJGURRP NQ RXU MRXDJ ZNEM D ENQ\ HQRDJE EMDE P\ PREMJU DDDXUJG PJ 

PXDE MDYJ GJJQ PDGJ KRU D DPDQQ JNUQ QNPJ P\DJQK- M\ GUREMJU QNYJG ZNEM RXU KDEMJU DGRXE 

EZR PNQJD DZD\ NQ D MNDERUNH MRXDJ RQ RNYJUDNGJ DUNYJ- IE ZDD EMJ MRXDJ P\ UDUJQED 

GRXJME DKEJU UJEXUQNQJ KURP QNYNQJ NQ JDPDNHD ZMJUJ P\ KDEMJU ZRUPJG RQ MND GNDDJUEDENRQ 
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DD DQ DQEMURURQRJ\ DEXGJQE DEXG\NQJ DE EMJ UQNYJUDNE\ RK EMJ WJDE IQGNJD+ EMJ ZUNENQJ RK 

ZMNHM MJ ZRXQG QRE KNQNDM KRU QJDUQ\ EJQ \JDUD DKEJU J[JHXENQJ EMJ UJDJDUHM- .Q 1878 P\ 

UDUJQED MDG GJJQ GNYRUHJG KRU KNYJ \JDUD- 

TMJ DXPPJU RK 1878 ZDD EMJ DXPPJU GJEZJJQ JQJPJQEDU\ DHMRRQ DQG PNGGQJ 

DHMRRQ- I DJHUJEQ\ QNDEJQJG ER BRG MDUQJ\ DQG SNQJDG O
CRQQRU- MNHMDJQ JDHPDRQ ZDD QR 

QRQJJU HRRQ- I MDG QR GUJDDED \JE+ GXE ZRUJ D GUD DQ\ZD\- TMDE DXPPJU P\ KUNJQGD DQG I 

DQXHP RXE RK EMJ MRXDJ NQ RXU QNJMEJRZQD+ HURDDJG EMJ SE- JRJ RNYJU DE EMJ ZRRG,UQDQPJG 

UDNQURDG,EUDHP GUNGJJ G\ EMJ LRHP JRNQE TXGJ KDHERU\+ DQG GUDQP P\ PREMJU
D UJUUJUPNQE 

DHMQDUUD+ UDDDNQJ EMJ GREEQJ GJEZJJQ XD DQG ZNUNQJ DE RXU PRXEMD QNPJ ZJ
G DJJQ NQ EMJ 

PRYNJD-

TMDE ZDD EMJ DDPJ DXPPJU EMDE P\ KDEMJU DQG DEJU,PREMJU MNUJG D QDQQ\ ER EDPJ 

HDUJ RKP\ DNGQNQJD DQG PJ+ PRDEQ\ ER GUNYJ XD ER DZNP UUDHENHJ DQG EMJ HRPPXQNE\ URRQ- 

MJQRG\ ZDD EDQQ DQG GQRQGJ+ DMJ MDG GRRGD- SMJ MDG URNQE\ MNU GRQJD DQG ZMJQ DMJ QD\ 

RQ MJU GDHP+ MJU GNPNQN GREERP DEUJEHMJG EDXE KURP MNU ER MNU QJDYNQJ D JDU ZMJUJ EMJ 

KDGUNH MRYJUJG RYJU MJU EDQQJG+ KQDE GJQQ\- SMJ MDG DQ NQQ\ GJQQ\ GXEERQ ZMNQJ I MDG DQ 

RXEE\- I QRYJG DQG MDEJG MJU- I QD\ G\ MJU DNGJ DQQ DXPPJU DE EMJ URRQ UJQNDMNQJ EMJ 

DEEJQENRQ EMDE DQQ EMJ PDQJ QNKJJXDUGD QDYNDMJG RQ XD- I PQJZ EMJ\ ZJUJ QRRPNQJ DE MJU+ GXE 

I UUJEJQGJG EMJ\ ZJUJ QRRPNQJ DE PJ- I GD\GUJDPJG DGRXE PNDDNQJ EMJP- I ZDD EZJQYJ GXE 

QRRPJG JNJME+ NQDNGJ I KJQE DJYJQEJJQ- I NPDJNQJG P\DJQK DD D JNUQ NQ D PRNDRQ YNGJR- 

1878 ZDD DQDR EMJ \JDU EMDE D JJQJENHNDE QDPJG LDU,CMJJ TDXN QNKEJG MND GU\+ 

HXUQJG KNQJJUD ERZDUG EMJ MDQRJJQ GXQGD RK MND DEDUP+ ZMNEJ QDGRUDERU\ DQG DMRXEJG+ 

"EXUJPD!" ZMJQ MJ GNDHRYJUJG EMJ JJQJ EMDE HDXDJD EMJ JJQJENH GNDJDDJ C\DENH FNGURDND- .t 

ZDD EMJ \JDU EMDE MRUJ ZDD JNYJQ ER EMJ EMRXDDQGD RK HMNQGUJQ DQG \RXQJ DGXQED QNYNQJ 
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ZNEM EMDE GNDJDDJ ZMR MDG D QNKJ J[UJHEDQH\ RKRQQ\ JNJMEJJQ \JDUD- TMND KNQGNQJ JDYJ 

DMDUJ ER EMJ GUJDP EMDE EMJ JQXDNYJ HXUJ+ DQZD\D "EJQ \JDUD DZD\+" UJDQQ\ ZDD RQ EMJ 

MRUNbRQ- AQG+ GJHDXDJ I ZDD RQJ RK EMRDJ HMNQGUJQ+ NE ZDD EMJ \JDU EMDE P\ PREMJU HDQQJG 

PJ DE P\ KUNJQG EQQJQ
D MRXDJ HU\NQJ+ "TMJ\ KRXQG NE! TMJ\ KRXQG EMJ JJQJ EMDE HDXDJD 

CF!" I UUJEJQGJG QRE ER XQGJUDEDQG MJU J[HNEJPJQE- I ZDD DQJU\ ZNEM MJU KRU HDQQNQJ- EYJQ 

EMJQ I PQJZ EMDE D HXUJ ZDD MXDE D UNUJ GUJDP- I QR QRQJJU GJQNJYJG NQ DQ\EMNQJ MRUJKXQ 

UJQDEJG ER CF+ RQQ\ NQ ZMDE ZD\D I HRXQG RGQNEJUDEJ NE KURP P\ QNKJ- M\ PREMJU HDQQNQJ 

DQG HU\NQJ NQ MR\ ZDD QRE RQJ RK EMRDJ ZD\D- I DQDUQJG+ "BNJ GJDQ+" DQG URUUJG D DERQJQ 

VNUJNQND SQNP NQER P\ QNUDENHPJG EZJQYJ,\JDU,RQG PRXEM DD I DQDPPJG EMJ UMRQJ NQER EMJ 

UJHJNYJU ZNEMRXE D JRRGG\J- 

M\ PJPRU\ RK QNKJ ZNEM C\DENH FNGURDND ND MDb\ XU XQENQ EMDE URNQE- TMJUJ DUJ 

HJUEDNQ EMNQJD EMDE DENHP RXE KURP P\ \RXQJJU \JDUD9 GJNQJ KNQPJG RQ EMJ QJZD DD D 

UUJDHMRRQJU NQ D DJJPJQE DGRXE EMJ GNDJDDJ5 MDENQJ P\ UJGNDEUNHNDQ ZMR ZDD DQDR P\ CF 

GRHERU5 MDYNQJ GDNQ\ UJUHXDDNYJ HMJDE UM\DNREMJUDU\5 GXE XU XQENQ DJJ EZJQYJ+ EMJDJ EMNQJD 

ZJUJ PRDEQ\ MXDE DQ DHHJUEJG UDUE RKP\ QNKJ- IE ZDD EMJ UUJYNRXD AXJXDE EMDE EMJ HMDQJJ 

GJJDQ ER KJUPJQE- BJKRUJ EMJ UJUUJUPNQE DHMQDUUD DQG LDU,CMJJ TDXN
D XQUUJHJGJQEJG 

GNDHRYJU\+ I MDG MXDE GJJQ DQ DYJUDJJ+ UUJUXGJDHJQE C\DENH FNGURDND UDENJQE- TMDE AXJXDE+ 

DD JYJU\ REMJU+ I UJQXHEDQEQ\ KRQQRZJG P\ PREMJU NQER P\ DHMRRQ ER PJJE P\ QJZ EJDHMJU 

KRU EMJ \JDU- SNQHJ UUJDHMRRQ P\ PREMJU MDG GXENKXQQ\ DUUJDUJG GJKRUJ EMDE \JDU
D EJDHMJU 

ER UUJDJQE EMJ C\DENH FNGURDND FRXQGDENRQ
D UDPUMQJE "A CMNQG NQ YRXU CQDDD MDD C\DENH 

FNGURDND-" SMJ MDG GJJQ ERQG EMND ZDD EMJ GJDE UURERHRQ G\ EMJ DRHNDQ ZRUPJU DE EMJ CF 

HQNQNH DQG DMJ GNG NE DQQXDQQ\ ZNEMRXE KDNQ- TMJ UDPUMQJE J[UQDNQJG ZMDE CF ZDD DQG 

DGRXE P\ HRXJMNQJ DQG P\ PJGNHDENRQ- I MDG MJDUG EMJ DUNJQ ZNEM JYJU\ QJZ KUNJQG DQG 
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JYJU\ QJZ EJDHMJU+ GXE EMDE AXJXDE I QRENHJG DRPJEMNQJ GNKKJUJQE- TMJUJ ZDD DRPJEMNQJ 

RKK DGRXE EMJ ZD\ P\ QJZ EJDHMJU+ MUD- BX\JUD+ QRRPJG DE PJ- IE ZDDQ
E GNDGDNQ KRU P\ 

HUNPUJG MDNU DQG GXQD,Q,RRDJD E,DMNUE+ DD P\ PREMJU MDG JUNUJG ZRXQG UURGDGQ\ MDUUJQ 

ZMJQ ZJ
G QJKE EMJ MRXDJ5 NE ZDD DRPJEMNQJ JUD\JU+ DDGGJU- AD ZJ QJKE+ MUD- BX\JUD
 

DPNQJ ZDD QJDD YNGUDQE+ PRUJ QNPJ RQJ QRRPD DD DMJ DEJUD DZD\ KURP D DNHPQ\ UXUU\- 

TMDE QNJME+ I ERRP D HRU\ RK EMJ "A CMNQG NQ YRXU CQDDD MDD C\DENH FNGURDND" 

UDPUMQJE KURP NED QNHMJ GJEZJJQ D UDHP RKPJQEMRQ HNJDUJEEJD DQG D ZDQQJE NQ P\ 

PREMJU
D UXUDJ DQG DQXHP NE NQER P\ GQXJ GJGURRP- 

"CF ND D JJQJENH GNDJDDJ- .t ND EMJ PRDE HRPPRQ QNKJ,DMRUEJQNQJ GNDJDDJ DPRQJ 

CDXHDDNDQD5 UJRUQJ ZNEM CF DUJ QNYNQJ QRQJJU EMDQ JYJU+ RKEJQ NQER DGXQEMRRG �DJJ 17 DQG 

RQGJU(- TMNHP DENHP\ PXHXD GXNQGD XU NQ EMJ QXQJD QJDGNQJ ER UJHXUUJQE QXQJ NQKJHENRQD- 

MDQDGDRUUENRQ QJDGD ER URRU JURZEM+ DERPDHM HUDPUNQJ+ DQG KUJVXJQE+ QRRDJ+ KRXQ 

DPJQQNQJ DERRQD- OEMJU HRPUQNHDENRQD DXHM DD QNYJU UURGQJPD+ GNDGJEJD+ DQG UJUURGXHENYJ 

D\DEJP JKKJHED HDQ RHHXU-" 

SJJNQJ P\ GNDJDDJ NQ UUNQE+ PQRZNQJ EMND ZDD ZM\ P\ QJZ EJDHMJU MDG QRRPJG 

DDG+ DQJJUJG PJ- WMR ZUREJ EMND9 TMJ\ ZJUJ QNDUD! I ZDD QRQJ RK EMJDJ EMNQJD- I ZDD 

UUJEE\+ DPDUE , MRZ HRXQG I DDDNPNQDEJ ZRUGD QNPJ DENHP\ PXHRXD+ KRXQ DERRQD ZNEM EMDE 

NPDJJ9 .t ZDDQ
E EMRDJ EMNQJD5 I ZDD EMRDJ EMNQJD- I MDG ER DGPNE EMDE I MDG DQQ EMJ NDDXJD 

QNDEJG- I
G DHHJUEJG EMJ ZD\ EMJ GNDJDDJ MDG DJEEQJG QNPJ DPRJ RYJU RXU MRXDJ+ EMJ RUDQJJ 

DQG ZMNEJ UNQQ MDUD EMDE QNEEJUJG EMJ HRXQEJU+ EMJ UJUHXDDNRQ EMJUDU\ , Q\NQJ RYJU P\ 

UDUJQED
 QDUD DD EMJ\ HQDUUJG RQ P\ GDHP+ HMJDE DQG DNGJD ER QRRDJQ EMJ DENHP\ UMQJJP 

KURP P\ QXQJD , NE MDG GJJQ EMJ RQQ\ ZD\ RK QNKJ I
G PQRZQ- AE EMDE URNQE+ I ZDD DQUJDG\ 

NUUNEDEJG ZNEM P\ GRHERUD ZMR DDNG I DMRXQG QRE MDYJ D HDE+ ZMR DDNG I PNJME DEDUE P\ 
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UJUNRG QDEJU EMDQ P\ UJJUD+ ZNEM EMJ HRQDEDQE KQX DMRED DQG GUJDEMNQJ EJDED+ EMJ DRHNDQ 

ZRUPJUD ZMR PJDQE ZJQQ+ GXE ZMR DURPJ NQ DXHM D PDUQJ DXJDU DZJJEQJDD EMDE I DNPUQ\ 

ZDQEJG ER GNEJ EMJP- SENQQ+ DQQ RK EMDE MDG GJJQ DJJPJQEJG+ D DJUDUDEJ \JE DHHJUEJG UDUE RK 

P\ QNKJ- EYJQ DE EMDE URNQE+ I MDG DJUDUDEJG EMJ CF UDUE RKP\ QNKJ NQER NED RZQ UQDHJ 

DJUDUDEJ KURP EMJ UJDE RKP\ QNKJ+ GXE I
G QJYJU UJDQQ\ EMRXJME DGRXE ZMDE NE DQQ PJDQE- 

I
G QJYJU GJJQ NJQRUDQE DGRXE P\ GNDJDDJ+ GXE I MDG GJJQ GQNQGJG ER EMJ UJDHENRQ 

EMDE NE JQNHNEJG KURP REMJUD- TMJ QRRP NQ MUD- BX\JUD
 J\JD HRPGNQJG ZNEM EMJ UDPUMQJE I 

MJQG NQ P\ MDQGD HDXDJG D UJDHENRQ NQ PJ DR KNJUHJ I DQPRDE DMRRP- IE KJQE DD NK ENQ\ 

J[UQRDNRQD ZJUJ YNGUDENQJ P\ \RXQJ GRG\ DD P\ PNQG UJJQJG RYJU EMJ UDDE EZJQYJ \JDUD- 

I ZDD DPDQQJU EMDQ EMJ REMJU PNGD5 I MDG ER EDPJ UNQQD ZMJQ I DEJ- AQQ RK EMJDJ EMNQJD GJJDQ 

ER DQJJU PJ- .t ZDDQ
E KDNU- AQG GJDEM G\ JNJMEJJQ9 TMDE ZDD RQQ\ DN[ \JDUD DZD\! AQQ I 

UJDQQ\ PQJZ RK GJDEM ZDD EMDE I
G MDG D JRQGKNDM EMDE GNJG ZMJQ I ZDD D HMNQG DQG ZMJQ 

I
G GXJ EMJ HDUHDDD GDHP XU ZJJPD QDEJU I KRXQG D UREENQJ JXQP\ PJDD RK GRQJD DQG KQJDM- 

SXGGJQQ\ I KJQE DHXEJQ\ DZDUJ RKMRZ REMJUD UJDHEJG ER EMJ PQRZQJGJJ RKP\ GNDJDDJ+ EMJ 

UNE\ EMJ\ J[XGJG+ EMJ DDDXPUENRQD EMJ\ PDGJ+ EMJ QNPNEDENRQD EMJ\ J[UJHEJG PJ ER MDYJ- 

TMJ\ EMRXJME I ZDD JRNQJ ER GJ GJDG DRRQ+ EMDE P\ QNKJ ZDD HUNUUQJG DQG DXKKJUNQJ- .t ZDD 

DQQ MJUJ NQ GQDHP UUNQE+ EMJ URDG PDU RKP\ QNKJ ZNEM CF- TMJ DERU\ ZDD DJE DQG EMJ QNKJ 

QDUUDENYJ ZDD UUJZUNEEJQ KRU PJ DNPUQ\ G\ GJNQJ GRUQ ZNEM EMJ GNDJDDJ- .t ZDDQ
E XQENQ I 

UJDG EMJ UDPUMQJE KRU P\DJQK NQ P\ GQXJ GJGURRP EMDE I GJHDPJ DHXEJQ\ DZDUJ EMDE EMJ 

GNDJDDJ ZDD UJDQQ\ D GJKPNQJ KDHERU NQ P\ QNKJ- I ZDD EMJ HMNQG NQ EMJ HQDDD ZNEM C\DENH 

FNGURDND-

I KJQE EMJ MRUJ RK D QRUPDQ QNKJ GJNQJ DXHPJG DZD\ KURP PJ- I UXDMJG EMJ UDPUMQJE 

ZNEM EMJ UUJEE\ HMNQG RQ EMJ KURQE DZD\ KURP PJ DQG GNDDRQYJG NQER DRPJ PNQG RK EZJQYJ,
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\JDU,RQG PJQEDQ ZMNUQZNQG- IQ EMDE YDHXXP I YNDXDQNbJG EDQRQD JURZNQJ KURP P\ MDQGD+ 

UD\D RK UJG DUURXENQJ KURP P\ J\JD- CF ZRXQG QRE EDPJ PJ- I ZRXQG QRE be EMNHP DQG 

DENHP\ DQG KRXQ- .t ZDDQ
E D ZDU I ZDD ZDJNQJ+ NE ZDD DQ DGDRQXEJ RGQNEJUDENRQ RK DQQ 

J[UJHEDENRQD- .t ZRXQG GJ EMJ GNDNQEJJUDENRQ RKJYJU\ ZRUG JYJU ZUNEEJQ DGRXE CF NQ 

UJQDENRQ ER PJ- I ZRXQG QRE GJ ZMDE EMJ\ DDNG- I ZRXQG QJJG QREMNQJ- CF ZDD DQ JDUZNJ 

DQG I ZDD D DMRJ- IKQ
G NGRQNbJG EMJ URHP JRGGJDD MJURNQJD RK P\ MTV \RXEM GJKRUJ+ QRZ 

I ZRXQG GJHRPJ RQJ- I ZRXQG GJ DMNQ\+ JRQGJQ+ HMJUU\ UJG QNUD+ D JNUQ ZMR ZDD GJDXENKXQ 

DQG GJDNUDGQJ DQG ZNQG DQG ZMR NQ MJU EMUJJ,PNQXEJ PRPJQED RK MTV JQRU\ ZRXQG QJYJU 

HRXJM RU DMNE RU GJ DQ\EMNQJ REMJU EMDQ UJUKJHE- 

I GJHDPJ+ DE EMDE PRPJQE+ D EZJQYJ,\JDU,RQG JNUQ ZNEM CF ZMR GNGQ
E MDYJ CF- 

19�7 

CRiQ iNfK INeHDeH DQI fKH OgQJOHe NQ Ps PNQI 

IQ D HDDJ DEXG\ RKDGXQED ZNEM CF DZDNENQJ EUDQDUQDQE+ DQEMURURQRJNDE RRQDQG 

MD\QDUG URDJD EMND VXJDENRQ9 

WMDE NK \RXU GRG\ UJRUGJUJG \RXUDJQK QDUUDENYJ9 WMDE NK \RX ZJUJ GRUQ ZNEM D 

GNDJDDJ DQG \RXU UDUJQED ZJUJ DDPJG NK EMJ\ ZRXQG UDEMJU QJDYJ \RX DE EMJ MRDUNEDQ 

ER GNJ9 AQG NK EMJ\ ERRP \RX MRPJ DQG \RX GNG QRE GNJ+ ZMDE NK EMJ\ ZJUJ 

DXGDJVXJQEQ\ ERQG \RX ZRXQG QRE QNYJ ER GJ D EJJQDJJU9 AQG EMJQ+ QRE ER 

DGXQEMRRG9 WMDE NK+ DD D \RXQJ DGXQE+ \RX ZJUJ ERQG \RX ZRXQG QRE QNYJ GJ\RQG 

\RXU JDUQ\ EMNUENJD9 WMDE NK\RXU QNKJ ZDD D QNYNQJ EJDENPRQ\ ER KDNQJG 

UURJQRDENHDENRQ+ QNPNEJG PQRZQJGJJ+ DQG EMJ RYJUJDENPDENRQ RK UNDPD+ D QNKJ 
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HRPNQJQJG DQG RKEJQ HRQKXDJG ZNEM EMJ PRUEDQNE\ RK DNPNQDUQ\ GNDJDDJG 

NQGNYNGXDQD9 IQ DMRUE+ ZMDE NK JNYJQ \RXU GNDJDDJ+ \RX DUJ D GNRQRJNHDQ DXHHJDD9 

�225(-

TMND NGJD RK KDNQJG UURJQRDENHDENRQ GJKNQJG P\ UJGJQQNRQ- DJDUNEJ PQRZNQJ EMDE CF ZDD D 

KDEDQ NQQQJDD+ QREMNQJ NQ P\ J[UJUNJQHJ RU GJQNJK D\DEJP+ QRQJ RK ZMDE I UJDG RU MJDUG 

DGRXE P\ GNDJDDJ DJJPJG ER DUUQ\ ER PJ- PDUE RK P\ DQJJU DE P\ GNDJDDJ ZDD EMJ 

HRQDEDQE J[UJHEDENRQD UQDHJG RQ P\ QNKJ- I GNGQ
E KJJQ QNPJ I ZDD G\NQJ- I HRXQG UXQ DQG 

UQD\ MXDE DD ZJQQ DD EMJ REMJU HMNQGUJQ+ \JE JYJU\RQJ ZDQEJG ER JNYJ PJ EMJDJ DUJHNDQ 

HRQDNGJUDENRQD- I GNGQ
E ZDQE RU QJJG DQ\EMNQJ DUJHNDQ- TMJ GJDE EMNQJ DQ\RQJ HRXQG GR 

KRU PJ ZDD ER QJDYJ PJ DQRQJ- 

TMJ KJZ CF,UJQDEJG DDUJHED RKP\ QNKJ EMDE I HRXQG QRE JDHDUJ+ I GJHDPJ DQ J[UJUE 

DE MNGNQJ- I QJDUQJG MRZ ER EDPJ P\ GNJJDENYJ JQb\PJD NQ D ZD\ EMDE QR RQJ JYJU QRENHJG- 

I
G DQNU EMJP KURP P\ URHPJE DQG MRQG EMJP NQ P\ MDQG XQENQ EMJ UJUDRQ I ZDD ZNEM 

QRRPJG DZD\- IPPJGNDEJQ\ I
G URU EMJP NQ P\ PRXEM DQG DZDQQRZ- I QJDUQJG MRZ ER 

DENKQJ D HRXJM ZNEM D QDXJM- I HRXQG MRQG NQ JDD RU D GRZJQ PRYJPJQE KRU MRXUD- I UDUJQ\ 

GJHDPJ DNHP ZNEM UXQPRQDU\ NQKJHENRQD+ EMRXJM CF ZDD JDD\ ER UXDM RKK DD DDEMPD+ D 

HRQG+ RU GURQHMNEND- TMJ GJEEJU I JRE DE MNGNQJ EMJ GNDJDDJ+ EMJ PRUJ DHMRRQJG I GJHDPJ NQ 

EMJ JDPJ RK CF GJQNDQ- .t ZDDQ
E MDUG- DJQNDQ UDQ GJJUQ\ NQ P\ KDPNQ\- I ZDDQ
E EMJ KNUDE 

UJUDRQ ZNEM CF NQ RXU EUNGJ+ EMRXJM RKEJQ EMJ GNDJDDJ ZDD EMJ UURYJUGNDQ JQJUMDQE NQ EMJ 

URRP- M\ PDEJUQDQ XQHQJ DQDR MDG CF+ DQG GJKRUJ MNP DQ DXQE ZMR
G GNJG-

TMJ DERU\ RK CF ND RQJ RK D PXEDEJG DJE RK JJQJD UDDDJG GRZQ RYJU JJQJUDENRQD- 

OQJ PXEDEJG JJQJ UDDDJG ER DRPJ IUNDM ZRPDQ MJUJ RQ P\ PREMJU
D DNGJ+ RQJ UDDDJG ER 

DRPJ FQJPNDM PDQ EMJUJ RQ P\ KDEMJU
D DNGJ+ ZMR UDDDJG NE RQ ER MND GDXJMEJU DQG EMJ 
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GDXJMEJU ER MJU DRQ DQG DR RQ+ XQENQ GREM P\ UDUJQED+ XQPQRZNQJQ\ PXEDEJG+ PJE RQJ 

DQREMJU DQG EMRDJ EZR PNDKNE JJQJD HRDQJDHJG NQER D EMJ MJQN[ HMDNQ RKUUREJNQD EMDE 

HMDQJJG PJ KURP D HQXPU RKHJQQD UJDJPGQNQJ D QNPD GJDQ ER D KNDM\ DQNJQ KJEXD ER D YJU\ 

DNHPQ\ GDG\- .t EDPJD RQJ PXEDEJG JJQJ KURP D PREMJU DQG RQJ PXEDEJG JJQJ KURP D KDEMJU 

ER JNYJ JDHM GQRDDRPNQJ KJEXD D 24% HMDQHJ RKMDYNQJ D UDNU RKPXEDQE JJQJD MJUDJQK- AQ 

XQQXHP\ URQQ RK EMJ GNHJ KRU EMDE KJEXD+ DD JDHM UURJJQ\ RKD DJE RKPXEDQE HDUUNJUD MDD D 

24% HMDQHJ RKMDYNQJ EMJ GNDJDDJ+ D 40% HMDQHJ RKDNPUQ\ HDUU\NQJ EMJ JJQJ �DQG EMJQ 

URDDNGQ\ UDDDNQJ NE GRZQ ER EMJNU RZQ HMNQG(+ DQG D 24% HMDQHJ RKGJNQJ DHREE,KUJJ PXEDQE 

JJQJ,QJDD- I ZDD EMJ XQQXHP\ 24 UJUHJQEJU ZMR NQMJUNEJG GREM JJQJD DQG EMJUJKRUJ C\DENH 

FNGURDND- SR ZDD P\ XQHQJ+ DQG DR ZDD P\ JUDQGUDUJQED
 KNUDE GDG\+ CMUNDENQJ- 

M\ JUDQGKDEMJU+ D KDUPJU
D PNG DQG UURGXHE RKEMJ GUJDE DJUUJDDNRQ+ UJEXUQJG 

KURP EMJ PDHNKNH 7iP DQG XDJG MND GI BNQQ ER JUDGXDEJ KURP EMJ UQNYJUDNE\ RKAUNbRQD- M\ 

JUDQGPREMJU+ EMJ GDXJMEJU RKD GJQENDE DQG DEEJQGJJ RKGUNQQJQQ UQNYJUDNE\ NQ IRZD+ 

PDUUNJG P\ JUDQGKDEMJU NQ AXJXDE RK 1836- CQRDJ ER D \JDU QDEJU+ P\ JUDQGPREMJU GNUEMJG 

EMJNU KNUDE HMNQG+ CMUNDENQJ- 

"CMUND DEDUEJG HRXJMNQJ DR EMJ QXUDJD GNGQ
E ZDQE ER KJJG MJU JNEMJU+ DR RXU GRHERU 

ZRXQG DRPJENPJD QJDYJ MND RKKNHJ DQG JR GRZQ DQG KJJG MJU- NRZ EMDE
D D ZRQGJUKXQ 

GRHERU+" UJHDQQD P\ JUDQGPREMJU DD DMJ UJERQG CMUNDENQJ
D DERU\- "HJ DDNG MJ ZJQE ER EMJ 

MRDUNEDQ QNGUDU\ JYJU\ QNJME DQG DEXGNJG DQG DEXGNJG DQG DEXGNJG DQG EUNJG ER KNQG RXE ZMDE 

DMJ MDG DQG MJ DDNG+ 
I EMNQP KNGURH\DENH GNDJDDJ ND ZMDE DMJ MDD-
 

"CMUND EXUQJG UJDQ GDUP+ DQG DDG MXDE GNGQ
E ZDQE PJ ER DJJ MJU QNPJ EMDE- TMJQ EMDE 

ZDD MXDE NE- SMJ HRXQGQ
E JDE- SMJ HRXQGQ
E GR DQ\EMNQJ DQG DMJ GNJG RQ TMDQPDJNYNQJ 

DD\-" M\ JUDQGPREMJU DUJQE RQQ\ EMJ KNUDE KRXU GD\D DKEJU EMJ GNUEM RKMJU KNUDE,GRUQ GDG\ 
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ZNEM EMJ HMNQG- OQHJ CMUND GJHDPJ DNHP+ P\ JUDQGPREMJU ZDD DJQE MRPJ+ DQRQJ- AKEJU 

KRXU GD\D+ DMJ QJNEMJU MJQG QRU DDZ MJU GDXJMEJU DJDNQ- TMJUJ DUJ QR UMRERJUDUMD- 

"DU- GXNQED ERQG DDG DQG I+ 
GR DMJDG DQG MDYJ \RXU KDPNQ\- TMJUJ DUJ RQQ\ DGRXE 

15 HDDJD RK EMND NQ EMJ ZRUQG DQG EMJUJ
D QR UURGQJP- HDYJ \RXU KDPNQ\-
 SR ZJ GNG- TMJQ 

EMJ\ HDPJ GDHP \JDUD QDEJU DQG DDNG NE
D EZR RXE RK KRXU ZMJQ EMJ\ UJDQQ\ GJHNGJG ZMDE NE 

ZDD ---- " 

M\ JUDQGUDUJQED ZJQE RQ ER MDYJ EMUJJ PRUJ HMNQGUJQ9 P\ PREMJU PDEE\ DQG P\ 

XQHQJD JNP DQG JRMQ- WMJQ JNP ZDD KNYJ NE ZDD GNDHRYJUJG EMDE MJ ERR MDG C\DENH 

FNGURDND- IQ P\ XQHQJ
D UJHRQQJHENRQ+ MJ QJYJU PQJZ MJ MDG EMJ GNDJDDJ XQENQ MND EMNUG 

JUDGJ EJDHMJU HMNGJG MNP KRU QRE PQRZNQJ ZMDE CF ZDD DQG PDGJ MNP UJDG EMJ GJKNQNENRQ 

DQRXG ER MND HQDDD KURP DQ JQH\HQRUJGND- M\ PREMJU GNDUXEJD EMND DD EUXEM+ GXE I GRQ
E 

EMNQP EMDE EMJUJ HDQ GJ DQ\ VXJDENRQ EMDE GJQNDQ UDQ GJJU NQ RXU KDPNQ\- WJ MXDE GNGQ
E 

EDQP DGRXE EMJ GNDJDDJ- M\ UDUJQED JQDXUJG I GNG EMJ PNQNPDQ UJVXNUJG PDNQEJQDQHJ HDUJ9 

GNJJDENYJ JQb\PJD+ GURQHMRGNQDERUD+ YNEDPNQD+ DQENGNRENHD+ DQG UJUHXDDNYJ HMJDE EMJUDU\+ 

GXE ZJ UDUJQ\ DHPQRZQJGJJG ZM\ I GNG EMJDJ EMNQJD- I GRQ
E EMNQP P\ UDUJQED UXUURDJKXQQ\ 

DJE RXE ER PDPJ P\ GNDJDDJ D DJHUJE- .t PDQ\ ZD\D NE ZDDQ
E- TMJ\ ERQG EMJNU KUNJQGD DQG 

P\ KUNJQGD
 UDUJQED- TMJ\ ERQG P\ EJDHMJUD+ DQG DQ\ REMJU UJUDRQ ZMR MDG D QJJG ER 

PQRZ EMJ NQKRUPDENRQ+ ZNEMRXE PXHM MJDNEDENRQ- .t ZDD MXDE EMDE EMJ\ GNGQ
E EDQP ER PJ 

DGRXE NE- MJGNHDQQ\+ \JD- I XQGJUDERRG ZM\ I MDG ER EDPJ P\ UNQQD+ ZM\ I MDG ER GR 

UJUHXDDNYJ EMJUDU\+ GXE EMJDJ EMNQJD ZJUJ MXDE UDUE RKRXU GDNQ\ URXENQJ- TMJ\ GNGQ
E EDQP 

ER PJ DGRXE MRZ I KJQE MDYNQJ ER EDPJ UNQQD RU NK I ZDD JPGDUUDDDJG ZMJQ I HRXJMJG RU P\ 

KJJQNQJD DGRXE EMJ GNDJDDJ- I DDDXPJ EMND DEJPPJG KURP KJDU- TMJ\ ZJUJ DKUDNG EMDE I 

ZRXQG QRE QNYJ D QRUPDQ QNKJ+ EMDE I ZRXQG GJ DKUDNG RKP\ GNDJDDJ+ EMDE I ZRXQG GNJ- TMJ\ 
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ZJUJ HJUEDNQQ\ DKUDNG ER EDQP ER PJ DGRXE GJDEM- TMND iQ turQ PDGJ PJ XQHRPKRUEDGQJ 

EDQPNQJ DGRXE P\ GNDJDDJ5 I GJHDPJ DDMDPJG DQG JPGDUUDDDJG DQG DR GJQNDQ DEJJUJG+ DQG 

NQ EMJ GUJJD RK GJQNDQ GUJZJG D GJJU DJQDJ RK QRQJQNQJDD- TMJUJ ZDD QR RQJ I HRXQG EDQP ER 

DGRXE MRZ I KJQE+ DR I MXDE ZRXQGQ
E EDQP DGRXE NE DE DQQ- CJUEDNQQ\ P\ HQNQNH EUNJG- TMJ\ 

MDG DRHNDQ ZRUPJUD RQ DEDKK ER MJQU UDENJQED GJDQ ZNEM QNKJ ZNEM D HMURQNH NQQQJDD+ GXE I DDZ 

EMJP DD DNPUQ\ DQREMJU HRJ NQ EMJ NUUNEDENQJ CF ZMJJQ- AD ZJQQ+ P\ PREMJU ZDD D DRHNDQ 

ZRUPJU DQG I HDQ
E MJQU GXE ZRQGJU NK PD\GJ EMDE PNQG RK HDUJ ZDD DNPUQ\ GJKJUUJG ER DD 

DRPJEMNQJ DMJ ZRXQG MDQGQJ DE MRPJ MJUDJQK- 

WMJQ I GJQNJG P\ GNDJDDJ DD D UDUE RK P\DJQK+ DRPJEMNQJ ZJQE DZU\ ZNEM P\ 

DJQDJ RK ZRUEM+ EMRXJM I GNGQ
E UJDQNbJ EMDE XQENQ PDQ\ \JDUD QDEJU+ DKEJU I PJE DRQ-

1992 

SHjs SDINH KRiHhHd ENJ sRg fKNQN sRg DdH 

AD KDU GDHP DD P\ PJPRU\ DEUJEHMJD NE DJJPD QNPJ PJQ DQZD\D ZDQEJG PJ ER DNE RQ 

EMJNU QDUD+ UXQQ XU P\ DMNUE+ ZMNDUJU iQ EMJNU JDUD- NRE PJQ EMDE I PQJZ+ DEUDQJJUD+ PRDEQ\- 

TMJUJ ND QR NQHJDE RU PRQJDEDENRQ NQ P\ DERU\+ GXE EMJUJ ND D UJUYDDNYJ DDGQJDD DDDRHNDEJG 

ZNEM P\ GJDQNQJ ZNEM PJQ- I QJE P\DJQK GJ J[UQRNEJG ZMNQJ EMNQPNQJ EMJ ZMRQJ ENPJ EMDE I 

ZDD EMJ RQJ GRNQJ EMJ PDQNUXQDENQJ- .t GNGQ
E DEDUE EMND ZD\ EMRXJM- BJDNGJD P\ KDEMJU+ I 

ZDD NQENPNGDEJG G\ PRDE REMJU PJQ- I ZDD UJEUNKNJG RK EMJ EZR PDQJ EJDHMJUD EMDE ZRUPJG 

NQ P\ JQJPJQEDU\ DHMRRQ- MU- BJQDRQ+ D DMRUE+ UJG,MJDGJG KNKEM,JUDGJ EJDHMJU+ ZRXQG 

RKEJQ UNHP PJ XU DQG HDUU\ PJ GRZQ iQ EMJ MDQQZD\ NKQ HRXQGQ
E JDHDUJ MNP DRRQ JQRXJM- 

DUJDG JQYJQRUJG PJ RQJ PRUQNQJ DKEJU I MJDUG P\ EJDHMJU+ MUD- TMRPDD+ UJURUE ER 
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DQREMJU EJDHMJU+ "I EMNQP MU- BJQDRQ MDD D HUXDM RQ SMDQQRQ-" TMND ZDD DEEJQENRQ I GNG 

QRE ZDQE- IE PDGJ PJ KJJQ GDG+ QNPJ I
G GRQJ DRPJEMNQJ ZURQJ- 

J-T- EMJ QNKJJXDUG DQG TNP EMJ DZNP HRDHM �RQHJ P\ UDUJQED HRXQG QR QRQJJU 

ZUJDEQJ PJ GRZQ ER UJUKRUP UJUHXDDNYJ EMJUDU\+ EMJ\ UXE PJ RQ D DZNP EJDP DD D PJDQD 

ER MJQU PJJU P\ QXQJD HQJDU( GREM EUNJG ER JJE PJ ER DNE RQ EMJNU QDUD+ DQG ZMNQJ TNP+ ZMR 

HDQQJG PJ "SMDQRRRQ+" PNJME MDYJ MDG NQQRHJQE NQEJQENRQD+ J-T- I ZDD QJYJU DXUJ GNG- 

SRPJEMNQJ NQ MND J\JD ERQG PJ REMJUZNDJ+ EMRXJM NE ZRXQGQ
E GJ KRU PDQ\ \JDUD EMDE I 

ZRXQG UJHRJQNbJ DQG JYJQ DEUNYJ ER DEEDNQ EMDE DDPJ PNQG RK QDDHNYNRXD QRRP- IQDEJDG+ I 

ZRXQG MNGJ NQ EMJ ZRPJQ
D QRHPJU URRP XQENQ P\ KDEMJU ZDD KNQNDMJG NQ EMJ PJQ
D DQG 

HRXQG PJJE PJ NQ EMJ MDQQZD\ ZMJUJ EMJ QNKJJXDUG
D RKKNHJ ZDD DEDENRQJG- I QJYJU ZDQEJG 

ER GJ DQRQJ ZNEM J-T- DQG MND JUDGGNQJ MDQGD- 

AE EZJQYJ I MDG EMJ DDPJ NQDJHXUNENJD DD JYJU\ REMJU EZJQYJ,\JDU,RQG JNUQ- I 

ZDQEJG ER GJ URUXQDU+ I MDEJG P\ GUDHJD+ I ZNDMJG I MDG GRRGD- I UJDG @dH sRg TKHdH 

FRI, Hf 'e LH LDdJDdHf DQG DHEXDQQ\ GNG EMJ "ZJ PXDE+ ZJ PXDE+ NQHUJDDJ RXU GXDE" 

J[JUHNDJD- BXE G\ KRXUEJJQ+ DRPJEMNQJ PDJNHDQ MDUUJQJG- I GNDHRYJUJG P\ DJ[XDQNE\+ DQG 

NQ EMDE D QJZ ZD\ ER DD\ KXHP \RX ER CF- I NPDJNQJG CF JNUQD DD DHUDZQ\+ DNHPQ\+ XJQ\- I 

ZDQEJG ER GJ EMJ DQENEMJDND RK EMDE- ADDRHNDENQJ P\DJQK ZNEM CF PDGJ PJ DKUDNG+ DR I QNE D 

KNUJ ER J[ENQJXNDM DQQ EUDHJD RK EMJ GNDJDDJ- I ZRUJ HQREMJD EMDE DHHJQEJG P\ KNJXUJ-

TMRXJM I ZDD ENQ\+ I ZDD DMDUJQ\+ DQG I DEDUEJG ER XQGJUDEDQG EMDE EMJ "QRYJQ\ JNUQ+" 

UJRUQJ UJPDUPJG RQ DD D HMNQG HRXQG QRZ GJ HRQDNGJUJG D "DJ[\ \RXQJ ZRPDQ-" I HRXQG 

XDJ EMND ER P\ DGYDQEDJJ- I KRXQG PJQ RK DQQ DJJD ER GJ PDQQJDGQJ- AQ J[EUD QRQJ JQDQHJ+ 

D DPNQJ+ D GUXDM RK EMJ MDQG DQG EMJ\ ZJUJ QNPJ UXEE\- NR RQJ ZDD JRNQJ ER PQRZ DGRXE 
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EMJ DENHP\ JUJJQ PXHXD RKP\ NQDNGJD5 I MDEJG NE+ DQG DR NQ RUGJU ER HRYJU NE+ I GJJDQ ER 

PDPJ P\DJQK DD GJDXENKXQ DQG GJDNUDGQJ DD I HRXQG- 

I GJJDQ QJDENQJ D EDQJQJ RK DJQK,GRXGE DQG DJQK,QRDEMNQJ JYJQ DD I QJDUQJG MRZ ER 

PDQNUXQDEJ DQG XDJ P\ QRRPD ER JJE ZMDE I ZDQEJG- AD D HMNQG I
G DYRNGJG DQG EMZDUEJG 

XQZDQEJG PDQJ DEEJQENRQ+ GXE G\ KRXUEJJQ I MDG GNDHRYJUJG EMJ EMUNQQ NQ HDEHMNQJ EMJ J\J RK 

DQ RQGJU PDQ- TMJ\ ZJUJQ
E DKUDNG ER QRRP GDHP+ EMJNU UDQPD GNGQ
E DZJDE+ EMJ\ ZJUJQ
E 

DZPZDUG RU DM\- I KJQE YDQXJG KRU ZMDE I ZDD �UUJEE\ JNUQ( ZMJQ I JDUQJUJG EMJ DEEJQENRQ RK 

DRPJRQJ P\ DJQNRU- M\ PREMJU ZDUQJG+ "TMJ\ GRQ
E QNPJ \RX QNPJ \RX EMNQP EMJ\ GR-" I 

GNGQ
E XQGJUDEDQG- OK HRXUDJ EMJ\ GNG- TMJ\ QNPJG PJ J[DHEQ\ QNPJ I EMRXJME EMJ\ GNG9 

GJDNUDGQ\- DJDNUJ RU QXDE NQ DRPJ KJQQRZ
D J\JD PJDQE I
G DXHHJJGJG+ EMDE P\ RXEDNGJ 

JQNPPJUJG UDDE EMJ NQQJU \XP- I KJQE ZDQEJG+ QRYJG+ DQG GJDXENKXQ- 

1995 

SKH fDNHe D eiNQJ DQI eKH HDQ'f KNf, eKH IRQ 'f PHDQ QR KDdP, eKH Ogef IRQ'f NQRi iKDf 

HOeH fR IR DERgf Nf 

B\ P\ DJQNRU \JDU RK MNJM DHMRRQ I MDG D MDQGKXQ RK KUNJQGD ZMR MDG EMJNU RZQ 

UQDHJD- BDQG JJUJP\
D ZDD QJ[E ER D URDHM\ UNbbD UQDHJ RQ D DEUJJE NQKJDEJG ZNEM MRRPJUD+ 

ZNQRD+ DQG REMJU GJQNbJQD RK EMJ DPDUP\ SRXEM BJQG DEUJJE QNKJ- I
P DPDbJG ZNEM RXU 

GUDYDGR NQ EMRDJ GD\D- WDQPNQJ GRZQ DEUJJED QRE PJDQE KRU DXGXUGDQ ZMNEJ JNUQD+ 

UUJJQNQJ KRU EMJ PJQ ZMR HDE HDQQJG+ DDPNQJ KRU GUXJD+ JRNQJ NQER EMJ MRPJD DQG HDUD RK 

DEUDQJJUD ER JJE EMJP- I HDQ
E GJQNJYJ ZJ ZJUJ QJYJU MXUE5 I EMNQP RK MRZ PDQ\ ZD\D ZJ 

ZJUJ MXUE9 EDPJQ DGYDQEDJJ RK+ J[UQRNEJG+ XDJG- 
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I PJE SJEM JNJME PRQEMD DKEJU I
G GJHNGJG ER GJHRPJ D GRUQ,DJDNQ YNUJNQ- I
G 

GJJXQ ER JURZ ZJDU\ RK EMJ PJDQNQJQJDDQJDD NQ P\ NQEJUDHENRQD ZNEM GR\D- I ZDD 

DJYJQEJJQ+ MJDGNQJ DRRQ KRU HRQQJJJ- I ZDQEJG D KUJDM DEDUE- NR PRUJ GDGGQNQJ ZNEM RQGJU 

JX\D+ QR PRUJ DJ[ ZNEM GDG GR\D5 I ZDQEJG QRYJ- I MDG DXHHJJGJG NQ HUJDENQJ D UJUDRQD RK 

ZNQG+ DJ[\ GDG JNUQ+ GXE I DEDUEJG ER JQY\ P\ KUNJQGD ZMR MDG GR\KUNJQGD ZMR GRXJME EMJP 

KQRZJUD DQG ERRP EMJP RQ GDEJD- I MDG YNDNRQD RK D UJQDENRQDMNU QNPJ EMJ URPDQHJ GJEZJJQ 

LQR\G DRGQJU DQG DNDQJ NQ SDs @QsfKNQJ, RK"RRPJR DQG JXQNJE-" 

TMDE QDDE DXPPJU GJKRUJ HRQQJJJ+ P\ JNUQKUNJQGD DQG I MDG UQDQD ER KRQQRZ EMJ 

GUDEJKXQ DJDG- WJ ZRUJ DJHRQG,MDQG HQREMJD DQG DEJ QRED RK DHNG- M\ MDNU KJQQ ER P\ 

ZDNDE- I HDUUNJG D RQJ,MNEEJU DQG D HDPJUD NQ D DEUDZ EREJ GDJ- I DERUUJG DMDYNQJ P\ QJJD- 

WJ ZJUJ JNJMEJJQ DQG KUJJ- .t ZDD EMJ DXPPJU RKP\ KNUDE EUXJ QRYJ- 

I UJPJPGJUJG SJEM KURP MNJM DHMRRQ- HJ MDG EZNUQ\ J\JD+ QNPJ D HDUERRQ 

HMDUDHEJU- I ZRXQG DJJ EMRDJ PNQG RKJ\JD RQQ\ RQJ ENPJ PRUJ NQ P\ QNKJ+ NQ EMJ J\JD RK D 

PJEM MJDG NQ NJZ MJ[NHR+ NURQNHDQQ\ DQDR QDPJG SJEM+ ZMR ZDQEJG D UNGJ- TMJ J\JD 

ZRXQG DHDUJ PJ- SJEM
D J\JD DHDUJG PJ- I
G MJDUG EMJ UXPRUD9 EMDE MJ DPRPJG HUDHP+ EMDE 

MJ MDG DJ[ ZNEM QRED RK JNUQD5 EMJ\ DQQ DDNG MJ ZDD ZNQG- I
G QJYJU UJDQQ\ UDNG MNP PXHM 

DEEJQENRQ XQENQ RQJ DXPPJU JYJQNQJ DE BDQG JJUJP\
D- 

LNPJ PRDE EJJQDJJUD
 KNUDE DUDUEPJQED+ BDQG JJUJP\
D ZDD DUDUDJQ\ KXUQNDMJG+ EMJ 

DNQP DQZD\D KXQQ RKGNUE\ GNDMJD- BDQG URDEJUD ZJUJ EDHPJG DGRXE EMJ ZDQQD DQG EMJ 

HRPUDQ\ ZDD EUDQDNJQE- PJRUQJ ZMR ZJUJQ
E JYJQ UJDQQ\ KUNJQGD ZNEM JJUJP\ ZRXQG HRPJ 

G\+ MND MRXDJ RQJ RK EMJ KJZ ER MDQJ RXE NQ ZMJUJ EMJUJ ZJUJ QR UDUJQED UUJDJQE- EUNHD 

DQG LRQD+ P\ HQRDJDE KUNJQGD+ DQG I ZJUJ KUJVXJQE YNDNERUD+ GJNQJ KUNJQGD ZNEM GREM BDQG 

JJUJP\ DQG RQJ RKMND URRPPDEJD- WJ
G KQRXQHJ NQER JJUJP\
D XQDQQRXQHJG NQ RXU JDXb\ 
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DPNUED DQG DUUDZQ DHURDD MND HRXHM DDDXPNQJ EMDE RXU UUJDJQHJ ZDD DQZD\D D ZJQHRPJ 

DGGNENRQ-

OQJ QNJME SJEM DQNQPJG NQER EMJ MRXDJ DQG KJQQ NQER D EMUJDGGDUJ HMDNU DHURDD KURP 

PJ- HND JQJUJ\ ZDD QNPJ MRQJ\+ D\UXU\ DZJJE- HND MDNU ZDD D EDQJQJ RK DXGXUQ HXUQD- HJ 

ZDD DMNUEQJDD+ MND HMJDE KQDE DQG MDUG+ GDUJ- HND DUP\ UDQED ZJUJ UXQQJG DR QRZ EMDE EMJ V 

RK MND UJQYND ZDD J[URDJG+ DRKE DXGXUQ HXUQD UJJPNQJ KURP EMJ ZDNDEGDQG- HJ URQQJG D 

MRNQE+ PJENHXQRXDQ\ KRQGNQJ NQ EMJ HRPJUD RK EMJ RQNRQ DPNQ UDUJU ER PDPJ QNEEQJ URHPJED+ 

EMJQ EDUUNQJ RXE D DUUNQPQNQJ RK HRHDNQJ KURP D PDJDbNQJ KRQGJG GNQGQJ MJ PJUE NQ EMJ 

HJQQRUMDQJ RKMND HNJDUJEEJ UDHPJE- I ZDDQ
E JYJQ DXUJ NKMJ ZDD DZDUJ EMDE I ZDD EMJUJ- 

WJ DQQ DPRPJG9 SJEM DQG MND KUNJQG JDPJ+ BDQG JJUJP\+ LRQD+ EUNHD+ DQG .� WJ UDDDJG EMJ 

MRNQE KURP KNQJJUENU ER KNQJJUENU+ EMJ UDXHRXD YNGUDENRQD RK PMNDM
D "RXQ QNPJ DQ AQEJQRUJ" 

ZDKENQJ KURP DQ XUDEDNUD GJGURRP+ EMJ ZNQGRZD RUJQ ER EMJ MXPNG DXPPJU DNU DQG EMJ 

UDEEQNQJ PXKNQJUD DQG QRXG YRNHJD RK EMJ GRZQERZQ DEUJJE QNKJ- SRRQ DKEJU+ LRQD+ EUNHD+ DQG 

I ZJQE KRU D ZDQP RQ EMJ EDDE RDHJ+ D UQJDDDQE GRDUGZDQP DUJD GXNQE DURXQG EMJ SE- JRDJUM 

UNYJU- OXU J\UD\ HMDNQD MNQJQJG+ RXU UDEHMRXQN GUJQHMJG DPNQ ZDD DRKE NQ EMJ QDPUQNJME DD 

ZJ GNDHXDDJG SJEM DQG EMJ HRHDNQJ QDHJG MRNQE DQG ZMJEMJU RU QRE ZJ EMRXJME ZJ KJQE DQ\ 

GNKKJUJQE KURP NE- 

I GJHNGJG ER HDQQ SJEM "JNP MRUUNDRQ" NQ HRGJ GJHDXDJ RKD UNHEXUJ I
G MDG RK EMJ 

DNQJJU RQ P\ GJGURRP ZDQQ ZNEM EMJ DDPJ ZNQG ZDY\ MDNU DQG QRZ UNGNQJ UDQED- I 

UJHUXNEJG EUNHD ER MJQU PJ EUDHP MNP GRZQ EMJ QJ[E GD\- WJ KRXQG MNP RQ VDQ BXUJQ 

SEUJJE+ NQ EMJ MJDUE RK UXQ GRZQ SRXEM BJQG+ Q\NQJ RQ D PDEEUJDD NQ RXU KUNJQG RD\
D 

GJGURRP+ DPRPNQJ D MRNQE- TMJ KRXU RK XD GURYJ ER RXP VNQQDJJ+ D UDUP DQG QDEXUJ 

UUJDJUYJ RQ EMJ DRXEMZJDE DNGJ RK ERZQ+ ZMJUJ ZJ DZXQJ RQ EMJ DZNQJD DQG DPRPJG D 
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MRNQE NQ EMJ ZRRGD- SJEM PDDDDJJG P\ DMRXQGJUD KURP EMJ GDHPDJDE RK P\ HDU DD I GURYJ 

XD GDHP ER RD\
D DQG DDPJG PJ ER HRPJ RYJU DQG JR NQ MND MRE EXG EMDE QNJME- I DJUJJG 

DQG DQXHP RXE RK P\ MRXDJ YND EMJ DQNGNQJ JQDDD GJHP GRRU ER PJJE MNP DE EMJ JQG RKP\ 

GUNYJZD\- HJ UNHPJG PJ XU NQ MND ZMNEJ HRQGD CNYNH+ D HNJDUJEEJ NQ MDQG+ JDQJ
D 

AGGNHENRQ RQ EMJ EDUJ UQD\JU- M\ QJJD JQNPPJUJG+ DQDEMJUJG NQ EMJ DPRREMQJDD RK BDEM 

DQG BRG\ ZRUPD QNVXNG EDQH- 

SRRQ DKEJU+ GJKRUJ ZJ
G DHEXDQQ\ DRQNGNKNJG RXUDJQYJD DD D HRXUQJ+ I QJKE ER JR ER 

FUJDMPDQ OUNJQEDENRQ DE P\ QJZ HRQQJJJ+ BDQQ SEDEJ UQNYJUDNE\- I EMRXJME DGRXE SJEM EMJ 

ZMRQJ ENPJ DQG ERQG P\ EJPURUDU\ URRPPDEJ AQNHND EMDE MJ ZDD UJDQQ\ P\ GR\KUNJQG- I 

UMRQJG MNP EMJ PNQXEJ I UJEXUQJG MRPJ- HJ DDNG+ "I MDYJ DRPJEMNQJ KRU \RX-" I UNHPJG 

MNP XU DQG MJ GNUJHEJG PJ ER EMJ PDUP Q
 SMRU UDUPNQJ QRE ZMJUJ MJ UXQQJG DQREMJU GNQGQJ 

KURP MND HNJDUJEEJ HJQQRUMDQJ DQG HXE D KJZ QNQJD RK HRHDNQJ RQ RQJ RK EMJ HDDDJEEJ EDUJD I 

MDG NQ P\ HDU- WJ ERRP EMJ NQQDUGD RXE RK D BIC UJQ ER DQRUE EMJP XU- 

"WNQQ I GJ DGQJ ER GUNYJ9" I DDPJG- HJ QDXJMJG- 

"AP I JRNQJ ER MDYJ D MJDUE DEEDHP9 WMDE NK I
P RQJ RK EMJ UJRUQJ ZMR DUJ 

DQQJUJNH ER EMND DEXKK9" 

"JXDE GR NE+" MJ HRPPDQGJG- I GNG+ EU\NQJ ER EXUQ P\ KDHJ DZD\ DR MJ ZRXQGQ
E DJJ 

EMJ UJQ XU P\ QRDJ- TMJUJ ZDD D GXUQ DQG D QXPGNQJ DJQDDENRQ DQG D QNEEQJ UDUDQRND- BXE 

EMDE ZDD NE- M\ KNUDE QNQJ RK HRHDNQJ- TMJ QNQJ EMDE ZRXQG HMDQJJ EMJ QJ[E GJHDGJ 

NQGJKNQNEJQ\- TMRXJM I GNGQ
E JJE EMJ UXDM KURP EMJ GUXJ EMDE I
G J[UJHEJG+ I QRYJG MRZ 

ZNQG I KJQE ZNEM SJEM- I KJQE HRPUQJEJQ\ XQDGDDMJG- I EMRXJME ZJ PDGJ EMJ UJUKJHE HRXUQJ 

DQG I KJG RKK MND GDG,GR\ NPDJJ- 
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3 week later ; quit my job, ;
d been working as a file clerk in my step+mother
s 

449<3 office for the last two years, IW was a great job, ; was paid well and they were 

flexible with my hours, 0y parents were infuriated, ; was supposed to be saving money 

for college, ;nstead* we gate crashed at the 6eer 5reek 6ead show and slept outside 

under the stars, $e ate mushrooms and smoked pot, $e did cocaine, $e smoked crack, 

; learned that pay phones in the ghetto only allow you to dial ten digits before the type 

pad disconnects so you can
t page people- that you use inositol powder to cut cocaine- 

and that yellower and chunkier is better, $e talked about trying heroin, $e watched 

3erry 8errell shoot up and pretend to be 6r, 7ockstar in Sgd GheW. 6eth wore my dresses 

and let me put make+up on him, $e had sex in the car* behind a church* in my mother
s 

house and his father
s* in the woods* in bathrooms, $e took %anax and drank 

microbrewed beer, $e played pool and went to the beach, IW was an intense summer, ; 

was in love, 9hen he kissed a girl named 9anessa in his hot tub, 3nd the boy ; should 

have let go* ofmoral failing and intense addiction* ; began to cling to even harder, ; 

sobbed the night before ; left for college and ate three ofmy mother
s %anax bars, 0y 

heart was breaking, 

$hen ; got to college* still dating 6eth long distance* ; stopped smoking pot and 

started taking aerobics, ; had the realization that no one was going to look after my 

health except me, ; still drank* took hallucinogens* and did cocaine when we could find it* 

but ; had this grand idea about saving my lungs, ; didn
t tell anyone why* ; just told them 

; was "allergic" to marijuana, 9his was an acceptable answer, ; hung out with hippies* 

bike thieves* druggies, 4f all the people ; was friends with in college* only a handful 

ever finished, 4f those who did find success* many took the same roundabout path that ; 
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found myself on, 9he lure of 3hish music and freedom was so enticing that working the 

midnight shift at the 43 didn
t seem like a bad gig if it meant you could get all fucked up 

after and have no responsibility in between, ; envied those people, 9hough ; dallied in 

these fringe groups* ; still felt a great deal ofpressure to succeed both from my family 

and intrinsically, ; was not going to fail at anything, 6o ; compartmentalized, ; could be 

smart- ; could make 6ean
s list and still stay up all night on cocaine, ; further 

compartmentalized my 58, ;
d left behind most of the people who
d known about it 

from my childhood* and told fewer and fewer people, ; didn
t even tell my college 

roommate* 0aria, 6espite being friends in high school* it was several months into living 

together that one day she noticed me taking medicine before eating and asked me about 

it, ; had no choice except between lying and telling the truth, ; opted for the truth, ; was 

embarrassed and played it off as nothing to worry about, ; don
t remember telling her 

about the life expectancy* though ; know ; often threw that number in* especially as ; got 

older and surpassed it* as a means to prove how unaffected ; really was by the disease, 3 

few years later ; recall asking 0aria about that day and what it was like to live with me 

during those years, 

"<eah* ; do remember when you first told me that you had 58, IW was at the very 

beginning ofliving in the dorms at 46:, 7yne and ; were both there, ; think the reason it 

came up was not about coughing* but as a way to explain why you were taking pills 

before eating, IW was the first time ; had ever even heard of 58*" she recalled as we 

mulled over a bottle ofwine, 

";
m sure you told us all about it medically and stuff* but the part ; remember most 

was you saying that most people don
t live past /4* which sort of freaked me out, ; had 
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never really dealt with the mortality of a close friend, 7ighteen is quite an invincible 

time for most, 

"; remember after knowing* feeling protective ofyou when you would cough ,,, ; 

remember feeling pissed at people who would be like $hoa dude* are you okay!1
 4r* 

6amn girl* have another cigarette!
 6hit like that* but ; would use my lack of concern to 

try and show them that they were dumb for asking8 they should do the same, 1ooking 

back* ; guess they weren
t assholes* just concerned* but ; felt sensitive to what ; viewed 

as tactlessness and sort of a 0<44 situation," 

6espite not smoking and exercising* two purposeful choices aimed at taking better 

care of my lung health* ; still lived hard, 5ollege is a rough time for many coeds- binge 

drinking and crappy eating are commonplace* and ; was no different, ; was also warped 

into an increasingly codependent first love* something akin to a toddler in a 5hristmas 

tree shop8 excitement* bright lights* and inevitable shattered glass, 

6pring semester* 6eth followed me to 46: and lived in the same residence hall on 

the floor below me, $e spent most our nights in one another
s rooms, :e peed in an 

empty two liter the nights he spent with me- ; lined his trashcan with a plastic bag the 

nights ; spent with him, 9hough ; was modest around his roommate* 0aria* 6eth* and ; 

were all comfortable with one another and often the three of us slept nude* 0aria in her 

bed* 6eth and ; crammed into mine talking late into the night, 9here was something 

uninhibited about being so uninhibited and ; found us all quite bohemian, 

; wrote 6eth
s papers for him* he rode me to class on the front of his bicycle, 8or 

spring break we headed to the 9ila 0ountains of3ew 0exico and the peaks of 
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4reckenridge* 5olorado with a slight detour to 3alomas* 0exico to purchase and 

smuggle in valium, $e both fell in love with the 6outhwest and vowed to return, 

-ealousy had slyly sunk its fangs in our young love over the course of our time 

together, 1ess than a year into the relationship we
d both cheated on one another- it
s 

hard even now to understand why we continued to hang onto each other so fiercely, 

9here was a sexual possession between us that ; had never felt before and ; wanted no 

other woman to have my man, ;t didn
t occur to me then that ; wasn
t holding 6eth 

responsible for his transgressions, 

4ne night* post spring break* we were at a party at 6ushi 9oldfish
s, 6ushi
s 

house was a staple iQ our night life, 6ushi had gone to high school with us* though a few 

years older, 4orn of7ussian immigrants* he had his own apartment paid for by his 

father even when we were still in high school, ;n college* his house was notorious for 

nitrous parties and cocaine nights, 6ushi stole bicycles from campus and paid his friends 

in marijuana to work at night sawing the kryptonite locks from the front tires, 0ost 

nights at 6ushi
s centered around 6outhern 5omfort and 7uchre, 4ne 6ushi 9oldfish 

night �they blur'* my 7uchre partner was a local 0uncie boy named 0artin, :e was 

rude and paid me little attention save for occasional card talk, ; found myself both 

frustrated by and attracted to his lack of attentiveness, 9he card game became hazy as 

more and more 6outhern 5omfort was slung back, IW became more of an exercise in the 

ability to focus on the cards by only using one eye than an actual game, 1ola had already 

been lost to inebriation and vomit* 0aria and ; were not far behind, 0y last clear 

recollection of the night is my head perched over a trashcan with 6outhern 5omfort 
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vomit sluicing out of my nose while 6eth whispered vehemently in my ear* "<ou whore- 

have fuQ fucking 0artin," 

; awoke on 6ushi
s couch flanked by 1ola on one side and 0aria on the other, $e 

walked home shading our red rimmed eyes from the early morning central ;ndiana sun, 

$e met 6eth in the courtyard of the dorm, :e put his nose right up next to mine and 

hissed that ; needed to return his ring, ; didn
t even remember him slipping the gold 

pinkie band ;
d bought him after we
d both become enraptured with the gangsters in the 

movie C`Vhmn onto my hand the night before, ; curled my fingers into my palm and said 

no, 6eth grabbed at my elbow- ; pulled back, :e jerked my arm roughly and wedged it 

in close to his body trying to pry the ring from my finger, ; bit his hand and he kneed me 

in the stomach, ; went down with a gasp and he sat on my chest and pulled the ring from 

my hand, AQ off+duty fireman pulled to the side of the road with a squeal of tires and 

rushed towards us yelling, :e pulled 6eth from my chest, 6oon after ; found myself in 

the back of a police car making a statement and 6eth was arrested for public intoxication 

and domestic abuse, 9hough ; declined to admit that he
d kneed me* the fireman witness 

was all the state needed to prosecute, ; visited him two times the one day he was in jail, 

6oon after the arrest* 6eth applied to and was accepted at the :niversity of 3ew 

0exico for the following fall, :is parents had always had the belief that if there was 

trouble* remove yourself as far from it as you can, 4nce again we were parting ways* 

and despite the lunacy of our relationship* ; was again distraught and broken hearted, 

6eth and ; visited one another each month after he left for 3ew 0exico* once each 

driving ten hours to meet in 4klahoma for the weekend, ; began the paperwork to take 

out loans to transfer to the :niversity of3ew 0exico that spring, 0y parents were 
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vehemently against the idea* 6eth becoming nothing more to them than an impediment to 

my future successes, 9hey truly feared that ; would elope or become pregnant by him 

and bind myself to him even more fully than ; already had, 

$eeks after arriving in 3ew 0exico* 6eth began using heroin, ; was both 

distraught and intrigued, ; vowed to clean him up when ; moved out there* but inside ; 

was slightly jealous, ; didn
t want him to experience anything new without me at his 

side, 

0y father* 6eth* and ; packed up my 9oyota 5orolla in -anuary of /775 and drove 

through the worst snowstorm the southwest had seen in years from ;ndiana to 

3lbuquerque, 0y father had succumbed to the fact that he was helpless against me 

leaving* but he
d at least get me there safely, 

9he temperature was in the negatives as we drove through the 0idwest, 3ot far 

out of ;ndiana we suffered a tear in the sidewall of the tire, 6eth and ; stood helplessly 

aside as my father unpacked the entire WruQN ofthe car and attached the spare with his 

bare and frozen hands, 9he blowing snow and slippery conditions of the roads as we 

headed farther south convinced my father that only he should drive and we listened to 

him lament* "9his isn
t good* this isn
t any fucking good" as he inched the car along the 

9exas highway, 

3ew 0exico quickly became an exercise in addiction, 0y grades dropped to 4
s, 

7etrospectively* this should have been a warning sign to my parents that something had 

gone amiss* but a 4 was still an acceptable grade and no one worried much, 9he truth 

was 6eth and ; spent some days awake on cocaine and some days in a groggy stupor of 
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heroin, 0y resolve to help him with his addictions dissolved hours after ; put my father 

on a plane back to ;ndiana, 

$e made friends with another couple and they were among the first new people ; 

told that ; had 58 iQ years, ; had no other answer but the truth for why ; coughed so 

incessantly sometimes, 5ocaine constricts the nasal passages and some nights the post+ 

nasal drip would cause me to cough and gag without end, 3s with 0aria* 6eth was 

protective ofme when someone joked about my coughing, :e may have been the one 

who told them* in all actuality* as a response to some joke such as* "0aybe you need to 

see a doctor for that cough1" 

"$hat does it taste like1" asked one of the friends, ";s it like when you have a 

cold1" ; had no answer* my sputum always tasted the same- in effect* ; always had a 

cold, ; realized that their curiosity wasn
t a bad thing* it wasn
t a force ofpity but rather 

a simple desire to understand, 9alking was much easier with the fuel of drug+induced 

stimulation, 

; knew that 3ew 0exico wasn
t a healthy place for me to be, ; never saw a 

doctor when ; was there* ; did not exercise* ; was not eating well, ; was clearly abusing 

drugs, 9he little cricket voice of my subconscious also knew that starting out my life 

with thousands of dollars of student loans wasn
t as good an idea as going home and 

letting my parents pay for my education, 6eth scared me as his addiction spiraled farther 

and farther out of control and ; was grasping at twigs trying not to follow him down, IW 

was still important that ; remain above water with my school work, 9he final straw was 

twofold8 a worried phone call from my grandparents one week after we
d unplugged the 

phone and stayed in bed on a heroin binge* and a family trip to 8rance that was held 
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above me like a carrot on a stick8 come home and you can go with us, 0y choice was 

made, 3fter one semester and thousands of dollars* ; was going back home, 

188� 

I
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$hen ; left 3ew 0exico* ; thought ; was escaping something dark, ; was 

oblivious to the ominous cloud of addiction that seemed to follow my 9oyota on its 

return journey from southwest to 0idwest, 3 mere three months later* 6eth* too* was 

back and so* ever immersed in our dysfunctional version of love* ; declined my 

acceptance to 1:, 4loomington and instead opted to stay in 6outh 4end and live with my 

mother, IW was a rocky year for 6eth and me as a couple* and we officially broke up in 

0ay of /776* right before ; turned twenty+one, 9hat spring he
d traveled to 

4reckenridge* this time with his brother* and there he met a new friend named 5urt* a 

local man who ran an elite crack house back in 6outh 4end, 5urt
s establishment flew in 

the face of anything the media ever portrayed about crack cocaine, <oung professionals 

in business attire littered the apartment amid 3eruvian exported furniture and high+ 

powered entertainment systems* all puffing on glass test+tube pipes, ; didn
t want to hang 

out at 5urt
s, 6moking crack was not something ; wanted to be a part of, 9hough ; had 

tried it with 6eth* ; never liked it* but 5urt
s was the only place 6eth wanted to go, 3s he 

spent more and more time there* ; got a job as a cocktail waitress in a restaurant bar to 

keep myself occupied, 

3s soon as ; turned twenty+one* ; started to go out dancing at night, 9he bar 

scene fulfilled a need in me, ;t was fun* ; felt pretty* and ; didn
t feel lonely, 6eth was 
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three months my junior and wasn
t legal to come to the bars yet* so it was an easy way to 

distance myself from him* not that he would have tried very hard to go far from 5urt
s 

apartment anyway, :ltimately* our break up was as ugly and unsettling as the entire 

relationship had become* and included a fat lip on my face, ; was ready to be done, 

; met 6oug while ; was waitressing, $e started to go out dancing together at 

night, :e was cute* but not my type with his thin 0ishawaka moustache and his crotch 

rocket* but he was new and he was different, :e worked as a non+union mason during 

the days* waiting tables for extra money at night, $e often danced at a small club called 

6tudes* a rougher dance club* popular because it played the best dance music, $e made 

a good dance team and enjoyed one another
s company, $e went to dance one night at 

6tudes- 6oug slung his arm across my shoulders as we maneuvered through the crowd* 

our cups held above our heads* beer dribbling down our wrists, 3s we made our way to 

the dance floor* 6oug stopped to talk to an older :ispanic man named 6ave, 9hey
d 

worked together on a masonry job, 3s we walked away* 6oug whispered into my ear 

that 6ave was a "total coke head," ; had been drug free since breaking up with 6eth, 

6eth had been my own personal drug dealer* the one ; could send out in the middle of the 

night for more, ;
d never fended for myself and the thought hadn
t occurred to me that ; 

could, 1ooking at 6ave* a light went on* just dimly* in the back of my head, 

9he next week ; was at 6tudes again* this time alone* when 6ave appeared, ; 

don
t remember how ; made it happen* but what ; can remember is sitting in front ofhis 

house cutting a line of coke on the interior mirror ofmy car while he went inside to see if 

it was 40 with his teenaged son that ; come in, IW was* and ; did* and we all ended up 

playing rummy and snorting cocaine until the sun came up, $hen ; left* 6ave tried to 
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kiss me* but ; turned my head saying "9hanks* it was fun" and drove home, 3ot much 

later ; saw 6ave wanted for attempted murder in the newspaper, :is son was later 

arrested for a hit and run of an off+duty police officer* his blood infused with alcohol and 

cocaine, 9his was the beginning ofmy new life in 6outh 4end, 

9here is a certain blur of that year from /776 to /777* but what ; remember looks 

something like this8 crystal meth* dilaudid* heroin* cocaine* cocaine* cocaine, 3nd 

%anax* lots of %anax, 8inding 6ave was the stepping stone that opened up a willingness 

in me to fend for myself and find what ; wanted, 4nce ; started using by myself and 

taking it upon myself to get my own supply* either through 6eth or through a network ; 

was building on my own* ;
d adopted a lifestyle that left no room for me to worry about 

anything else, :sing drugs made me feel good* it let me forget my unhappiness and it 

felt like validation that my body could handle anything anyone else
s could* maybe even 

more so, 9he drugs covered up my loneliness and let me embody the rockstar persona 

that ;
d worked so hard to create, ; could push my 58 body to the utmost limits, 

6ometime around 6ecember of 76 ; became intensely aware that 0yle* my 

manager at the restaurant* was hitting on me, :e
d smoldered at me my first day of work 

and ;
d used his desire to my favor when he was the manager on duty after a table of men 

walked out on a hundred dollar tab, 9here was a "6ays of the 6ead" :alloween 

celebration at the restaurant that ; was off duty for and ; met my dad for a drink in the 

bar, $e drank frozen margaritas and watched 0yle flirt with a 99 news reporter, $hen 

; walked past him* he yanked on the back ofmy ponytail and smiled at me, 

"3ll that guy is interested in is pussy*" my dad remarked as ; slid back into the 

booth, 
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6ometime soon after meeting 6ave and forging my own connections in the 

underworld* an unknown illness hit me and sapped me of my strength, ; was exhausted 

from the moment ; awoke until the moment ; was able to crawl back into my bed, ; could 

make it to my classes + ; had never uncompartmentalized the girl who succeeded at 

school, 6espite the drugs* the mysterious illness* and 5ystic 8ibrosis* ; never received 

less than a 4 in all my undergrad years* but for those few months* ; would rise for class* 

trudge in in my pajamas* and then immediately come home and sleep for the rest of the 

day, ; was tested for everything possible8 meningitis* mononucleosis* strep throat* auto+ 

immune disease, 3othing was conclusive, 6eep down ; knew it probably had to do with 

the lifestyle ; was leading, 0y father bought me a basket full of herbs, ; got a 

prescription for painkillers for my headaches, ;n late 8ebruary ; went to ;ndianapolis 

with my parents for my brother
s state swimming competition and nearly swooned in my 

seat, 7ver the party girl* while ; was in ;ndy ; tried to go out with 7yne* my friend from 

4all 6tate* on 4roadripple* a street bustling with clubs and bars, ;nstead of having fun* ; 

ended up vomiting in the bathroom ofone of the bars, ; was miserable but had no idea 

what was wrong with me, $hen ; got back into town there was a call from 0yle inviting 

me to go out drinking with work people after our shift the next weekend, 6espite feeling 

awful* ; agreed, 

9he following weekend* the night shift bar crew caravanned in a mess of rusty 

cars* many with empty car seats iQ the back* to 4remen* a small town south of the city 

where 0yle lived, $e met up at a tiny bar called "6am
s," 9here was karaoked "1ove 

by the 6ashboard 1ights" and not enough empty seats at the bar, ; had to stand, ; didn
t 

let on to anyone how poorly ; felt* but after two drinks* ; felt a blackening around me and 
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the floor rushing up to meet me, ; managed to hold onto the bar and stagger back to 

0yle
s where ; was able to sit and sip water and try to play a game of cards before ; drove 

home, 5learly* ; was still unwell, 

0yle asked me out for drinks the following 8riday, :e was in his forties and 

divorced, :is left hand had an ugly mole on it, :e wasn
t especially attractive* but he 

looked at me with obvious desire* bordering on the need for possession, ; don
t know 

why ; wanted him to like me, IW was as if ; was fourteen again playing eyes games with 

older boys, ; told him ; used to shoot up heroin* that ;
d had a drug problem, ; wanted to 

shock him* make a fire rise, 3 week later we slept together on the floor ofhis apartment, 

9he minute he ejaculated* ; knew, ; had not had a period in two months from drugs or 

being sick* or both + but ; knew, "$hy did you do that1" ; asked* angrily, "6o what1" 

he asked* rubbing his belly in an after+sex haze, 

"9hat!" ; sputtered* gesturing wildly toward my pelvis, 

"3ren
t you on the pill1" he asked* a slight incredulousness rising in his voice, ; 

felt a sense of dread* a flutter of excitement* a tiny sparkle in my abdomen, IQ all the 

years of denying my disease* ;
d always seen motherhood as the epitome of normalcy and 

defeat against 58, IfO was pretty enough to have men find me attractive and healthy 

enough to bear a child* then certainly ; had won, ; had entertained the idea with 6eth 

once, $e
d even taken a month off of the pill just to see what would happen, $hen my 

period didn
t come* ; panicked and bought a pregnancy test, 6uddenly the idea of 

motherhood wasn
t as appealing when ; was staring it in the face, ; wasn
t pregnant* and 

with that was a mild disappointment as well, 4ver the years ;
d written journal entries 

that always maintained that ; needed to keep my body healthy so that ; could have 
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children one day, ; hadn
t really thought much about the idea since the debacle with 

6eth* though ; know ; still held the idea deep within that pregnancy would be the 

climactic fuck you against 5ystic 8ibrosis* another hurdle they
d told me ; probably 

wouldn
t be able to jump, ;t would prove in a way no abuse ofmy body could refute that 

; was stronger and braver than any expectation ever written about women with the 

disease, ; was as normal as the next girl and in fact could live life harder* faster* and 

better than anyone ever would have expected, 7ven through the drug use* ; always knew 

that ; wanted to be a mother, ;
d journaled about the idea frequently over the years* often 

lamenting that the one reason ; felt it was important to stay healthy was so that ; would be 

able to have children, ; didn
t mean to get pregnant* though ; can
t dismiss that 

subconsciously ; wasn
t averse to the idea, 0yle wasn
t the ideal sire* but he
d do, 

9hirty+four and a half weeks later* 3ugustus 4rion was born to me* and to me alone, 

1888 

I
c U`WgdU k`Xfg EhWg Wgd VhmmdUV Wg`m bU\ EhWg Wgd V`hmWV, Wgd VhmmdUV `Ud lXbg 

lnUd eXm 

:ospitals are eerily quiet at night, 9he incessant squeak of cart wheels and 

beeping monitors slows from a panicked crescendo to a strangely calming cadence, 9he 

lights in the rooms and halls are dimmed save for the fluorescence of the nurses
 station 

and voices are hushed to a whisper, 

9he story of 9us
s meningitis is part ofhis legacy* a tale we now tell around the 

dinner table8 how at ten days old his tiny scrotum swelled up hard as a rock and the 

pediatrician immediately put in a call to an urologist who rushed right over to the office 
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that 6unday morning, 9he urologist suspected a possible torsion* a twisted testicle that 

had lost its blood supply, $orst case* he
d lose his testicles, 9here would be prostheses 

and hormone therapy, ; was in shock and terrified, 0y ten+day+old boy was at risk of 

not being a boy any longer, 3n emergency surgery was set and ; rushed 9us from the 

pediatrician
s office to the emergency room, 0y mother* step+mother* and ; agonized in 

the surgery waiting area, ; refused to speak to anyone* snapping responses at my mother 

and preferring a tense silence to hypothetical small talk, 8inally* a nurse appeared and 

reported that 9us
s testicles were fine* but there was an infection in the scrotal sack, 9he 

doctor was unsure ofhow it got there and what caused it* so 9us was admitted that night 

to the pediatric ;5: with an unknown infection, 

3fter a week in the hospital in 6outh 4end* the decision was made to transfer 9us 

to 7iley 5hildren
s :ospital in ;ndianapolis, 3o one in 6outh 4end was able to figure 

out what was wrong with him, 6espite the infection in his scrotum clearing up* he was 

still running a fever, 3nother week in ;ndianapolis complete with 07is* 59s* 4377* 

3;55s* lumbar punctures* sleep studies* car seat studies and a room at the 7onald 

0c6onald house resulted in a diagnosis of bacterial meningitis and six weeks of 

intravenous antibiotic therapy, 9he infection had spread to 9us
s liver and his brain, If 

the infected spot on his brain did not respond to the antibiotics* he would have to have 

surgery in order to relieve the pressure in his skull, 

; didn
t handle having a sick baby well* but ; applied the only coping mechanism 

;
d ever known to work against health issues8 denial, ; pretended that nothing was wrong 

with my son, ; knew he would be fine, ; had trouble with the lack of control that a 

hospital affords to a parent and often butted heads with the doctors* nurses* and 
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technicians, 6octors never held high esteem with me- ; blamed them for my own disease 

and had trouble allowing that they were* in fact* saving my child
s life, ; threatened the 

nurse who had trouble starting one ofhis numerous ;9s- ; argued with the residents about 

letting the baby sleep and reminded them that ;* not they* was the one in charge, ; feel 

great shame and embarrassment at my behavior when ; think about it now* but ; know 

deep inside ; was terrified, 9us was a gift ;
d never thought ; would have* but ; was still 

so selfish, ; wasn
t ready for the responsibility of taking care of another human and my 

heart was unprepared for the burden of loving another person so deeply that it hurt, 

4nce the infection in 9us
s brain began to resolve* we were allowed to return 

home to finish his antibiotics locally, ; wanted to resume my classes, ; was in my last 

semester of college* having only my student teaching left to do before graduating* and ; 

already knew ; would have to take incompletes in the classes ; was finishing when 9us 

was born, 4nce we returned* ; was balancing going to class and making up my school 

work with being at the hospital, 3t 7iley ; had ended up taking a room at the 7onald 

0c6onald house, 9he hospital was too frenzied at all hours and each room ofnon+ 

infectious patients housed four children at a time, 9here were no beds in the rooms* only 

vinyl fold out chairs, 3fter a few sleepless nights ; was too exhausted to be ofmuch use 

and ended up sleeping in my room at the 7onald 0c6onald house, 

4nce we were back in 6outh 4end* 9us had a private room with a crib and a bed 

in it* so ; was spending most nights in the hospital, :e was the smallest and the sickest 

baby on the peds floor and received an abundance of love and attention from the nurses, 

4nce the worst had passed* ; was able to relax and even enjoy the company of some of 

the medical staff, 
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9us was hospitalized over 9hanksgiving and on the $ednesday night before the 

holiday ; decided to stop by the bar on my way home from class, 9us was in good hands* 

and ; believed ; deserved a break, 3s soon as ; walked in* the smell of stale cigarettes and 

exhaled alcohol brought on a wave of nostalgia, ; didn
t realize how much ; had missed 

the bar scene during my pregnancy and early weeks ofmotherhood, 9he music and 

laughter and clanking of bottles stirred a feeling in me ; hadn
t realized was so strong, ; 

wanted more, ; wanted to stay there in the hazy air and pretend that everything in my life 

was fine, 6eth and his brother were there, 9hey bought me a beer and asked about the 

baby, 6eth handed me a bindle of cocaine under the table and said* ":appy 

9hanksgiving," ; don
t know why ; didn
t say no, IW would have been so easy to pass the 

packet back to him and tell him how much ; appreciated the offer but that ; had a sick 

baby in the hospital, 4ut ; didn
t, ; wanted that packet, ; wanted the relief that it would 

bring me* the temporary elation ; would feel that would make the worry and hurt 

disappear for a while, ; wanted to be "me" again, ; wasn
t sure how motherhood fit with 

my self+image, ; suppose ; wanted the best of both worlds, 6o instead of declining* ; 

took the bindle back to the hospital with me, 0y shame is so palpable ; can hardly write 

about it now* but the fact remains that ; did lines of cocaine in the bathroom ofmy son
s 

hospital room* taking my breast pump in with me lest a nurse look into the room and 

wonder where ; was or what ; was doing, ; can
t remember ifl dumped the milk ; 

pumped, ; would certainly like to remember it that ; did* but ; don
t really know, ; know 

how badly ; felt that day* but ; feel far worse about it now, ; was twenty+two and selfish 

and nowhere ready to be a mother, ; can forgive myself the selfishness ofhaving 

unprotected sex and bringing a baby into the world without a father* but the anguish ; feel 
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knowing that ;
d allowed this lifestyle to become so ingrained in me and that ; had 

become so defined by drugs and alcohol that ; lost my ability to make good judgments is 

still tangible, ; hated myself, 

; stopped nursing 9us right before 5hristmas, $hich is a good thing* as in the 

pictures ; have of that 3ew <ear + <00 + my nose is red from the itching the heroin gave 

me and from the cocaine ; used to counteract the nausea, 9here ; am in a pink sweat suit* 

holding my baby on my lap* red nosed* eyes glossy and half open, ; wrote this in a 

journal8 

GXV VkdSW enU enXU gnXUV k`VW mhfgW aXW I E`V Wnn bnjdc XS Wn dmin\ hW `mc gd kk 

SUna`ak\ mdDdU cn hW ̀ f`hm. I Dd addm fdWWhmf ghfg ` knW, SkXV QdWg fnW ̀  gnkc neVnld 

gdUnhm `mc I chc Vnld bnjd `mc I Dd iXVWedkW khjd ` ehdmc Vhmbd. Qn hW V WUXd \nX iXVW Shbj 

XS EgdUd \nX kdeW neeadb`XVd d`bg ahmfd hV lnUd hmWdmVd. Sgd Wghmf hV, I b`m W `eenUc hW 

WghV Whld; `mc I XVd `eenUc hm lnUd Wg`m iXVW ̀  lnmd\ VdmVd. 

; have to allow myself credit for loving 9us, ; never hit him or left hiP in a dirty 

diaper, :e never went hungry- ; never let him cry himself to sleep, :e had nice clothes 

and toys, ; loved every inch ofmy child* but ; did not understand the importance ofmy 

role as a mother, ; thought mothering was something that would be natural and easy, ; 

postponed my student teaching for one semester and took the spring semester off to finish 

my school work from the classes ;
d missed when 9us was in the hospital, ; also didn
t 

want to send my two+month+old baby to daycare, ; had enough money from scholarships 

to put gas in my car and other frivolous spending, 0y mother allowed me to live rent 

free in her home, 9us had 0edicaid and $;5 and* because ; was still a student* ; was 

still on my mother
s health insurance plan, 8inancially ; was 40* but ; wasn t prepared 
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for the boredom of being a stay at home mom, 3t nap time ; would smoke a joint �;
d 

given up not smoking once ; had returned to 6outh 4end'* throw 9us in the car seat* and 

drive around town listening to music, ; would plan trips8 drive past all the schools ; went 

to- drive past my best friends in elementary school
s homes- drive past all the houses ;
d 

lived in in 6outh 4end, 9us would sleep and ; would enjoy my "alone" time in the car 

with the music, ; started drinking at lunch, 6eth would bring me 0. sacs of coke on his 

way to the bar and ; would snort them up by the light ofmy closet while my son slept in 

my bed, 4y day ; was a mom, 4y night* ; was still just a twenty+two+year+old party girl, 

2002 

IfI kd`Dd gdUd WnlnUUnE, Ehkk \nX VWhkk UdldladU ld? 

; remember telling 9eorge ; had 58* but ; don
t remember telling him about the 

cocaine use, ; know ;
d squeezed the idea into early conversations to determine his 

reaction and he
d said that it wasn
t something he was into because he believed it had 

destroyed the life of one ofhis brothers, 3fter hearing that* ; kept mum on the issue and 

made the assumption that he wouldn
t find it odd if; disappeared into the backroom of 

the tavern or covertly exchanged money for bindles passed hand to hand over the bar, 

; met 9eorge just two weeks after my step+sister was killed in a car accident, ;
d 

had a terrible time dealing with 7laine
s death, 6he had had a severe seizure disorder and 

was on high doses of neurological medicines for most of her life, 6ue to this* coupled 

with some brain damage from frequent and uncontrolled seizures* she was slightly 

awkward, 9oday maybe they would call it 3sperger
s* but then she just seemed a beat or 

two off, 3s a child ; was embarrassed of7laine, $e went to summer camp together and 
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she didn
t brush her teeth or shower the entire week- 5heetos smushed into her braces, 

0y step+mother tried her on a ketogenic diet as a cure for her epilepsy and she became 

sickly thin like a sick 7thiopian child, ; was annoyed by her lack of coolness* the way 

that she copied the things that ; did, ; easily manipulated her trust and naivete to my 

liking, 3s we grew older ; no longer found the need to torment her- we just started to 

ignore one another, 4efore she died she
d met a boy and fallen in love, ; was so happy 

for her* but ; never told her so, ;
d outgrown all the petty issues of my childhood* but ;
d 

never apologized for the hurts ; had inflicted in our childhood, 9his guilt became my 

cross to bear following her death, 

7laine
s illness had been outward8 grand mal spasmodic seizures, ; knew that 

7laine and ; both suffered from disease- it was a commonality between us* but whereas 

mine was akin to an incestual secret* hers was loud and visible, ; worried that if people 

knew about my 58 they might assume that my disease affected me like 7laine
s did her, ; 

assume* looking back* that this must have influenced my unkindness toward her, 6he 

represented everything ; feared about my disease, 9hough there were certainly good 

times between us* it was the bad ones that ; let torment me after she died, 

9wo weeks after 7laine
s death* ; was finishing my first year of teaching* and 

despite the tragedy* looking forward to a summer without work, 9us and ; had our own 

apartment* a tiny duplex in front of a double set of railroad tracks* and life seemed happy, 

; dated off and on* but no one special, 3o one ; brought home to meet my son- no one ; 

told about 58, If ; had a lover* ; learned how to hold my coughing iQ until ; could 

escape from bed to bathroom where ; would stuff my face into a towel and cough as hard 

as ; could hoping ; was stifling the sound, 
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0y mother babysat for me every 9hursday night and almost every 6aturday* so 

my social life did not suffer much from being a single mom, ;
d taken to hanging out at a 

local bar where ; had become friends with the bartenders and even worked some nights 

tending bar or cleaning up, IW was a frequent stop on the 6outh 4end underground for 

drug deals and petty criminals and ; loved it, 

0eanwhile* ; was also becoming successful as a teacher, ; felt the children truly 

liked me and that while pedagogy wasn
t my strong point* empathy and love were, ; felt 

; could love them each individually and help them find themselves in the mess ofwho 

they were "supposed" to be, ; spent many classroom hours counseling and coaxing out 

creativity, 6tandardized testing be damned* school was meant to inspire! 6till* ; spent 

nearly every 8riday hung over, 6ome nights ; would not have even slept before work* 

showering and brushing my teeth to hide the scent of the bar and washing down a greasy 

0c6onald
s sausage and cheese biscuit with a big syrupy 5oca+cola on the way to 

school, ; don
t know if anyone ever noticed, ; felt no one noticed my tired* puffy eyes 

and pale skin on those repetitive 8riday mornings, 3ll ; knew was that ; got up and went 

to work* just like ; should, 9his meant ; didn
t have a problem, ; took care ofmy 

responsibilities* so what did it matter what ; did in my off time1 

3fter 7laine
s death* 7rica had badgered me constantly about getting out and not 

shutting up in my house any longer, 6he decided we needed to dress to kill and go flirt 

with boys, ; put on a short skirt and a pair of platform heels and off we went, $e hadn
t 

been in the bar for long when 7rica started talking to a guy we both had mentioned we 

found attractive, :e rode a motorcycle and wore a leather coat and carried the typical 

"bad boy" image with him that ;
d always found attractive, $hat caught me off guard 
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was that standing next to him was a man ; had never seen before, :e was tall with a 

beautiful smile, ; was immediately interested* and then embarrassed by my attire, ;
d 

gone out planning on flirting and being silly, ; did not plan on meeting someone with 

actual potential, 9eorge was employed* he was a father* he
d been in the 3avy and had 

traveled the world, 9eorge and ; spent most of the night talking to one another and as we 

parted ways ; had a premonition that we would be something special, 9he next evening ; 

was home alone going through a pile of 7laine
s clothes that my step+mom had given me, 

IW was an odd and emotionally taxing job* deciding what to keep and what to discard out 

of the pile of clothes, 9here was a soft knock and ; was quite surprised to see 9eorge 

standing there when ; opened the door, :e asked me what ; was doing and ; stumbled 

over the answer biting back tears, :e then shared with me that his own brother had been 

killed in a fire years before, 9he stars were aligned that night* as neither of us had a 

second thought about becoming a couple after that, 9eorge soon became one of few men 

that ; deemed important enough to tell that ; had 58- ; knew ; had to tell him if the 

relationship was as special as ;
d thought, 

0ornings after nights of cocaine and alcohol often reached suicidal proportions* 

not just from depleted dopamine reserves and hangovers* but also because of guilt, 

$here the night before ; had been on top of the world* the queen of the bar* the next 

morning ; was still the mother of a young boy, 4ften ; was ashamed to look him in the 

eye when my mother brought him home* knowing that just hours before ; had been doing 

lines of cocaine and drinking 0escal with my bar buddies at after+hours parties, ; would 

not have slept yet and ; would be so very tired, ;
d lie around on the couch* nuke 9us a 

hot dog for lunch* and make nap time as early as possible, 6ometimes a nap wasn
t 
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possible and the blackening depression of the morning would be so great ; would simply 

cry, If anyone had known my double life ; feared ; would risk losing my job* my child* 

maybe my home, 

7arly in our relationship* though ; had grown to love 9eorge* ; quickly realized 

that his presence hindered my bar antics, 4ften ; was still able to achieve the best of 

both worlds + 9eorge
s presence as well as a good cocaine+induced buzz + but the guilt ; 

had to endure by not being completely honest hung over me, 6o ; started to hint that it 

would be good for our relationship to have a night apart to spend with our friends, 0y 

line of thinking was that absence would make the heart grow fonder, 9he routine began 

that on 9hursday nights he would go out with his friends and ; would go with mine* and 

then we would meet up at his house after, ; often arrived back at the house much later 

than 9eorge* and sometimes ; would simply lie awake in bed next to him* afraid to move 

lest he know ; was still awake, ;t was one of these dark mornings after a sleepless night 

that ; confessed to 9eorge what ; had done, ; first told him that ; was too sick to get 

together that night* but he was so concerned for me* not knowing that my illness was self+ 

induced* ; just couldn
t live with my guilt any longer, ; confessed* playing it off as a 

once in a while thing and ; promised him that was the last time, ; never* ever wanted to 

feel like that again, 

8or three more years ; lied and hid my drug use from 9eorge, 9here was another 

morning ; remember clearly, ; was asleep on the couch and 9eorge came to pick me up 

for his son
s birthday party* but he couldn
t wake me, $hen he finally did* ; was a 

complete mess, 9he night before ; had called to tell him ; was too fucked up to come 

over and would just be going home, ;t was true* but not from drinking, 
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;
d made a place for myself at the bar by this time, ; was a regular- ; often did not 

have to pay for drinks and ; almost always stuck around for after+hours antics, 

6ometimes that was simply cocaine+fueled bar cleaning* other nights it was dice and 

music, 9hat summer night* 4ryce* one of the bartenders* and ; had gone to some black 

fellow
s house we
d met at the bar at 0 am to get more cocaine, ; convinced myself that 

if ; went home with the drugs rather than back to the bar* ; would be iQ better shape for 

the birthday party the next day, ; called 9eorge and left him a message and then 

proceeded to snort the cocaine by flashlight* at my house* alone* for the fear that 9eorge 

would drive by, <ears later he admitted that was exactly what he did, 9he next morning 

as ; looked into the face of this man that ; loved and had even begun to realize ; wanted 

to marry* ; promised ;
d stop, 3gain, 9eorge said* "<ou
re a liar," ; cried, :e was right, 

; swore ; would change* and ; meant it, 9hat day* ; did, 

$hat ; learned from those episodes wasn
t abstinence* but self+control, ; finally 

learned how to pull myself away from the bar by midnight, 9hough there were nights that 

even coming home early ; still found myself paralyzed in bed for fear 9eorge would 

know ; was awake* watching the clock tick by in agony until ; had to get up for work, 

9here were even a few scary sleep+walking episodes caused by the mix ofmy anti+ 

depressants with cocaine* alcohol* and muscle relaxers which ; took with the hopes that 

they would make me sleep, IQ my mind* things were better* though retrospectively ; can 

see that ; was still a wreck, ; was abusing my body and betraying the trust that 9eorge 

put in me when ;
d promised that ; would stop the bar room antics, ; thought ;
d learned 

not to choose cocaine over 9eorge �now my fiance' and my family* but it didn
t mean ; 

wasn
t using it, 
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IW seemed things were going well, ;
d met a man ; loved* one that ; trusted enough 

to share the biggest secret ; had* my disease* and ; had a good job, 0y life was going the 

way it should* or so ; thought, 6till* on the health front* ; was disintegrating, ; wasn
t 

exercising- ; spent a lot ofmy free time in bars filled with smoke- ; used marijuana and 

cocaine and alcohol in excess, 0y doctor had become more aggressive in his dealing 

with me* but ; know now from recent conversations that the entire 58 team saw me as an 

obstacle to myself, 9hey said it was like talking to a brick wall, ; saw the numbers on 

the paper that showed my declining lung function* but ; just wouldn
t recognize it as 

truth, 6espite the coughing fits ; had sometimes during the day where my students would 

laugh nervously and say* "IW sounds like you are laughing!" and* "1ook how red her face 

is!" ; never told any ofmy students or colleagues why ; coughed, ; just laughed it off as 

asthma or bronchitis, $hen ; started graduate school that spring ; learned to avoid other 

students on the stairs who would want to make conversation as we walked the three 

flights to the conference room where most graduate level classes were held, Ifno one 

saw me* ; would happily resort to the elevator* an unspoken no+no on college campuses, 

6espite all this* the one thing ; really started to want was another baby, I
Dd addm Vhbj. 

QnldWhldV I EnUU\ ̀ anXW g`Dhmf ̀ mnWgdU a`a\, ; journaled* khjd ifI E`hW Wnn knmf, l\ 

anc\ Enm
W ad VWUnmf dmnXfg. 6espite my fears and the admission that ; was being hard 

on my body* ; felt that ; could be such a better mother ifl had another chance to do it 

right, 
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FXbjhmf, ehfgWhmf, hW
V ̀ kk Wgd V`ld, khDd `V WgnXfg Ed
kk chd hV Wgd nmk\ E`\ Wn VW`\ 

V`md 

9he $orld $ide $eb had become popular when ; was in college, 4nly certain 

computer labs had internet access my freshman year* but almost immediately ;
d become 

a secret computer geek, ; visited chat rooms when chat rooms were still on a vax system* 

had a blog before biogs were called biogs, ;n 0...* ; had joined a body modification site 

called "407zine,com" which was a "8acebook" before there was "8acebook" for the 

tattooed and otherwise body modified set, ; also had a journal on a site called "1ive 

-ournal" that ; wrote on sometimes during work* as ; could not access the 407 site at 

school, 9ia these sites ; had internet "friends" ;
d never set eyes on long before that was 

acceptable, ;nternet communication was not new to me* but it was many years into my 

internet activity before it occurred to me to use the tool to search for anything related to 

my disease, 

4ne day in 3ugust of0..3 something prompted me to type "5ystic 8ibrosis" into 

the 9oogle search engine, ; remember the secret shame ; felt when ; typed the words into 

the computer* as ifl was looking at pornography or pictures of an ex+lover, ; even 

looked over my shoulder to make sure no one had snuck into my empty classroom, ; felt 

as ifthe students would return to their desks and my secret would be boldly written 

across the blackboard, ; was lonely, 0aybe ; was sick, $hatever led me to file through 

the different entries regarding 58 isn
t clear to me now* but what ; stumbled upon that 

day was an entire online community ofpeople who were just like me8 adults dealing with 

5ystic 8ibrosis, 
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0y visits to the 58 website became increasingly frequent, ; tentatively started to 

post threads in the forums and even began a blog hosted by the site, 3 few months later* 

; received a private message from someone named "5alidore," 9he message was benign 

enough* about a picture of one of my tattoos that ;
d posted, ; wasn
t sure if 5alidore was 

a man or a woman- ; wasn
t sure if ; was being flirted with or just chatted with, ;n 0..3 ; 

was newly married and trying to get pregnant, :aving left many of my male bar friends 

behind for matrimony* ; was still surfing through new issues of trust and friendship with 

members of the opposite sex within the confines of marriage* so ; was a little 

apprehensive at first, ; didn
t want to give anyone the wrong idea, $hile most people 

had tiny avatar pictures associated with their screen names* 5alidore was just 5alidore, 

5alidore and ; messaged back and forth on the 58 website a few times about religion and 

ahimsa and voices+in+our+heads and then the messages fizzled out, 

; found my interactions on the 58 website comforting, ; had created such a 

them+and+me idea of the disease and my place within it that ;
d never allowed myself to 

think that there might be people not unlike me with feelings much as my own out in the 

world, ; started to visit the chat room at night, ; didn
t realize that ; would enjoy talking 

about 58, 3nd while the disease wasn
t always the topic ofchat* the subject was never 

closed, 

4ne night in chat* a private box popped up with a chirp from 5alidore, 3o one 

had ever messaged me privately before while ; was iQ the chat room and ; was surprised, 

:e asked about my health and revealed to me that he was listed for a double lung 

transplant, 4ringing up our previous conversation regarding my tattoo* he told me how 

part of the pre+transplant psychological evaluation asked if you "had tattoos and used ;9 
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drugs" as if the two were mutually inclusive, 9hough ; kept mum on that idea* ; liked 

5alidore* and was flattered he wanted to chat with me, 0ore importantly* he began to 

give voice to ideas that had not even completely formed in my head about life with 58, 

$hen 5alidore received his call for lungs* the 58 forums lit up with good wishes 

and congratulations, ; added my thoughts in* but my days were busy with marriage and 

graduate school and having a new baby at home, ; didn
t put a lot of thought into it, IW 

was a few weeks* maybe even months later* that 5alidore and ; were both in the chat 

room- he was recovering in a motel near his transplant center* and someone called him 

the "4ob 6ylan ofthe 58 world," 

"<ou
re a musician1" ; asked* my interest piqued, 

"; try*" was the reply, 5alidore then sent me a private message with a link to his 

blog, $hen ; clicked on the site it opened to a picture ofa shaggy* dark+haired* unshaven 

man, :e wore oxygen tubing that ran over his ears and under his nose and his chin was 

cupped in his hand, :is fingers were long and delicate and slightly clubbed as happens to 

58 patients, :is eyes were closed, 9he sepia photo held the weight ofa thousand lonely 

nights, 3 woman with her hair held pulled back stood in a doorway in the background of 

the picture* unsmiling but not unhappy, 6he looked misplaced* at a loss* an onlooker, :e 

seemed tired, ; was intrigued, 3 further comment about an obscure band we discovered 

we both liked solidified the deal, 8rom then on* 5alidore became 6on* his real name* and 

our friendship took form, 

4y the time 6on had received his double lung transplant* ; had finally gotten 

pregnant and had birthed a baby girl, 8rom the first day ofmy pregnancy on through the 

first year ofnursing her ; was clean and relatively sober* save for a lone cocktail here and 
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there* often in the bathtub with a book or after the children had gone to sleep, ; enjoyed 

my new found sobriety and began to find time to rekindle and further my knowledge of 

sewing* and I learned to crochet, I enjoyed this domesticity, I knew that I was using the 

baby as a way to protect myself from myself and my own destructive habits* but it was 

working for me, 0y pregnancy had coincided with my burgeoning relationship to the 

online 58 community and through sobriety and my new friendships* I was starting to take 

a different outlook on my health, 

6on and I began to write to one another almost daily and we often left the 58 

chat room for our own private "box" on <ahoo chat, IW was the loneliness that initially 

connected us, ;
d always been lonely* the kind oflonely that you just had to "get*" the 

kind oflonely that I saw in 6on
s picture* though he wasn
t alone, 1onely people do a lot 

to try to blot out the lonely and 5ystic 8ibrosis is a lonely disease, 6on understood me 

immediately, :e understood being alone* the joy of being alone and the desperate 

sadness, $ith 6on I never felt alone* even when we felt like two of the loneliest souls on 

earth, 

"Bdb`XVd I
l `knmd, `knmd, `mc I cnm W dDdm jmnE ifI
l `khDd nU cd`c: I bnXkc ad 

cd`c, I
l nm l\ nEm, hmVhcd l\ gd`c. Amc I `clhW I jhmc nekhjd Wgd E`\ hW V addm," 6on 

sang in one ofhis songs, 7ventually ; came to learn that we were all alone and lonely in 

our little computer boxes* we lung+ers, 9he internet and the 58 online community was 

an outlet for that loneliness* a way for us to be alone together, 

0y nights began to resemble one another that year, 3round eleven* by the time ; 

had read a few bedtime stories to my son and nursed the baby to sleep* 9eorge would be 

sprawled across the couch watching a $hite 6ox game, 9uttural noises emanating from 
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the room would let me know when he
d fallen asleep* despite a newly opened can ofbeer 

at his head and remote across his belly, ; would sit in my home office* possibly a rum 

and coke perched on the rough drafts of some paper ; should have been working on for 

graduate school, ;nstead ;
d open my <ahoo chat box* click on the name "5alidore*" and 

type* "<ou there1" 

;
d been taking more and more liberties that 6on would be there and he would 

want to talk, 6ince his transplant we
d been chatting most nights, 9he talk was easy- ; 

was enamored with him, :e was smart* witty* also an 7nglish teacher and a writer- we 

had plenty to discuss academically as well our shared disease, ; felt that 6on understood 

me, 

6on kept a blog called "9ransplant 3ation," ; didn
t have to read very far into the 

writings to see that 6on was talented, 6oon ; was completely smitten with the way he 

had with his words, 

"FnU Wgd b\VWhb," he wrote in a blog about being part ofa meditation group* "WghV 

VddlV `m `cD`mbdc SU`bWhbd, lnUd ` Ydm WUh`k neldWWkd Wg`m ` eUhdmck\ hmWUncXbWhnm Wn 

nmd
V nEm lhmc. FnU Wgd b\VWhb, Egn hV `kE`\V enbXVdc nm ghV aUd`Wg, WghV SU`bWhbd cndV 

mnW Udk`[. NnU cndV hW eUdd ghl eUnl Wgd bnlS`U`WhDd UdedUdmbdV Wg`W kd`Dd ghV chVWnUWdc 

Vdke-hl`fd g`Uc ̀ mc hmW`bW. Vgdm I VhW hm ` fUnXS, I `l `SSUnSUh`Wdk\ lhmceXk neWgnVd Wn 

l\ kdeW ̀ mc UhfgW, d`bg neEgnl cdVdUDdV ` TXhdW VS`bd hm Eghbg Wn ldchW`Wd. Om fnnc 

c`\V, l\ bgdVW hV TXhdW. I cnm
W bnXfg nU bgnjd. BXW nm nWgdU c`\V, Wgd nUbgdVWU` VW`UWV XS, 

I cn bnXfg `mc bgnjd, `mc ̀ V lXbg `V I WU\, I b`mmnW Vgdc Wgd `E`UdmdVV Wg`W I `l 

chVUXSWhmf nWgdUV. I XmcdUVW`mc Wg`W Wgd EnUkc hV eXkk nechVUXSWhnmV `mc Wg`W lhmceXkmdVV 

SU`bWhbd hmbkXcdV adhmf lhmceXk neWgdl, \dW ̀ W VXbg WhldV I b`mmnW dVb`Sd l\ Vdke-hl`fd, 
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adb`XVd hW SUnidbWV hWVdkeVn hmVhVWdmWk\, Vn DhnkdmWk\, nm nWgdU SdUVnmV. Nn nmd dDdU 

bnlldmWV nm hW. SgdVd `Udm
W Wgd W\Sd neSdnSkd. BXW Wgd\ cnm
W g`Dd Wn ldmWhnm ` Wghmf, 

adb`XVd Wgd hcd` Wg`W I
l ` 
a`c aUd`WgdU, Wg`W I adknmf ̀ knmd hm Vnld nWgdU Unnl `mc 

mnW hm ` bhUbkd, `kUd`c\ d[hVWV hm l\ lhmc. IW hV `m hmWdUSUdW`Whnm I lXVW kd`Um Wn aUd`j 

WgUnXfg. IW hV Wgd g`UcdVW S`UW nel\ SU`bWhbd. " 

; was nervous to reply* afraid my words would sound bumbling and backhills, 

6till* ; wanted to comment on his thoughts and ; was immediately inspired by his poetic 

style, 

Og l\ eUhdmc, gnE \nX g`Dd m`hkdc WghV. I Wghmj WgUnXfg `kk nel\ \d`UV ne\nf` 

SU`bWhbd, WU\hmf Wn ad lhmceXk nel\ aUd`Wg g`V `kE`\V kdeW ld lnUd lhmceXk nel\ k`bj ne 

aUd`Wg: gnE lXbg lnUd TXhbjk\ I aUd`Wgd Wg`m l\ bngnUWV, gnE l\ OM nmk\ UdVnm`WdV ` 

TX`UWdU neWgd Whld neWgd nWgdUV, gnE Wgd\ enkknE Wgd aUd`Wg EhWg d`bg ekXhc lnDdldmW: 

hmg`kd XS, d[g`kd cnEm + Eghkd nkd Qg`m hmg`kdV d[g`kdV hmg`kdV XS, d[g`kdV hmg`kdV 

d[g`kdV cnEm. Nn EnmcdU I ghcd eUnl WghV chVd`Vd `V lXbg `V I cn. 

:nderstanding is an alluring quality* to meet that person who can tell you what 

you are thinking without asking* who has memories that mirror your own from his 

childhood- that person who could have been you if you were anyone else, 9he feeling of 

camaraderie and connectedness is hypnotic, 3ll you want to do is be with that person* 

compare notes* revel in the profoundness of your shared thoughts, 9hat was 6on, 

; loved my husband* but over the years together our differences had begun to 

grow rather than shrink and sometimes ; felt a huge fence between us* especially on the 

subject of my disease, IQ defense ofmy husband* ; had presented myself to him as 

healthy and made it very clear that my 5ystic 8ibrosis was nothing more than a blip on 
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the radar* certainly no big deal, 3s ; became more involved with the 58 community and 

with understanding my own disease* ; wanted to talk about it with hiP more, ; wanted to 

share my findings* but what ; found was that my husband wasn
t as available for 

discussion as ; would have liked, ; had become fascinated with this entire world ; had 

ignored for so long and he didn
t understand it, :e simply saw the computer as an 

obstacle between us and my commentary on my health as "complaining," ; saw the 

computer as a portal into a world that ; had tried in every way to cut myself off from and 

that now gave me freedom to talk about my disease, ; felt my time spent online as a 

means toward personal growth, 



3ot many people get this stuff*" 6on wrote one night as we 9oogle 7arthed one 

another
s childhood homes* compared dad stories* and talked about the extremes we went 

to hide our disease, "6o you WhiQN ; get it1" ; asked tentatively, 

"<our user name is "$ander1ost*" how can you not get it1" 6on replied, ; felt 

proud and accepted, 

";
m gonna look you up sometime when you
re all healed and ;
m in 5hicago*" ; 

wrote another night* this time as we discussed bands that we both liked, :e was more 

into old time swing while ; still preferred the funky girl and her guitar* though we both 

liked older country music8 0erle* $aylon* 6olly* and the newer version of that* "alt+ 

country," 

"; got into 8reakwater in college* so mid+nineties, ; saw them once in 5hicago* 

but ; ended up drinking too much and having to sit down for a lot of the show, 6avid 9ay 

lit my friend
s cigarette and they played 9one to 6tay
 per our request*" ; wrote, 
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"; spent my 1.th sitting in the 6resden 1ounge in 13 smoking a 6ominican 

cigar, IW did feel strange, 9he median >age expectancy for 58B then was 07* and ;
d passed 

it, 8or some reason* that made everything around me particularly vivid and worth 

observing, -ust being alive and conscious sometimes blows my mind, 9hirty was one of 

those times, 9he cigar was a challenge ++ ; don
t really like cigars ++ but the drink was 

tasty* and there was an off+key duo named 0arty and 7laine playing 6inatra tunes on an 

organ, ; was alone* cuz ; was out there on business, 4ut it was a great evening to be 

alone, ; chatted up an old artist chick ++ 17! ++ and we wound up hanging out for a few 

days, ;n one evening* it seemed my life had turned into a 9om $aits song, 3nd yes* ; 

thought the same thing++ middle age, 4ut 1. sure seems young today* and 9om $aits 

seems more full of shit!" 

0y heart sang with every word he typed, 

IW was soon decided that 6on would stop in 6outh 4end one night on his way 

from 3ittsburgh* where his transplant center was located* to 5hicago* his home, ; 

approached the subject with 9eorge and he wasn
t pleased, 0eeting a person from the 

computer* a man no less* wasn
t something people did in his world, ; could not get him 

to understand that 6on was different, :e wasn
t a man in the sense of a man and a 

woman meeting- he was a man with 58 and the only person in the world who ; felt truly 

understood me, ;t was almost spiritual, 9eorge reluctantly agreed that ; could meet him, 

; remember exactly what ; wore8 a new purple WaQN top my mother bought me, ; 

braided my hair so that he could see the top of the tattoos on my back, ; had on fitted 

blue jean capris and some brown leather 0ary -ane wedges, ; wanted to look how ; 

imagined he imagined me8 sexy yet maternal* pretty and funky, 6ancing 7arth 0other* 
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he once called me, 6ome make up* mascara* not too much, 1ip gloss, 6on and ; didn
t 

share a romance* but we
d had the "what if
 conversation8 what ifthings were different* 

what ifwe didn
t have 581 9here was the possibility that in some other life we might 

have been more than friends, 9he fluttering ofmy stomach on nights when "5alidore
s" 

name popped up in my <ahoo box was real enough that ; know there was something 

between us, 

$e decided to meet at a local coffee shop* a trendy* artsy place near his hotel that 

was also a safe* alcohol+free location, ;t wasn
t that drinking was an issue* but ; was 

smart enough to know that ; was attracted enough to 6on* mentally rather than 

physically* but enough to know that ; should not let alcohol impair my judgment, 6on 

liked me for me already, ; had admitted to him before meeting that ; flirted when ; was 

nervous* that alcohol smoothed out my edges* and ; didn
t want drugs or alcohol to hide 

any part ofme from this man, 3ot when he already liked me as ; was, 

; sat outside waiting for him* my nerves dancing, :e was late, $hen ; saw hiP 

walking over from the parking lot and felt panicked, 9et up and run over1 5all out his 

name1 3retend ; hadn
t seen him1 :e wore a green army coat with 4arack 4bama pins 

on it and carried a back pack, ";s that you1" he asked as he approached, ";t
s me," ; 

answered, 

$e had talked about this moment* the meeting* before, :e told me he didn
t 

often look people in the eyes when he spoke, :is awkwardness, :e felt maybe he even 

had a touch of3sperger
s 6yndrome, $e
d discussed how awkward we both often found 

social situations to be, :ow much trouble we had fitting in* the methods we used to 

compensate, "3h* but in print!" he wrote one night, IQ print* online* we were ourselves 
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without the awkwardness of sitting face to face, 4ur words became us, 6on had an 

exceptional way with words, 9his is what drew me to him, 8irst it was the music* and 

then it was the words, 9hen it was only the words, 3nd we could talk about the music* 

but words held the magic, IW seems some of the most powerful reactions ; have had are 

from the people ; knew only by words, 9he ones that make it to my dreams are the ones 

whose words make love to my brain, 

9he coffee shop was close to closing and 6on wanted to eat, IW was necessary for 

him to keep his blood sugar as well as potassium and sodium levels at a steady number, 

9he high doses of immunosuppressant drugs post transplant can make the rest of the body 

go wacky, :e had already suffered massive edema that made his feet swell like balloons 

and some severe intestinal complications from the high doses of narcotics he
d been on* 

so 6on was particular in keeping himself segregated from possible problem situations, 

9his included me, $e did not hug or even shake hands as my 58 lungs still harbored 

bacteria that would not be harmful to his new* non+58 lungs* but could cause potential 

setbacks to his body due to his immunosuppression, :e didn
t want to ride in the 

enclosed space of a car together to look for a place to eat* so instead we walked down the 

strip of road from the coffee shop toward a cluster of fast food restaurants on that balmy 

;ndiana -uly night, 

9he conversation started slowly* with easy bantering as we warmed to one 

another and assessed what thoughts we had about one another based on the internet 

communications and the real person standing in front of us, 3fter finding one eatery after 

the other closed* we ended up at 6airy 6ueen, 6on ordered 5hicken strips while ; 

slurped on an iced coffee from the coffee shop, 6eated at the table we spoke ofour 
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mutual online friends* his health* and mostly* life with 5ystic 8ibrosis, ; felt my shyness 

shedding and ; noticed he was* in fact* looking me in the eye as we spoke, $e were 

eventually kicked out of6airy 6ueen by the teenaged manager and ; directed us down a 

quieter street on the way back to 6on
s hotel than the main drag we
d taken on the way to 

the 6airy 6ueen, 9hough we hadn
t touched since meeting* as we walked* our shoulders 

bumped into one another a few times, 9he street was lined with row homes and goblet+ 

looking street lamps, 9he night was silent save for our voices and feet crunching on the 

gravel as we walked, 9he air was thick and heavy, 3t one point ; had to stop to cough, ; 

bent at the waist and crossed my legs so that ; didn
t accidentally pee my pants as ; 

coughed, ; realized how unembarrassed ; was by this, ; had no urge to hide any part of 

the functions that my dysfunctional body forced upon me, 6on looked on patiently* 

"9hat
s 4k* go on and have 58*" he smiled, 3s we resumed walking ; looked at him out 

of the comer ofmy eye8 his graying hair curled softly over the edges ofhis army jacket* 

his teeth were slightly misaligned- he looked like any average forty+two+year+old man, 3s 

; watched him while we walked* something almost magical happened8 it seemed as 

though he was shining, IW was like the moon and stars had bathed him in light* like being 

able to see someone
s aura, IW was a breathtaking moment and ; had an overwhelming 

urge to wrap my arms around him and hold tight, IW wasn
t a sexual urge- it wasn
t even 

a feeling ofkinship so much as a feeling ofabsolute truth, 6on and ; were meant to 

know one another* we were meant to be walking together shoulder to shoulder down that 

silent back street, ;t was the only time in my life ; have been convinced that ; was in the 

presence ofa soul mate, 
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$e got back to 6on
s hotel and talked in the parking lot, ; didn
t want to leave* 

but ;
d already been gone for hours and ; knew that 9eorge would be unhappy* that the 

baby would wake soon and want to nurse, 3fter the magical moment when we walked* 

any awkwardness that had lingered dissipated, $e were completely comfortable in each 

other
s presence* as ifwe
d been friends for years, $e stood under the yellow streetlights 

comparing cellphone ringtones + his was :ank $illiams* mine was 0erle :aggard, $e 

chatted about bands we
d seen and friends we shared online, $e talked frankly about the 

path his health was on with the newly diagnosed rejection, 9he conversation was smooth 

and any tension between us wasn
t from discomfort* but from the unsaid reality ofhow 

much we liked one another, :e mentioned pulling out his guitar and playing me a few 

songs, ; wanted to stay and hear them, ; didn
t want to leave* but ; knew it was getting 

late and that 9eorge would be waiting for me, 

"9o on* scram*" he said when ; mentioned ; probably needed to leave, 

";
ll see you in the box," 

; hated to walk away* but ; went home to continue our relationship online* the 

same way it had begun, 

3 few days later we discussed our night together comparing our expectations to 

reality, ; told him that he
d looked me in the eye when we spoke and he mentioned ; 

didn t seem as shy or flirtatious as he thought ; might be, 4ne lesson ; learned after 

7laine s death was that ; didn
t want to leave things unsaid to people ; cared for* so ; 

especially wanted to tell 6on just how amazing ;
d felt spending time with him, ; also 

didn t want to scare him or have him think ; was crazy, 
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"<ou know when we were walking back to the hotel1" ; typed, "$ell* ; just had 

this feeling* this ,,,,moment," 

"; know*" he replied, 

"<ou do1" ; asked, 

"4fcourse* ; was there too*" was the answer, 

"; just felt like we were meant to be together* like you
re one ofmy soul people*" 

; admitted, 6on agreed, 3 few weeks later on my birthday ; received this in my inbox8 

XnX
Ud `m ̀ l`bhmf b\VWhb. I mdDdU Wdkk \nX, aXW I
l `kE`\V Vn hlSUdVVdc a\ ̀ kk Wgd WghmfV 

\nX cn EhWg VXbg SnhVd `mc dTX`mhlhW\. I
l fk`c\nX EdUd anUm. 

2008 

SghV WU`hm g`V fnW Wgd chV`SSd`Uhmf U`hkUn`c akXdV 

;n recovery programs they call them war stories, ; also call it drug radar* the way ; 

can pick out the user iQ a room almost instantaneously and when we connect* we share 

the stories, lfwe didn
t know one another before* it
s one+upmanship, "; broke down 

crack with lemon juice to shoot it up"- "; stayed up for a week straight on meth," ;fwe 

do know each other* we talk about how bad* how crazy* we used to be together, 

; was in 0artin
s 6upermarket shopping late one night and found the girl behind 

the meat counter looking vaguely familiar, 0y drug radar began going off like a car 

alarm, 
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"3re you 7rica1" she asked, 5ommon mistake* my old friend 7rica and ; looked 

enough alike and spent enough time in the bars together that we were often mistaken for 

one another, 

"3ope* 6hannon, 7rica and ; hung out together though," 

"9hat
s right- you used to go with 6eth 9reen," 

"7ver see people from back then1" ; asked while picking out my deli 

meat, 

"3ot too much- ; try not to," 

<vette, ; remembered her name then- she dated -eff :udson* one of the go+to 

guys in the bar scene for cocaine* before he got into the jewelry business, ; was never 

positive where she stood with hiP but ; remembered them often being together, 

"; have a baby now*" she replied while bagging my tavern ham, "6idn
t you have 

one too1" 

"<up, :e
s ten now," 

"ljust can
t go out anymore- ; have to be a mom now*" she said* handing my 

bagged ham to me over the counter, ; nodded in agreement, ";t
s just too hard* ; go out 

and instantly*" she snapped her fingers* "; want a line like ,,, *" she looked around for 

coworkers* " ,,,this*" she measured a good six inches with her fingers and immediately 

my heart skipped a beat, ; wanted to ask her if she had any* if she wanted to go out the 

next week, ; knew she was as full of shit as ; was, $e Wry to play it off* to do the right 

thing* but both of us were sitting with our feet dangling precariously off the edge of 

addiction* just waiting for someone to make a move, ;t was why 33 could never work 

for me, ;
d gone to a meeting and found myself surveying the room* radar in tune* 
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looking for the one who was not dedicated to recovery, $hich person would be the one 

willing to beat it on out of there with me and get fucked up1 ; was never really dedicated 

to the idea ofrecovery, 0y life had not gotten that bad, 0y addictions had never really 

taken me to rock bottom, 0aybe they never would, 6espite having nearly three years of 

relative sobriety* ; found myself occasionally fighting cravings so intense they scared me, 

; debated on whether ; could carry the secret load ofaddiction and be just fine, ; didn
t 

have to be -ohn 5andy or -anis -oplin or -ohn 4elushi, ; could keep being me with that 

one foot inches above the precipice for a long* long time, ;
d dabbled again in my vices 

before meeting up with <vette that evening at the grocery store* but somehow through 

my role as a mother of two* as a wife* as a member ofthe online 58 community* and 

through my friendship with 6on* ; had begun to have a new outlook on myself, ; found 

that ; felt too bad after a night of feeling good to keep it up, ; was proud of the person ; 

had become* was becoming* and ; didn
t feel such an intense need to try to numb my 

feelings anymore, 

6on was the first person ; feel ; had ever been truly honest with about my 

addiction, ; admitted to hiP that in some ways it was a conscious choice to use drugs as 

proofthat ; could test my body
s limits, 6on had done the same thing- it was something 

we talked about frequently, $e discussed the pros and cons of living life in that way, 

6on had even come up with a mathematical algorithm in which he predicted that living 

life the way we did probably took about four years oflength offofthe life time, $e 

decided that the four years was worth it* not to have lived under the blanket of58 all the 

time, $hen ; did dabble* 6on was not judgmental ofme* even on th engihts ; was so 

fuicked up ;typedllotlike this and expected himt obeable to read ti, 4efore meeting 6on ; 
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hadn
t found anyone who could understand why a person with a debilitating illness 

would choose to abuse her body even further, 

"6id ; even tell you ; had a memoir under contract about drinking and fucking 

and doing drugs and having 581" 6on wrote one afternoon, "; did do all those things of 

course* but the narrative was so bent that it started to become pure bullshit* and after ; 

was in the hospital thirteen times in two years* ; realized ; didn
t have the same cavalier 

attitude about 58 anymore, ; think ; was 1/, ;
d gone from living breathlessly to just 

being 6,4,4 �short of breath'," 

"$hat
s interesting*" ; wrote in reply* "is that ; have always written about 

addiction and ; have always written about 58* though both silently + in journals and on 

scraps of paper no one ever sees, IW is just recently that ;
ve started putting two and two 

together, ; wonder though* how much ; am creating a liaison between the two because it 

makes for a good piece of prose* and where there really is one1 ; know that ; started 

smoking as a teenager very much as a rebellion against 58* but after that initial 

"gateway" �haha' what did 58 have to do with it1 6ometimes ; think nothing, ; think the 

choices of friends ; made at that time were much more relevant to the addiction* as was a 

boyfriend who was seedy and shameful and risque and exciting all rolled into one* with a 

fierce addiction when ; met him �but 9od* was he beautiful!', ; mean* 58 was so much 

not a part of my life during the height of the wild times, 6o it is a bit* as you say* that ;
m 

running around clinging to my own personal drama, ; am certainly hashing things out 

with my protagonist+self as well, 3art of me finds it cathartic- part ofme finds it terribly 

self+indulgent," 
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6on
s reply came quickly* "; was 10 when the /1 hospitalizations started, IW was 

innocuous enough at first, 9hirteen trips to the clink start with one* after all, 9he one is 

random, 9he second is a coincidence* etc, 4ut at some point ; was vented* and at another 

; fell into a coma, 6till* between stints* and sometimes even during them* ; kept up my 

usual ways, 7 threw me out finally, ; lived in my car* with my dog* thinking that was a 

great chapter, 4ut eventually sickness* constant* serious sickness* made the memoir a 

pile of shit and made me realize nearly everything that came out ofmy mouth was a pile 

of shit ++the "asthma*" the fake trips out of town* etc, 8inally a dude took me in as 

roommate and immediately regretted it, ; stole his pot and drank all his 4udweisers, :e 

was a douchebag anyway, ; opened up 6inister 1iquors every morning at 6* avoided my 

agent
s calls* and finally took the pills but got saved, 7ven when things cleared ++ as 

unpredictably as they
d started ++ ; kept it up* my baseline remarkably unchanged, IW was 

ultimately untenable ofcourse* not only physically but also spiritually* but ;
m inherently 

led by my weaknesses* my creatureness," 

;n the literature for 3arcotics 3nonymous there is an entire section devoted to 

self+acceptance, 3art of the leaflet reads* "4efore coming to 33* most ofus spent our 

entire lives in self+rejection, $e hated ourselves and tried in every way we could to 

become someone different, $e wanted to be anyone but who we were," 4ne of the 

biggest concepts that my friendship with 6on taught me was that by hating my 58* ; was 

hating myself, ; had never put the two together, 8or me* the disease had always been an 

entity in and of itself, IW was not a part ofme* ; took no ownership if it, ;nstead ; did all ; 

could to ignore and pretend it did not exist, 
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6on and ; talked about our denial long into the nights, 3s our friendship forged 

on after our meeting* ; confessed more and more of my fears and truths about who ; was 

to 6on, 0ost of our conversations continued to take place at night when ; could be alone 

to say what ; wanted* without my husband or children reading over my shoulder, 9hey 

didn
t understand, 3o one understood, 4nly 6on understood the secret of 58, 4nly 

6on, 

6on and ; met up again in 3ovember of that same year, :is health was declining 

and he had been diagnosed with 446 �bronchiolitis obiterans syndrome'* or chronic 

rejection, :e began debating the idea ofanother transplant, :e underwent serious 

immunosuppressant therapies and grew increasingly more depressed, ; started to see 

sides of him that ; didn
t know before, :e became angry* even mean sometimes, ; felt 

very responsible for him* to be there when he needed a friend, 6ometimes ; would stay 

up late into the night chatting with him despite knowing ; had to rise early and take care 

of my children, 0ost of our conversations were still online* mostly out of respect for 

9eorge, 6on and ; always maintained our friendship firmly on the right side of the 

matrimonial line, 9eorge tolerated the friendship well* though ; never tried to push the 

limits, ; sometimes felt he was grateful to have someone else to take the burden of my 

new desire to talk about my disease off him, 9eorge knew ; now considered 6on one of 

my best and closest friends and that if he needed me* ; would be there, 

$hen we met in 3ovember* ; was in 5hicago with my husband and daughter for a 

5hicago 4ears
 football game, ; left the two of them with cousins ; had in town and took 

the train up to 6on
s neighborhood north of the city, $e met at a restaurant called "9he 

:eartland," ;
d bought 6on a tiny 9anesha statue when ; had been in 5alifornia earlier 
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that year* right after he was diagnosed with 446* and ; gave it to him that day, $hen ;
d 

walked into the restaurant 6on had on his oxygen cannula and a scarf wrapped around his 

neck, :is eyes looked sad* unsure, 6on removed his cannula while we sat in the 

restaurant- his portable oxygen tank sat at the foot of the table, 9he only picture ; own of 

6on is one of him taking a disinfectant wipe to the 9anesha statue- he wanted nothing to 

do with the possibility of contracting my germs, ;n the picture his face is puffy from the 

meds he was on* his hair longer* his demeanor more subdued, :e wasn
t the happy and 

vibrant man ;
d walked shoulder to shoulder with in -uly, :is upset over the path his 

health was taking had become palpable, 

3ot long after our meeting ; received an email8 N`UW neWgd Vnbh`k bnmWU`bW hV Wg`W 

Ed ghcd cd`Wg `E`\, EgdWgdU hW
V Dh` gnVShbd nU Vnld nWgdU ld`mV. I
l mnW d[dlSW. 

QnUU\ enU Eg`W I
Dd `kUd`c\ d[SnVdc \nX Wn. ; replied to him that by no means did ; want 

to be excluded from any part of his life, ; was unsure of how to talk to him when he 

discussed dying* as so often that discussion was accompanied by him explaining his 

desire to make the call* to choose when and how he was going to go, :e maintained that 

he did not want to die in a hospital, 3 second transplant was a possibility for him* though 

he was unsure he wanted to endure it all again, :e
d become bitter that the transplant 

was nothing of the life+saving procedure that it was chalked up to be* but instead just a 

means of extending one
s suffering, 6on handled suffering well* heroically even* but my 

heart ached for him, 

$hen 6on talked about his death ; always told him that ; supported whatever he 

chose to do* but that ; didn
t want him to die, ; told him many times how important he 

was to me and that ; would be sad ifhe chose to end his life without looking at all the 
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possibilities* but ; supported whatever it was that he wanted, 7etrospectively ; wasn
t 

really supporting him* ; was afraid of losing him, ; never knew if ; was saying the right 

things, ; had never been friends with someone dying before, 

CeFemRer 2008 

V`kjhmf nXW hm Wgd eUddbhmf U`hm, I eddk mnWghmf 
b`XVd I mXladc Wgd S`hm 

-oan 6idion writes in Sgd Xd`U neM`fhb`k Sghmjhmf, "; know why we try to keep 

the dead alive8 we try to keep them alive in order to keep them with us, ; also know that 

if we are to live ourselves there comes a point at which we must relinquish the dead* let 

them go* keep them dead," 9hese thoughts seem so representative of 6on, :e truly 

believed we needed to take the pressure off the dying and let them go* let them be dead, 

:e often remarked about how much pressure the online 58 community put on our dying, 

$e wanted them to be heroic* unafraid ofdeath, 9heir death was representative of our 

own, ;n a group of people who are all largely dying at a rate faster than the average 

person* death was a significant occurrence and large topic of discussion, $e all had 

opinions on how it should be done, 6on believed we needed to let the dying be in peace, 

;n a letter he wrote to one ofour dying cystic friends he said* Sgd EUhWdU DnVWn\dDVj\, 

WU\hmf Wn ehmc ld`mhmf ̀ lnmf Wgd XmWghmj`akd g`UcVghSV hm Wgd PXVVh`m fXk`fV, cdbhcdc 

Wg`W VXeedUhmf E`V mnW nmk\ ̀ m `eekhbWhnm aXW ̀ kVn `m `VVdW, ` E`\ Wn gnmd nXU bg`U`bWdU, 

nXU VWUdmfWg, nXU e`hWg. Hd V`hc nXU W`Vj E`V mnW Wn `Dnhc VXeedUhmf aXW Wn WU\ Wn khDd XS Wn 

hW. Vd khDd XS Wn it a\ mnW kdWWhmf hW bnmVXld nXU hmmdU VdkDdV, a\ mnW enUjhmf nXU Ehkk nDdU 
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Wn hW. I cnm
W V`\ WghV neWdm, aXW \nX g`Dd khDdc XS Wn \nXUV. XnX g`Dd d`Umdc Wgd UhfgW Wn 

kdW fn. 

3s 6on
s health declined more* his kidneys began to give out, :e refused 

dialysis, 6on never changed his mind on wanting to die in his own way* not tethered to 

tubes and machines in a hospital, :e still spoke often of suicide- he wanted the final say, 

"$hen ; die* post on the forums for me* will you1" he asked one night, ; agreed, 

"4ut don
t write "4reathe 7asy*" he wrote* "; hate that, :ow about "3ee 7asy1" 

;t
s more apropos," ; laughed and agreed, $henever a fellow 58er died* someone 

inevitably wrote the words "4reathe 7asy" on the thread announcing the death, 

3 few days before 9hanksgiving* 6on and ; chatted in the box, :e was not well, 

"6o you want me to come up1" ; asked, 5hicago wasn
t far, ; didn
t know how 

; could help or what ; could do* but ; knew that if6on wanted me there* ; would go, 

"4nly if you take 166 with me*" was 6on
s reply, 9ypical ofhim to brush off 

the seriousness of the situation, ; laughed aloud and responded* "; will* but you
ll have to 

buy it, ; wouldn
t know where to go," ; wanted to believe that ifhe was joking* he was 

40, ; wanted to believe* as ; had watched him decline over the past year but yet still 

hang on* that this was simply another hill he
d have to climb in the life post+transplant, 

"3ctually* my dying wish is to sleep with you*" 6on wrote, ; gasped* my face 

flushed on my side of the computer, ; was surprised and flattered, 6on had always 

stayed firmly on the appropriate side of the line in our friendship, 

"; think taking acid is a better idea*" ; answered* unsure of the right way to 

respond, 3 few days later 6on apologized for his off+color comment, ; told him not to 

be sorry* it may have been the most flattering thing anyone had ever said to me, ; told 
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him that ; loved him, IW seemed very important at that moment that ; made sure he firmly 

knew how ; felt, 

4n 6ecember 3t? 0..7* a lazy 6aturday morning* ; logged into my 8acebook 

account as part of my usual morning internet ritual, 9he first status update ; read was 

from a 58 friend, IW simply said* "7,;,3, 5alidore* 4reathe 7asy," 0y vision became 

blurry* and ; felt shock and confusion, IW could not be my 6on, ; scrolled through the 

posts and saw that the 58 community had gone crazy with the news, 6on* "5alidore*" 

was dead, 

; stared at my computer screen in disbelief, 0y hands were shaking, "4h no, 3o, 

4h no*" ; whispered, 

"$hat
s wrong1" 0y son kept asking* but ; could not speak, 9his was not real, 

6on could not be dead, ; was absolutely crushed, 0y heart was beating an insistent 

staccato in my chest, ; began speaking aloud to 6on* to myself, ; ceased to function* ; 

could only sit and stare at my screen* at his username in my <ahoo box, ; frantically 

searched for missed private messages* some sign or note from him to tell me goodbye, 

4ut he
d been trying to tell me goodbye for a few weeks, ; just hadn
t been listening, 

;
ve never been overly religious* but was raised in a very religious home, 4ne of 

the readings from the bible that is typically read in the 7aster 6unday service is about 

0ary 0agdalene visiting -esus
 grave after his death, 4ddly* soon after 6on
s death* ; 

stumbled across that reading of0ary 0agdalene weeping at the grave looking for -esus
 

body* then looking up and seeing him standing before her* resurrected, 

; felt as forlorn that morning as 0ary 0agdalene must have felt following the 

death of -esus, ; looked up to 6on in much the same way* not in a blasphemous way + he 
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wasn
t my 9od + but he was* for most of our relationship* a bodiless voice of confidence* 

reason* and a teacher, ; read the parable with a new understanding* a story of a woman 

who cannot* does not want to admit that the one she loves is gone, 6on had changed my 

entire outlook on my disease by teaching me not to be ashamed ofmyself* to love every 

part of who ; was* 58 included, 4ecause of6on and my new 58 friends* ; had begun to 

be proactive in my health care, 9his meant that ; began to do all the therapies ; needed to 

do on a daily basis to keep infections at bay and ; no longer waited until ; was gasping for 

breath and coughing until ; vomited to seek medical help, ; started to understand my 

disease and bought the necessary medical supplies ; needed to keep myself healthy and 

had even admitted that ; needed occasional intravenous antibiotic therapy, ; started 

visiting the doctor with the frequency required by the 58 8oundation, ; had even begun 

to tell people that ; had 58* something unthought+of until ; realized how self+defeating 

my secret had become, 9urning to my own version of faith following 6on
s death* ; 

understood that this biblical tale wasn
t a story of resurrection* but rather a story of grief, 

3 woman so distraught at the death of her love that she imagines seeing him* she tells of 

his resurrection, 6he cannot let him be dead, ;n -oan 6idion
s book she quotes 8reud 

saying that grief is a way of"clinging to the object through the medium of a hallucinatory 

wishful psychosis," 9his is what came to pass for me that 6aturday morning ; learned of 

6on
s death and the ensuing nights, ; thought ; felt his presence* ; heard his voice in my 

mind, :ow badly ; wanted to believe he
d come to me in some way, ; dreamed his death 

was a joke* ; dreamed ; was searching for him but could not find him, ; wished to 

resurrect him* to have him call me from somewhere warm and say it was all a joke, 9he 

first days following his death ; felt the cold 6ecember wind blow and imagined it was his 
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soul circling past me, 4ut ; had to learn to let him be dead, 6on was dead, 0y life was 

altered* but 6on was still dead, 

6on
s funeral was held a week later in 5hicago, ; was invited to speak on behalf 

of the online 58 community, "<ou all were so important to him*" his mother explained 

to me on the telephone, "Ifwouldn
t be right not to acknowledge it," 

; left early that crisp 6aturday morning in 6ecember when it was not fully 

morning- the moon was still peeking through the soft pink sky* not yet ready to be 

overshadowed by the sun, ; made a "6on 0ix" for the drive8 some ofhis songs* some 

we
d shared a liking for* some that reminded me ofhim, ; headed west, $hen the 

5hicago skyline came into view it was 3eko 5ase* "; $ish ; was the 0oon 9onight," 

; was early for the service* so ; pulled into a 6tarbucks and gathered my thoughts, 

9ears had threatened and spilled the whole drive* and choking down my granola yogurt 

was no better, ; went over what ; was going to say, 3ublic speaking was never one ofmy 

greatest achievements, ; get nervous and tend to talk quickly, 8urther* crying in front of 

people is something ; like to avoid, 9here was no way ; could not mention that ; had 58 

in my speech and ; said aloud to 6on over my coffee* "4nly you would understand how 

hard this is going to be," 

; entered the church and was immediately greeted by 6on
s mother, 6he 

introduced me to the family and showed me the pictures of6on they had gathered for the 

ceremony, 6on as a baby* 6on going to the prom* 6on
s travels, ;n some pictures* ; 

barely recognized him* it wasn
t the 6on ; had ever seen- others were certainly the 6on ; 

knew, ; started to cry, ; was so overwhelmed by everything and still in shock, 6on had 

seemed immortal, 
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9he other speakers were two of 6on
s friends* his brother* and me, 9he frrst 

speaker told a story about picking 6on up at the hospital once* the first time he
d even 

learned his long+time friend had had 58, :e described how as he walked up to 6on
s 

room he heard a guitar strumming and a deep -ohnny 5ash+like voice booming out of the 

door, :e said you could judge a person by if they "got" 6on or not, ; was pleased to be 

one of those who "got" him, ; was the second speaker and ; started to cry as soon as ; 

took the podium, 

Hh, I
l Qg`mmnm, I `l ` eUhdmc neDnm
V, `mc khjd Dnm, I g`Dd CF ... 

; began my speech through a squeaky voice and trembling lips, ; spoke quickly 

and stumbled over my words, 6everal people approached me after the service wanting to 

know more about my friendship with 6on or thanking me for speaking on behalf of the 

58 community, IW was the least ; could do, 3fter that* ; warmed up a bit and found 

myself talking about 58 to an array of different people8 6on
s colleagues* his students* a 

college roommate* cousins* his brothers, 9here was a bit ofawkwardness in some of the 

conversations, $hat do you say to a 58er at a 58er
s funeral1 ; explained to several 

people about the "denial" aspect of having a disease such as 58* and many commented 

on how they didn
t know 6on had 58 for so long, ; was proud that through my friendship 

with 6on* ;
d come to a place where ; felt confident representing his thoughts on the 

disease even when he was no longer able to, 

; thought ; would "feel" 6on when ; got into his apartment for the reception 

after the funeral* but it was clear to me that the apartment had been considerably emptied 

already, ; knew there was no way 6on lived that sparsely, IW just didn
t have his presence, 

:is mom told us to feel free to take anything we wanted so ; took a 8lannery 4
5onnor 
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book as well as a 9homas 0erton one, 9he 0erton had notes in it* and ; wanted 

something with 6on
s handwriting in it, ; also found the 9anesha statue ;
d given him a 

year earlier and slipped it into my pocket, 

9oward the end of the night* a friend of6on
s named $ill brought out his guitar, 

:e began strumming a few chords and before long* the entire room was singing 4eatles
 

songs together, 4n my left was an old girlfriend of6on
s* 0arrie- on my right* 6on
s 

dad* and his brother* aunts* and cousins across the way, "HdUd I VW`mc, gd`c hm g`mc, WXUm 

l\e`bd Wn Wgd E`kk ... " 9hat was the moment that ; felt 6on- it was the sending off ; knew 

he would want, $e sang him away, 

; felt closer to 6on after that experience than ; even did before- ; think ; fell in 

love all over when we all sang, ; felt all ; missed by having 58* by not being able to hang 

out with 6on more* not being able to hug* not meeting at the "right time," 6on and ; 

talked about that "other life" we might have had and singing with his family as our send+ 

off to someone we loved made me aware ofwhat might have been, 9he other life* ; 

became acutely aware* is the one without 58, 6on once wrote to me* I
c khjd Wn V`\ gh if 

\nX g`Dd Wgd bg`mbd, aXW ifmnW, Eghbg VddlV khjdk\, Wgdm `mnWgdU Whld, l\ Vdbnmc Vdke. I 

now knew without a doubt that ; would have faith in that other life* that second chance, 

8ive months later* 6on
s family arranged a memorial service and interment to 

take place in 4oston, 9here would be a service at the cemetery where his ashes would be 

laid to rest* a reception* and then later that night a 56 release party, :is brothers and 

other good friends had collaborated and had taken 6on
s music* most of it recorded on 

his home computer* and had it professionally remixed with many ofhis friends playing 

background instruments and vocals, :is brothers and friends would play 6on s songs at 
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a club in 4oston and the proceeds would go to the 5ystic 6reams 8oundation which they 

were going to start in his name to help 58 patients with the costs of transplant and other 

disease+related expenses, 

8ifteen ofus from the online 58 community flew in from all over the country to 

be a part of6on
s memorial, 5ystics flew in from 5alifornia* $ashington* 0ontana* 

3orth 5arolina* and 3ennsylvania, 0ost ofus knew one another from only the internet, 

$e called one another both by our screen names and our real names, 9here was a bond 

in that meeting that ; feel will never be reciprocated in my lifetime, 6ome ofus wore 

oxygen* some had 3;55 lines- some were post+transplant* some listed, 6ome wore masks 

and stood back* some ofus hugged one another, 3ll ofus were there for the same reason8 

we all had 58 and we all had lost one ofour own, 

6tanding on the steps ofone of the buildings on the 4oston 5ollege campus where 

the reception following 6on
s interment took place* we took a group picture, IW was 

probably one of the largest gatherings of58 patients since 58 camp had been outlawed 

by the 8oundation for fears ofcross+contamination years before, $e joked that 6on 

would love to have seen us all together* but would have balked at the germ risks we were 

taking, 8or the most part* we didn
t care, $e had gathered for someone we loved, 

$hen ; returned home* ; made the decision to post my 4oston pictures on 

8acebook for the world to see, ; still hadn t completely come out about my 58 to 

everyone in my life* but ; felt ; had come too far to keep hiding my disease, ; have never 

been so proud to be a part of something as ; have by finding my niche within the 58 

community, 
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6on taught me to love myself, :e taught me to value all parts ofme and to learn 

from even the things ;
ve found to be the hardest to accept, 9hrough our friendship ; 

learned that abusing my body was just another form of self+hatred and it would do 

nothing for me but set me back and dampen my spirit, 

; haven
t magically recovered from addiction* ; haven
t hit rock bottom and 

forced my way up, 0y support group isn
t a recovery group* but it is a group ofpeople 

who are more like me than unlike, ; no longer want to distance myself from other 58 

patients or from myself, ; am learning to love me, 

9hank you* 5alidore* 6on, 3ee easy* my friend, 
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6inging <ou 3way8 

AQ 7xamination of 5ommunity and 6elf+6iscovery through ;llness 3arrative 

8or most ofmy life ;
ve had trouble revealing to people that ; have the disease 

5ystic 8ibrosis �58', 9o any more than family* close friends* or medical staff* ;
ve 

allowed the disease to remain tucked away inside ofme* a secret ;
ve been ashamed and 

embarrassed to admit, 7ven to those who knew about the disease* it was often unspoken- 

; only revealed my medical history if it was pertinent to the situation at hand, ; denied 

that part ofmyself and hid it from others as well, 6espite harboring the secret ofmy 

disease* ; still often felt ; had a story to tell, 9he hiding of the secret was* in fact* the 

story, ; wanted to write a personal narrative which explained how* with the help of 

friends ; made in the online 5ystic 8ibrosis community* ; was able to release much ofthe 

embarrassment ; felt surrounding my disease and accept that the illness was not a 

shameful secret* but rather just another part ofwho ; am* no different from the color of 

my eyes or status ofmy belly button, 9he purpose ofthis essay is to find a place for my 

personal narrative* "6inging <ou 3way*" within the academic conversation on illness 

narratives, ; used two key terms from 3rthur 8rank
s work8 the "cumulative epiphany" 

(PgdWnUhb 24'* which is a narrative form in which the author comes to understand that the 

illness has always been a part ofwho he or she is* and the "dyadic body" (VnXmcdc 13'* a 

word 8rank uses to refer to the shared experience of being bodies* in this case bodies who 

are afflicted with some kind of illness, ; will examine these concepts later and refer to 

them throughout this essay as a means to examine the development and analysis ofmy 

personal narrative from a more theoretical perspective, :sing these two concepts* ; 

demonstrate how my narrative describes the development ofmy identity as a person with 
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a disease and how* once ; was able to accept that part ofmyself �particularly with the 

help ofmy online friends'* ; was able to use the medium ofnarrative to reveal my secret 

and assimilate the disease into my identity, 

0idway through graduate school* ; tentatively began to use my disease as a 

platform from which to write, ; wasn
t always confident in my decision to use my 

disease as a topic and ; often referred to the smaller essays and creative non+fiction pieces 

;
d written as my "coming out," ; believe ; felt the same kind of trepidation a teenaged 

boy might have when faced with telling his father he is homosexual8 how will they 

�those who didn
t know' react- will ; still be accepted- will the way they interact with me 

change now that they know my secret1 ; felt that writing a longer narrative for my thesis 

project would be the real "closet opener," 0y narrative would describe how chronic 

illness can alienate one from "normal" society at large and how that perceived alienation 

can manifest itself through several forms, ; use concepts from several anthropologists 

throughout this essay to describe how these feelings of alienation and identity fit into my 

narrative and how each concept played a role in moving toward the self+acceptance ; 

found once ; assimilated myself with the disease via acceptance in a community of others 

with the same illness, 9his partnership helped to foster a healing of those feelings of 

loneliness and alienation and aided in the psychological integration ofmyself with my 

illness, 

3rthur 8rank* along with voices such as 3nthony 9iddens* -oan and 3rthur 

0leinman* 6usan 6ontag* and 6usan $endell* ranks as one of the pedagogical leaders of 

the illness narrative genre, 8rank is best known for categorizing different themes within 

illness narratives8 the restitution narrative* the chaos narrative* and the quest narrative, 
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:e writes more on the subject in his article* "9he 7hetoric of 6elf+5hange8 ;llness 

7xperience as 3arrative*" whereby he further narrows down his study of illness 

narratives to focus on those solely written in order to make some claim of self+change, 

8rank describes four basic formats that he feels these types of illness narratives fall into 

and describes these frameworks as8 "what ; have always been*" "who ; might become*" 

"cumulative epiphanies*" and "reluctant 3hoenixes" � 20', 8rank describes the 

"cumulative epiphany" narrative as " ,,, >aB narrative in which authors reflect on living 

with an illness throughout most of their lives and conclude that whatever they have 

become has been formed in and through this illness, 9his epiphany is the recognition that 

illness has always been the medium of self
 �24', 8rank
s idea ofdiscovering that the 

illness has "always been the medium ofself
 was particularly apt in discussing my own 

narrative because my story centers around that very discovery, ; use my narrative to 

describe how ; was changed by my illness simply by coming to recognize that the disease 

and the selfwere always one in the same, ; came to this discovery primarily through 

membership in a social group ofothers afflicted with the same illness, ;t was when ; 

came to this understanding that ; had the "cumulative epiphany*" though the actual 

"epiphany" was a series ofevents that served as the underlying structure for my entire 

narrative, 

; wanted to avoid both the journey metaphor as well as the battle metaphor 

when writing a narrative dealing with illness, ; felt that these two metaphors* in relation 

to illness* had almost become cliche, 9hese two concepts have been adapted into our 

society in a way that has made them almost the sole discourse when discussing illness* 

disability* and disease, 4bituaries are a good example ofhow widely utilized these 
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metaphors are in everyday dialogue about illness, 3eople describe their loved ones as 

"succumbing to a long fight with �cancer* 316* epilepsy* etc,'*" or as "losing a heroic 

battle with such and such disease which plagued them their whole life," 0any illness 

narratives and blogs about illness often incorporate the way that illness has changed a 

person* or how the person has developed into the person that he or she is because of 

having the illness, 4logs about 58 have names or annotations describing the blog such as* 

"0y -ourney with 5ystic 8ibrosis*" "4reath 6uest" and "4lessed with 5ystic 8ibrosis," 

4ur society has the need to make some sense of illness and disease and the different 

issues that accompany these states* so thinking of illness as a journey one must take or a 

battle one must fight can help give some meaning or purpose to life when the body does 

not cooperate with the values society places on health, ; am not positive that ; was able 

to completely avoid these common illness metaphors* perhaps due in part to my own 

immersion within the popular socially constructed frameworks of illness dialogue, ; 

admit that my narrative is a story about how illness in some ways "changed" me* though 

it
s not the illness that changed my life* it was accepting the illness as a part ofmyself 

that did, 9his is where ; see the difference in my illness narrative, 0y goal was to 

approach the narrative with a sort ofunanswerable question* much like a =en 0oan + in 

this case perhaps8 what is the sound ofone lung coughing1 9hat
s said somewhat tongue 

in cheek* but ; wanted it to be clear that my narrative was less ofa journey or a battle and 

more the story ofan internal search where the answer that would give "meaning" to life 

with my illness was already quite clear8 to reclaim my own story ; needed to accept the 

disease within me, 9his was where the "cumulative epiphany" fits in, 9hroughout my 

narrative* the disease is always present* even when ; tried to pretend it was not, ; did not 
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fight against it* nor did ; agree to travel along with it, ;t just was* and in order to fully 

understand my identity as a whole person* ; had to learn that the disease and my self were 

not two separate identities, ; was born with the disease and it shaped my life even in the 

moments ; tried the most to forget it presence, 8rank writes in his book Sgd VnXmcdc 

QWnU\WdkkdU: Bnc\, hkkmdVV, EWghbV, "3eople telling illness stories do not simply describe 

their sick bodies- their bodies give their stories their particular shape and direction" �05', 

;n the case ofmy own narrative* my sick body gave my story shape long before ; put it to 

paper, ; needed to actually write the story to come to a true understanding ofhow my 

dual selves ++6hannon and 6hannon with 58++were one person, 9he interactions ; had on 

the internet with other 5ystics was the mode by which ; came to this understanding* 

making my illness narrative a story based on community and specifically the way that the 

internet allows one
s illness narrative to be constantly shared* changed* and updated, 

9hrough this medium* my narrative became one not only about the discovery of self* but 

of communal sharing as well, 

3fter hiding the diseased part ofmyself from others* and denying the impact of 

the disease on my life for so many years* ; found that my personal character as the author 

was growing along with the narrative persona ; was giving shape to on paper* giving rise 

to a distinct identity that was my own both within and without the narrative, ;mposing 

narrative structure on these intangible ideas of self+revealed and self+hidden and the 

incorporation of the two allowed the development ofmy narrative self and voice to arise 

and gain momentum, :ilary 5lark* in her forward to a collection of essays about 

narratives and depression* quotes 4liver 6acks saying* "4ur narrative is our identity, 

4ne can know one
s self only within the context of the narrative" �0', 5lark then writes 
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that "narrative is seen as central in the constitution of identity and culture" �0', 4nce this 

narrative identity began to emerge in my story* ; was able to achieve the meta+cognitive 

understanding that ; needed to have in order not only to determine the structure and 

framework ofthe story* but to put the story to paper at all, ; needed a sense of 

omniscience in order to be able to step away from the self whose actions ; described in 

the narrative and to see how that self changed over time and from that* create the story 

that ; wanted to tell, ; understood that writing this paper would solidify my identity as a 

person with 5ystic 8ibrosis8 an incurable* genetic disease, 

"3arrative and self are inseparable in that narrative is simultaneously born out of 

experience and gives shape to experience, 3arrative activity provides the tellers with an 

opportunity to impose order on otherwise disconnected events* and to create continuity 

between past* present* and imaginary worlds" �/7'* write anthropologists 7linor 4chs and 

1isa 5apps in their article* "3arrating the 6elf," 3utting my illness narrative to paper 

enabled me to examine the way that my personal narrative was developed first by the 

experiences ; created in hiding the diseased part ofmyself from the world* and then as the 

story swerved and the narrative course changed* ; could examine how ; was influenced 

by my interactions with others afflicted with the same disease, 9his act ofcommunal 

sharing was how ; actually came to know and understand my selfand my identity on a 

new and deeper level, $riting this project imposed a sense oforder on the way my 

disease was revealed and it became not just a revelation ofmyself to others* but to me as 

well, 4y telling my story* ; had to scrutinize myself* my past* and the events that took 

place in my life very carefully in order to make sense ofand give structure to my 

personal narrative and my identity as a person with a chronic illness, 4n the one hand* ; 
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was a person whose illness wasn
t visible to the naked eye, ; looked healthy and in WurQ 

was easily able to hide the illness from others, 4n the other hand* those who did know 

often had trouble seeing me as different or disabled* as outwardly and for most purposes* 

my disabilities were minimal, 9he act of writing this narrative was a means in itself to 

help me discover myself within my own story, 

; set the narrative up in short vignettes that pick out specific moments in my life 

that ; felt could best shape the story, 0y aim was to show how ; was born with this 

disease* rebelled against the life and medical prognosis that comes with a disease such as 

5ystic 8ibrosis* and finally found some kind ofpeace with myself and the disease 

through the interactions ; had online with other people who also had 58, 9hese online 

interactions later play a large role in the way ; hope to enter my voice into the genre of 

illness narrative* showing through my personal narrative the way that the internet changes 

the overall concept of illness writing, 3arratives are now being written in real time* 

updated and changing daily through blogs and social networks as people update 

continually and interact with others as the disease is happening to them, 9hrough these 

networks and friendships my personal narrative was shaped, 9hese relationships helped 

to form my identity as a self with disease because as ; read the continuing and ongoing 

stories of others with my same disease ; could relate to them in a way that was not 

available to me at any other time in my life* either because ; rejected it* or because the 

cross contamination risks of the disease were too great to take the chance of meeting in 

any other way than in a virtual reality, 9he relationships served as a mirror of sorts 

whereby ; could compare my disease and myself to others with the same disease and 
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,* 

examine how others dealt with their illness and disability* constantly comparing and 

contrasting that to my own reactions, 

9he shared experience of interacting with others who were also inhabiting 

genetically mutated bodies was tantamount to my own development ofassimilating me 

with my disease, 9hrough this online community ; finally felt less alone and more at 

ease with my diseased self* and so much of the shape and direction that my story took 

was drawn directly from my online interactions with others with the same disease, 

8rank
s work in Sgd VnXmcdc QWnU\WdkkdU wrestles through making some sense ofthe 

relationships between bodies* or selves* to other bodies �selves' within the framework of 

illness, :e describes those who share in the experi~nce ofillness or pain as the "dyadic" 

body, :e calls this a "brotherhood" �13'* and says that 

the dyadic relation is the 

recognition that even though the other is a body outside ofmine>,,,Bthis other g`V Wn cn 

EhWg ld, `V I EhWg hW" �13', :e writes8 

;llness presents a particular opening to becoming a dyadic body* because the ill 

person is immersed in a suffering that is both wholly individual + my pain is mine 

alone + but also shared8 the iOO person sees others around her* before and after her* 

who have gone through the same illness and suffered their own wholly particular 

pain, 6he sees others who are pained by her pain, 6torytelling is one medium 

through which the dyadic body both offers its own pain and receives the 

reassurance that others recognize what afflicts it, 9hus storytelling is a privileged 

medium of the dyadic body, �14' 

8rank uses the term "dyadic" to mean the shared and empathetic relationships between 

other bodies, ;
ve chosen to use 8rank s term "dyadic body" to specifically refer to the 
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format* and certainly examined the ideas of truth and memory that always arise when one 

sets out to write a piece based solely on remembering, 0ate :olden
s book was a 

memoir ofher years working as a heroin+addicted prostitute in 3ustralian brothels, :er 

story was certainly intriguing based on the lewd voyeurism she allowed by describing 

primarily her experiences in the brothel* and less the actual addiction that brought her 

there in the first place, $hat attracted me the most to :olden
s book was that it was 

written without fear, 6he laid herself completely open across the pages ofher book and it 

was that honesty that kept me reading, 0ore importantly* in her short bio on the back 

cover* it was revealed that her narrative had begun as a project in graduate school, ; 

closed her book and laid it across my lap and thought to myself8 I b`m cn Wg`W! ; knew ; 

could sort through the mundane events ofmy life to expose the gritty* raw stuff that ;
d 

enjoyed spying upon in writings such as 5arr
s and :olden
s, ; wanted to include those 

moments in order to really make my story resonate, ; knew that my reader would 

appreciate an honest narrator and that that honesty would be the factor that would keep 

one reading, $hat ; hadn
t expected was just how hard it would be to put my personal 

truth on paper, 3t times in writing my narrative ; felt embarrassed* ashamed* and quite 

sad, 4n several occasions ; thought about quitting and instead writing a completely 

impersonal literary analysis that would leave most parts ofme out, 5onstantly as ; wrote 

; was applying the kind of self+reflexive thinking that constitutes identity8 how will this 

moment change me1 $hat are my feelings1 $here is this going1 �0aynard* 0..4', 9here 

was never a dull moment in the creation of both an authorial self and a literary self in the 

construction of this narrative, $hat ; mean by this is that as the author* ; had to make 

choices about what to put into the narrative* what to take out* and what would best 
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benefit my writing in a structural way8 where to add in suspense* where to try to draw 

my reader in and evoke emotion* how to create myself on paper1 0y literary selfwas 

this creation, ; became* in part* the person ; created on paper, 9his would be the 

presentation ofmy selfto the world, $hile this is a created persona* it was important to 

balance this persona with the person ; believe is me, ;t was easy to get caught up in the 

writing and then need to go back and reread for truth, 3nswering the questions that 

presume narrative self+identity were not always easy- nevertheless* ; hammered on* 

editing out and then adding back in some of the uglier parts of the story, Ifmy story was 

to be told* ; needed to tell it honestly* for myselfas much as for the project* and on a 

larger scale* for any other person suffering through life with a secret the way ; had for so 

long, 

;n many ways* the 58 story is written at birth and for each 5ystic there is a 

commonality ofpersonal narrative + the outcome of58 is inevitably the same8 lung 

transplantation or death and-or both, 6eath is an inevitable ending for every life- the 

difference for a person with 58 is the expedience in the time line from birth to death and 

the constant interruption of"normal" life caused by chronic sickness and infections 

stemming from the disease, $hat changes this 58 narrative from person to person* and 

what ; wanted to use as a stepping stone for character change and development* is the 

deviation this shared story makes once the disease takes root and the narrative course is 

determined via the disease, 9his occurs both socially8 how the disease is encountered and 

reacted to by the social circle ofthe patient* and by the pathology ofthe disease8 how* 

when* and what kind ofacute illnesses and distresses take place at what point in time in 

the life of the patient, $here 58 takes hold in one child
s lungs and that child has a lung 
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transplant by age 6* another person is not even diagnosed until the late age of3., 

5learly* these two incidents oflife with the disease are different* but each ofthese cases 

converges in the shared condition ofhaving 58, 8or many the burden ofhaving the 

diagnosis of the disease disrupts life long before the actual physical manifestations ofthe 

disease take hold, 3nthropologist 7onald 0aynard undertook a three+year+long 

ethnographic study ofa core group ofadult 58 patients wherein he hoped to examine the 

difficulties 58 patients have living under the shadow ofa disease that shortens their lives, 

:e further describes how this disease and prognostication can alter or create an illness+ 

centered identity within a person �a "monadic body*" according to 8rank', :e also 

examines how new medical treatments often place the expectation that a longer life at any 

cost is better than one shortened by disease* even if that shortened life might be the better 

lived one, ;n his essay "5ontrolling 6eath+5ompromising 1ife*" he writes on the idea 

of"failed prognostication8" 

$hat ifyour body reordered your selfnarrative1 $hat ifyou were born with a 

disease and your parents were asked ifthey would rather leave you at the hospital 

to die1 3nd if they took you home and you did not die* what if they were 

subsequently told you would not live to be a teenager1 3nd then no* not to 

adulthood1 $hat if* as a young adult* you were told you would not live beyond 

your early thirties1 $hat ifyour life was a living testimony to failed 

prognostication* limited knowledge* and the overestimation ofrisks* a life 

comingled and often confused with the mortality of similarly diseased 

individuals1 ;n short* what if* given your disease* you are a biological success1 

�005' 
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9he idea that life was to be shortened by 58 has been a lingering stigma for my entire 

existence and was a motivating force in my narrative, ; wanted to give voice to the 

deviation my story took as ; struggled against this prognostication, ; rebelled against the 

prognosis of 58 long before 58 made much of an appearance in my life
s narrative, ; was 

rebelling against this "failed prognostication" that had shadowed me for years, IQ this 

memoir ;
ve presented my drug abuse as the primary mode that gave shape to that 

rebellion, 5ertainly substance abuse was not the only way ; rebelled against my disease* 

but it is a serious way* and it is an intriguing way given the dire importance good health 

has in our society* especially when one has a life+shortening disease, 6ubstance abuse is 

certainly not an issue of childhood and the fact that ; was able to get to a point in life with 

this disease to be able to abuse narcotics is a rebellion of sorts against the disease and the 

prognostication ofwhere that disease would take me, ; should never have been healthy 

enough to even think about such a lifestyle, ; did* however* and then even lived long 

enough to be able to look back on that time of life and put it to paper, 9his narrative 

itself is still a form of rebellion against the prognostication ofmedicine and society on the 

illness itself, 

;
ve likened my experience in revealing my disease to that of someone of 

alternative sexual identity who might "come out" to his or her friends and family, 7obert 

0c7uer in his book* CUhS SgdnU\, which examines the relationships between queer 

culture and disease culture* also writes ofdisclosing disease as a "coming out," $ithin 

0c7uer
s text* he shows the many intersecting lines between these two marginal cultures 

and what each went through to Wry to be treated with equal rights and respect in our 

society, $hile his book focuses mostly on the social aspects of being a member of a 
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marginal group* such as queer culture* whose members try to gain equal rights in a 

society that would prefer they stay locked away in their proverbial closets* the book 

contains an extremely interesting piece about a man named 4ob 8lanagan, 8lanagan was 

also a 5ystic* and before his death in the mid+nineties* he
d been known in various 

counterculture circles for his radical and often outrageous performance art, :e and his 

partner 6hree displayed much of the 6	0 lifestyle they
d adopted through live 

performance art while incorporating 8lanagan
s
 disease into the work as part of the 

artistic expression- for example* 6hree
s beating on 4ob
s body* while outwardly 

seeming an act of sado+masochism* dually served as percussive chest therapy for his 

damaged lungs, $hile 8lanagan was more known for extraordinary stunts such as 

pounding a nail through the top ofhis penis* he made it clear through his writing and 

performances that much ofhis art and lifestyle served as a means to cope with his 

disease, 

IQ the section of CUhS SgdnU\ entitled "9he 7eturn of the 9ransgressive8 4urning 

5andles for 4ob 8lanagan*" 0c7uer discusses how 8lanagan
s art worked as an expose 

that challenged dominant social values and revealed to the world what it is to be "sick" 

and what it is to be "alive," 0c7uer writes* "9hey >normative society in generalB might* 

in fact* detect that surviving well can paradoxically mean surviving sick" �/61', 0c7uer 

continues writing that 8lanagan "repeatedly drew attention to how his life interrupted the 

classic disability narratives more generally and the standard narrative of 58 in general" 

�/65', $hereas the classic 58 narrative would have had 4ob 8lanagan dead at age eight* 

he lived until age forty+one and he lived well, 1iving "well" is a subjective idea* but the 

basic understanding of this is that 8lanagan was not unhappy with his sick body, :e 
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found ways to control and enjoy his life despite his illness, 9hough his lifestyle was not 

normative in terms of the dominant social discourse on health and wellness* 8lanagan 

was abnormal in those regards anyway simply by being diseased, ;ncorporating his 

chosen 4660 �bondage* dominance* sado+masochism' practices into the conversation 

alienated him even further from the socially accepted norm, 9hus* while 4ob 8lanagan 

was sick with 58* his life was still a testament to being alive while being sick, 8lanagan 

is ofcourse playing with the dual meanings of the word "sick" as a means ofexpressing 

both his illness and his 4660 lifestyle from the view point of the dominant social 

discourse, 0c7uer
s writing examines how 8lanagan disregarded and surpassed any 

limitations and expectations put upon him by being diseased using atypical means of both 

coping with and enjoying life as he knew it, 9he apex of0c7uer
s essay comes in 

8lanagan
s own words as he describes an article that was written about him and the 

practices he and 6hree had been living with and incorporating into their art, IQ his 

anecdote* 8lanagan recounts how an article which described his use of bondage* his 58* 

his "sickness*" and his sexuality was brought to the attention of someone in the offices at 

the 5ystic 8ibrosis 8oundation, 9he woman who saw the article* according to 8lanagan* 

ran around the office yelling* "9his isn
t good for 58! 9his isn
t good for 58! 9he 

8oundation depends on cute little kids dying ,,, those posters ofkids with big eyes and sad 

faces saying ;
m going to die +we need money for research,
 3nd ;
m >8lanaganB like 

the poster child from hell saying* 6on
t give us money because we
ll grow up to do 

things like this!"
 �/67', 

1ike 4ob 8lanagan
s art and 4660 practice* my narrative also reveals a non+ 

normative means of coping with 5ystic 8ibrosis, ; adopted a lifestyle that rebelled against 
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the rules set forth by the dominant discourse as to how those with chronic illness were 

meant to behave. Maynard touches on the idea ofwhat is the socially accepted norm of 

health and illness. He writes that "Idealizing the body and wanting to control it go hand 

in hand" (213). In this neither Bob Flanagan nor I was so different from the greater 

society. We also attempted to control our bodies - it was the way that we did so that 

prevented us from being "normal." This deviance from socially accepted behavior was 

what made it so necessary that I include some of the grittier and uglier parts of that 

rebellion into my narrative. As McRuer explained and Bob Flanagan embodied, both 

normative social culture and disease culture set forth certain expectations about how life 

is to be lived by the healthy and how life is meant to be lived by the ill. In both cases, as 

explained by Maynard: 

"Health" is a moral discourse that incorporates an emphasis on individualism, 

hard work, and material reward .. .. anything that threatens our health has both 

personal as well as social dimensions related to social constructs ofwhat is 

unhealthy, disabled, or diseased. Consequently, we affirm ourselves and each 

other through shared images ofhealth that validate conventional understandings 

ofwhat our physical and social identities should be as productive, able; and self 

determined beings" (214). 

I wanted my narrative to challenge those boundaries. I wanted to show the "real" way 

that a life can be lived faced with a chronic illness; the way in which I both submitted to 

the social constructs of health and illness by trying to hide my illness away paradoxically 

using a completely disdained method of doing so (drug abuse) by both normative and 

diseased cultures. I wanted my illness narrative to demonstrate how I challenged 
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expectations of living "well" under the ideas that Maynard presented as the socially 

accepted discourse on health, and further, that how one treats the body and pushes the 

limits and boundaries that are set not only by society, but by having an illness such as CF, 

is a form ofcontrol. This was to be an illness narrative that wasn't about being sick, but 

was about being alive and living in a way that sick people are not socially supposed to 

live. Ifwe look at Maynard's idea ofour shared image ofhealth being able to achieve 

material reward through the hard work ofan able body, it's easy to see how being 

disabled challenges the socially accepted way of living well while living diseased. As 

Maynard writes, "To keep one's disease hidden can be a method ofcontrol - ofone's 

body and ofone's social narrative" (217). My story is about living "sick" and living well. 

This is a narrative about trying to control the body by pushing it to extremes that the 

disease dictates it should not be able to meet and at the same time not allowing anyone to 

know I was sick. My story is not so different from Bob Flanagan's, nor, I learned, is it 

much different from the myriad of stories I encountered after becoming entrenched 

within the online disease culture. Living "well" is a statement that might be challenged. 

As with Bob Flanagan and BDSM, my narrative describes how I abused drugs as a means 

to rebel against the expectations I felt were set for me by having CF. Still, for a lot of 

that time I felt that I was living a life that I found to be fulfilling and rewarding, even if 

much of that was a matter of instant gratification. For both Bob Flanagan, finding 

comfort within the countercultural BDSM group, and for me, first trying to fit in with the 

culture ofaddiction and then with a disease culture, the idea ofthe dyadic body remains 

present. We both looked for a group that could share in our pain and in our experiences 
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within a sick body. No matter how the reader interprets it, I wanted the story to capture 

the friction between self, disease, and society. 

As I explained in my narrative, in 1989, the gene that caused Cystic Fibrosis was 

located. The life expectancy for a patient with CF at that time was 18 years. That 

discovery was met with great celebration and the belief that a cure might be found. 

While the discovery of the gene didn't specifically lead to a cure per se, it gave 

researchers a start. During the time that I was writing this narrative, a new drug called 

VX-770 had been introduced to human trials. This medicine would target the faulty 

CFTR protein in the mutated genes. This would alter the disease at a cellular level and 

would have the ability to literally "fix" the way the CFTR protein works by transmitting 

chloride through the cells. Though this medicine will only benefit a small number ofCF 

patients (it targets only one specific mutation, where there are thousands ofknown 
1111 

mutations), the medical advancement in the research is huge. Hope was once again on 
II

the horizon, this time more credibly, as the lab results were astounding. Sweat chloride 

levels were actually going down in lab studies ofpatients proving that the gene proteins 

were working correctly. People who took the drug undeniably felt better and lab results 

concurred with this. The life expectancy for a CF patient is currently 37.5 years. The 

success ofVX-770 was very exciting news for the CF community. However, for me, a 

woman in her mid-thirties edging on toward meeting yet another life expectancy, and not 
1 

one ofthe people with the gene targeted by VX-770, it didn't mean much. There is a 

certain fear amongst the older CFers and those with more severe lung damage that some 

medicine will pop up to "cure" CF, or like VX-770 to very much alter the cellular 

function and therefore halt the destruction ofthe disease in its tracks. The problem is that 
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the fibrosis of the lungs will not be able to be reversed, so the further along the lung 

damage, the greater the risk that a miracle medicine will halt one's lung function at a 

place where full activity is impossible but lung transplantation is also not yet an option 

and so it becomes a Catch-22. Ofcourse one would not have to opt to take the drug, but 

matters of insurance come into play, what would be paid for and covered and what would 

not. So much of illness centers around money and insurance and politics, but that is an 

entire other essay in and of itself. Focusing instead on the idea ofconstantly living at life 

expectancy is a matter examined by Daniel Schubert and Margaret Murphy in an article, 

"The Struggle to Breathe: Living at Life Expectancy with Cystic Fibrosis." They write 

that "there are no adults portrayed on the homepage of the CFF website. There are only 

images of smiling children ...such imagery can only contribute to the perception that CF 

1remains a childhood disease, making it all the more difficult for others to understand the 
II11 

issues confronting adults with the disease and for those adults with CF to live their lives" 

(36). Part ofmy personal vendetta against CF was the way it seemed to thwart my ability 

to grow up, even though I did keep growing and getting older. The disease seemed to 

predetermine my existence as an eternal child: I was going to hit puberty later than my 

peers and thus always look younger than my years; I was going to be tiny and my 

credibility as an adult would be questioned well into my late twenties; I was going to be a 

patient ofa pediatric clinic well into my thirties; and I was constantly living at the edge 

ofCF life expectancy. All ofthese things were the precipitating factors in the path I 

chose as a child and teenager to fight against CF. My narrative explores and explains the 

"'Iinner struggle that manifests when one is constantly told that she will never grow up or 
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never grow up normal, and that even if she does grow up, she will constantly face being 

treated as fragile and childlike. 

For me, the struggle manifested as addiction, for Bob Flanagan it was BDSM, 

for others it's obtaining medical or law degrees, or competing in extreme sports: 

anything that is the polar opposite ofwhat we were told we would be able to do with this 

disease. This is also part of the shared experience of the disease I wanted my narrative to 

examine. Despite how we enacted our rebellion, through the camaraderie I found online, 

I learned I was not alone in my protest against the eternal childhood that accompanies 

Cystic Fibrosis. From joining my first online site dedicated to Cystic Fibrosis and 

becoming enmeshed in that culture, I started a blog dedicated to CF; I read the blogs of 

others. We friended one another on Facebook. We come to one another first and 

foremost, often before friends, family, or doctors, for our medical needs and questions. 

The online community has gotten a lifeforce of its own that one without the disease might 

find hard to understand. I consider my online CF friends, the majority ofwhom I have 

never physically met, to be some ofmy closest friends. They understand me in a way 

none other can, and these ideas of failed prognostication and eternal childhood are ones 

that are understood, shared, and commiserated about, but never really need to be 

explained. It's all part of the story ofCF. As Maynard says, "The stories of the ill are 

medical stories only tangentially, if at all. They are phenomenological accounts ofwhat 

it means to live with illness ... whereas illness narratives provide a way to articulate the 

social experience of illness and celebrate people as well as the medicine and technology" 

(39). 
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One distinction that separates my illness narrative from many other illness 

narratives is that I weave a secondary narrative genre into the illness story, one dealing 

with addiction. Though those addictions developed as a means ofcoping with chronic 

illness, they took on a life oftheir own and are a major focal point of the story. Joanne 

Muzak, an anthropologist whose dissertation "High Lives, Low Lives: Women's 

Narratives ofDrug Addiction" examines addiction, particularly women's addiction, has 

come to the belief that addiction occurs as a result ofpersonal pain and a reaction to 

trauma rather than being related to personal weaknesses or physiological reactions to 

addictive substances. Within her studies she examines the idea of"insidious trauma" as 

one ofthe facets leading women toward addiction. In many cases this is rape, 

molestation, poverty, or some sort ofabuse - physical, emotional or sexual - some 

overarching factor that serves as the catalyst for the woman to step into the world of 

substance abuse. In the case ofmy life and this narrative, the illness precedes and 

indirectly (or perhaps even directly) is the root cause for the experimentation and ensuing 

abuse ofdrugs. Muzak's section entitled "Illness as Trauma and the Question ofDrug 

Addiction as Trauma" states that the "third kind of insidious trauma [Maria] Root 

describes rather vaguely is that which 'may occur together with the experiences of 

significantly declining health, progressive debilitating illness, or a markedly decreased 

ability to function independently"' (192). Muzak is using this work to make the claim 

that addiction is a form of insidious trauma, with addicts suffering from declining health 

and then using the disease model ofaddiction. However, for the purpose of this paper, I 

think the leap can also be made to say that illness itself is an insidious trauma that may 

predicate addiction. In the case ofmy story, the addiction did not stem from pain or 
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discomfort caused by the illness, nor did the addiction escalate the effects of the disease; 

instead, the traumatic event that led to using addiction as a means of coping was being 

born with a chronic disease and living under a medical microscope. 

Both Muzak and Maynard make use of the social idea of the "outcast" via disease 

or addiction, calling this persona the "Other." Muzak examines women addicts in the 

sense of the "Other" in the same way that Maynard describes the disabled or chronically 

ill person as feeling "other within the discourses ofhealthy society" (217). In this same 

way, Muzak speaks of the female addict saying," Their white, middle class privilege 

allows them to retain their individuality at the same time as they take in the otherness 

associated with drug addition" (33). While Muzak's work focuses primarily on the 

white, middle-class addict, certainly not all female addicts are white and middle class. 

However, because I fall into that category, her work was quite appropriate when applying 

her theories to my thesis. I think I have tried to portray this sense ofbeing "Other" as 

being a feeling ofmisunderstood loneliness, a pervasive symptom of the illness. Before I 

ever found a way to fit in amongst others with the disease, I was still relating as an 

"Other" in that sense of alienation I mentioned previously. So before meeting other 

Cystics, I instead found camaraderie with those also identified as "Other" within the 

segmented group of the addict. 

Muzak writes that often the addiction narratives that she encountered began with 

tales of rejection, abuse and many other "self-professed governing sense[ s] of alienation 

and abandonment, and that, as they explain, drugs provide a relief from this pain" (205). 

While within my narrative I tried to imply that the drug culture was used as a way to 

rebel, it was a rebellion from the loneliness I felt at being misunderstood and alienated by 
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my disease. Muzak further examines the ways in which storytelling or "narrative 

therapy" (27) is a means by which women can heal from their addictions. I don't want to 

take the analysis of this project into the realm ofpsychotherapy, but surely with any 

memoir there is some form of cathartic healing in the writing. This piece was no 

different and it would be negligent not to at least touch on the fact that storytelling and 

the delivery ofnarrative is often a mode of some sort ofhealing, personal or mutual. This 

was also one of the reasons I chose to include within the narrative the anecdote about 

using drugs in my son's hospital room. I struggled greatly with this revelation; it was 

something I was truly ashamed of. However, as Muzak examines women's narratives of 

drug addiction, she discusses the correlation between motherhood and addiction wherein 

motherhood serves as a measure of the "gravity and severity of [the woman's] 

transgressions as a female addict" (245). In order to really expose the direction that my 

life choice was taking I had to take the socially revered honor of "motherhood" and show 

how far I'd fallen in my addictions as to risk this. Even in the discourse of addiction the 

mother addict is a stigmatized failure. In this way I wanted to create some sort of 

climactic moment wherein the narrator selfmust make a change. This was where my 

study of the crafting ofnarrative came into play. There might have been other moments I 

could have used, but I chose the scene in the pediatric hospital because it was one that I 

felt would elicit the greatest response from my reader. It goes back to my initial desire to 

write something raw, gritty, and resonating. That moment, the one I was the most 

ashamed of, was the one I knew I had to keep in the story if I were to give the story the I 
honesty it deserved. It was after this point in the story that I begin the transition into the 
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second half of the narrative where I focus on how my interactions with the online CF 
II 
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community served to "save" me from that grave and severe place I had been heading 

toward. The Internet (the dyadic body) was an important tool in my own self-acceptance 

as I read the snippets of life stories and personal narrative left behind by others on the 

computer via forums, biogs, and status updates. 

Once I found the online world and became active in it, a new sense of selfwas 

slowly morphing out of"Other" as addict and into "Other" as diseased. Within my 

narrative I used the character ofDon as the catalyst in this new self-acceptance. This was 

true to the role he played in my life, but I made sure to structurally center the moment of 

character change around Don and Don's wisdom. I felt this was factually true and also 

gave the narrative a sense of structure and purpose. I built the story up to the climactic 

cocaine in the bathroom scene and then brought it down to the self-acceptance and gain 

ofpersonal wisdom with the actualization ofthe selfthrough my interactions with Don 

and the others online. What I am describing as the "actualization of the self' is what 

Frank calls a "cumulative epiphany." It is the moment when one realizes that what is 

(disease) is what has always been (the person and the disease as one being rather than two 

separate entities). I feel my "cumulative epiphany" was ofa series ofepiphanies over the 

course ofmy friendship with Don that only came to cohesion once I began writing this 

narrative and giving shape to the identity I was creating within and through the narrative. 

Though there were other players involved, I needed the narrative to center around one 

major figure, and I chose Don to be that figure. 

To further develop the idea of the communal narrative, or the sharing of the 

dyadic body, I used actual emails and posts taken from my online interactions with Don. 

I wanted to use the actual words we shared for two reasons: first because I feel Don was 
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more succinct and poetic than I am and I didn't feel I could do him justice trying to 

paraphrase or recreate conversation, and second as a way to represent the collaborative 

authorship that my narrative took on via the Internet through biogs, forums, private 

messages, and chat rooms. Had I not become aware through my online experiences that 

the trials and tribulations I faced as a person with Cystic Fibrosis were very similar to the 

experiences that my CF peers faced I might not have been able to put this story to paper. 

It was the confidence that I was not alone in my reaction to the disease and that my story 

would be welcomed and understood, ifonly by my "cysters" and "ti.bros" in the CF 

community, that I was able to begin writing about life with CF. It was within the dyadic 

body of the online CF community that much of the early parts ofthis narrative were born 

as I read the words ofother Cystics via blogs, status updates, or message boards and 

found that many oftheir thoughts and experiences with CF were not much different from 

my own. I was simply putting my ideas to paper and giving them a formal structure 

rather than allowing them to float about in cyberspace. My story as a CF er still shared 

many common threads with other Cystics and so though this narrative is my story and 

mine alone, many parts of it could easily describe the experiences ofothers in the CF 

community. The Internet allows for immediate responses to and from a dyadic body and 

so that sharing led to the discovery that my story was not as glaringly different from other 

Cystics I encountered. This realization is then what helped enable the "cumulative 

epiphany" to occur as I personally, and my narrative self, began to realize how the two 

"selves," Shannon and Cystic Fibrosis, were actually just one person. 

Though I'm not sure whether my narrative fits cleanly into one niche within the 

genre ofmemoir, I would say it falls mostly within the illness narratives perhaps with 
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some cross over into the addiction realm. Certainly there are overlapping themes ofboth 

within, and I do believe that one was the catalyst for the other. Both themes are used in 

the memoir to demonstrate the developing sense ofself that came to be through the 

narrative. My hope is that the narrative will explain in an interesting and thought-

provoking way what life is like living with a progressive and deadly illness. I wanted to 

write without needing a metaphor to give meaning to the reason for the illness or how it 

progressed. Instead, I hope the story is one wherein simply accepting the self as it is the 

only lesson learned. I wanted the writing to simply show how one person found her way 

out ofthe loneliness and pain that was caused by living as an 'Other' by learning to love 

herself through the aid and friendship ofother 'Others.' 
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	SINGING You AWAY 
	SINGING You AWAY 
	A PERSONAL NARRATIVE ABOUT LOVE, LIFE, AND DISEASE 2007 
	Your heart is true, you 're a pal and a confidante 
	Outbox: 
	Wanderlost > Calidore: 
	November 25, 2007 
	I didn't do my Vest last night. My dad was here and I am still kind ofembarrassed about the contraption. Later, I lay in bed, awake andfeeling guilty. I imagined the bugs reclaiming their space. This disease is going to kill me. For how many years was I sure that I would be different? I was not like "them." I was lucky. How long does luck last? 
	I feel this meshing ofmy identity with CF rather than a separation ofthe two: Shannon has CF. But I am still afraid ofthat admission. I am afraid to see the fear in my parents' eyes the first time I have to go to the hospital, the pityfrom my husband, uncertainty from my children. I don't want to see the naked worry. My pride is not ready for this yet. Foolish girl. 
	In boxCalidore > Wanderlost
	: 
	: 

	November 26, 2007 Don't you think runaway pride is often a compensation for some dark part of ourselves we 're afraid to own up to? That's the self-loathing, I think Ifwe loved our 
	North 2 '
	entire selves, wouldn't we embrace all parts ofthem? Why do we conceal this segment of our genome but not that? It's like the girl who wears too much makeup. 
	December 2009 
	I'm so lonely, I wish I was the moon tonight 
	I've traveled through the industrial smog ofnorthwestern Indiana over the Skyway and into Chicago dozens oftimes. This December morning, I felt as ifI was being held together by loosely strung chicken wire and the billowy plumes ofnoxious gas from the Gary factories irritated my already tightened chest. The morning was crisp sunshine, cars whirring with ease across the freeway, but I drove feeling as ifa cast iron skillet had been wedged into my sternum. 
	The jagged skyscrapers and mirrored high rises ofthe Chicago skyline unfolded into view just as Neko Case's song "I Wish I was the Moon Tonight" played on the iPod rotation Don once told me he'd had Neko Case's phone number. I didn't doubt it. Don was just the kind ofman to have dated a country music goddess. 
	Don once wore a bear skin trench coat and drank enough whiskey to jelly a liver; he snorted cocaine with Swiss girls and had sex with his nurse in the hospital parking lot. Don was a Merton fan and spent time at Gethsemane Abbey. He visited Flannery O'Connor's childhood home and Keats' grave. Don won a Michener fellowship as an MF A student at Iowa. He was a man ofwords, stringing them together so fluidly I'd become drunk just from reading. The first time I met Don, he wore a green army jacket in the July h
	North 3 
	atop his collar. Don was the man who told me, "But really I gave up the Dickel for the Dharma, as one must do eventually." 
	My car vibrated over the metal grid ofthe Skyway and as I merged onto the Dan Ryan, my heart ached with the twang ofa sad country tune oflost love, empty bottles, and all that might have been. 
	1989 
	Never trust a big butt and a smile, that girl is poison 
	1989 was the year the Berlin wall came down. It was the year ofmy first kiss (Ken M.) and my first concert (R.E.M.) and not the year ofmy first period (1990). I was twelve in 1989, growing out a failed home perm that my mother attempted in our kitchen on Adams Street. Adams Street was on the Northwest side of South Bend, bordered by the grand old farm houses on Portage Road to the East and the harsher vacant and weeded lots ofElwood Road to the south. The houses dated back to the forties when the northwest 
	North 
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	as an anthropology student studying at the University ofthe West Indies, the writing of 
	which he would not finish for nearly ten years after executing the research. In 1989 my 
	parents had been divorced for five years. 
	The summer of 1989 was the summer between elementary school and middle school. I secretly listened to Bob Marley and Sinead O'Connor. Michael Jackson was no longer cool. I had no breasts yet, but wore a bra anyway. That summer my friends and I snuck out ofthe house in our nightgowns, crossed the St. Joe River at the wood-planked railroad-track bridge by the Lock Joint Tube factory, and drank my mother's peppermint schnapps, passing the bottle between us and wiping at our mouths like we'd seen in the movies.
	That was the same summer that my father and step-mother hired a nanny to take care ofmy siblings and me, mostly to drive us to swim practice and the community pool. Melody was tall and blonde, she had boobs. She had pointy hip bones and when she lay on her back, her bikini bottom stretched taut from hip to hip leaving a gap where the fabric hovered over her tanned, flat belly. She had an inny belly button while I had an outty. I loved and hated her. I lay by her side all summer at the pool relishing the att
	1989 was also the year that a geneticist named Lap-Chee Tsui lifted his dry, curled fingers toward the halogen bulbs ofhis stark, white laboratory and shouted, "Eureka!" when he discovered the gene that causes the genetic disease Cystic Fibrosis. It was the year that hope was given to the thousands ofchildren and young adults living 
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	with that disease who had a life expectancy ofonly eighteen years. This finding gave shape to the dream that the elusive cure, always "ten years away," really was on the horizon. And, because I was one ofthose children, it was the year that my mother called me at my friend Ellen's house crying, "They found it! They found the gene that causes CF!" I pretended not to understand her excitement. I was angry with her for calling. Even then I knew that a cure was just a pipe dream. I no longer believed in anythin
	My memory oflife with Cystic Fibrosis is hazy up until that point. There are certain things that stick out from my younger years: being filmed on the news as a preschooler in a segment about the disease; hating my pediatrician who was also my CF doctor; having daily percussive chest physiotherapy; but up until age twelve, these things were mostly just an accepted part ofmy life. It was the previous August that the change began to ferment. Before the peppermint schnapps and Lap-Chee Tsui's unprecedented disc
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	every new teacher, but that August I noticed something different. There was something off about the way my new teacher, Mrs. Buyers, looked at me. It wasn't disdain for my crimped hair and Guns-n-Roses t-shirt, as my mother had griped would probably happen when we'd left the house; it was something grayer, sadder. As we left, Mrs. Buyers' smile was less vibrant, more like one looks as she steps away from a sickly puppy. 
	That night, I took a copy ofthe "A Child in Your Class has Cystic Fibrosis" pamphlet from its niche between a pack ofmenthol cigarettes and a wallet in my mother's purse and snuck it into my blue bedroom. 
	"CF is a genetic disease. It is the most common life-shortening disease among Caucasians; people with CF are living longer than ever, often into adulthood (age 18 and older). Thick sticky mucus builds up in the lungs leading to recurrent lung infections. Malabsorption leads to poor growth, stomach cramping, and frequent, loose, foul smelling stools. Other complications such as liver problems, diabetes, and reproductive system effects can occur." 
	Seeing my disease in print, knowing this was why my new teacher had looked sad, angered me. Who wrote this? They were liars! I was none ofthese things. I was pretty, smart - how could I assimilate words like sticky mucous, foul stools with that image? It wasn't those things; I was those things. I had to admit that I had all the issues listed.I'd accepted the way the disease had settled like smog over our house, the orange and white pill jars that littered the counter, the percussion therapy - lying over my 
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	period later than my peers, with the constant flu shots and breathing tests, the social workers who meant well, but who spoke in such a maple sugar sweetness that I simply wanted to bite them. Still, all ofthat had been segmented, a separate yet accepted part of my life. Even at that point, I had separated the CF part ofmy life into its own place separate from the rest ofmy life, but I'd never really thought about what it all meant. 
	I'd never been ignorant about my disease, but I had been blinded to the reaction that it elicited from others. The look in Mrs. Buyers' eyes combined with the pamphlet I held in my hands caused a reaction in me so fierce I almost shook. It felt as iftiny explosions were vibrating my young body as my mind reeled over the past twelve years. I was smaller than the other kids; I had to take pills when I ate. All ofthese things began to anger me. It wasn't fair. And death by eighteen? That was only six years awa
	I felt the hope of a normal life being sucked away from me. I pushed the pamphlet 
	with the pretty child on the front away from me and dissolved into some kind oftwelve-' 
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	year-old mental whirlwind. In that vacuum I visualized talons growing from my hands, rays ofred sprouting from my eyes.CF would not take me. I would not be thick and sticky and foul. It wasn't a war I was waging, it was an absolute obliteration ofall expectations.It would be the disintegration ofevery word ever written about CF in relation to me. I would not be what they said. I would need nothing. CF was an earwig and I was a shoe. Ifl'd idolized the rock goddess heroines ofmy MTV youth before, now I would
	I became, at that moment, a twelve-year-old girl with CF who didn't have CF. 
	1947 
	Down with disease and the jungles in my mind 
	In a case study ofadults with CF awaiting transplant, anthropologist Ronald Maynard poses this question: 
	What ifyour body reordered yourself narrative? What ifyou were born with a disease and your parents were asked ifthey would rather leave you at the hospital to die? And ifthey took you home and you did not die, what ifthey were subsequently told you would not live to be a teenager? And then, not to adulthood? What if, as a young adult, you were told you would not live beyond your early thirties? What ifyour life was a living testimony to failed prognostication, limited knowledge, and the overestimation ofri
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	comingled and often confused with the mortality ofsimilarly diseased 
	individuals? In short, what ifgiven your disease, you are a biological success? 
	(226).
	This idea offailed prognostication defined my rebellion. Despite knowing that CF was a 
	fatal illness, nothing in my experience or beliefsystem, none ofwhat I read or heard 
	about my disease seemed to apply to me. Part ofmy anger at my disease was the 
	constant expectations placed on my life. I didn't feel like I was dying. I could run and 
	play just as well as the other children, yet everyone wanted to give me these special 
	considerations. I didn't want or need anything special. The best thing anyone could do 
	for me was to leave me alone. 
	The few CF-related aspects ofmy life that I could not escape, I became an expert at hiding. I learned how to take my digestive enzymes in a way that no one ever noticed. I'd slip them from my pocket and hold them in my hand until the person I was with looked away. Immediately I'd pop them in my mouth and swallow. I learned how to stifle a cough with a laugh. I could hold in gas or a bowel movement for hours. I rarely became sick with pulmonary infections, though CF was easy to push offas asthma, a cold, or 
	The story ofCF is one ofa mutated set of genes passed down over generations. One mutated gene passed to some Irish woman here on my mother's side, one passed to some Flemish man there on my father's side, who passed it on to his daughter and the 
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	daughter to her son and so on, until both my parents, unknowingly mutated, met one another and those two misfit genes coalesced into a the helix chain ofproteins that changed me from a clump ofcells resembling a lima bean to a fishy alien fetus to a very sickly baby. It takes one mutated gene from a mother and one mutated gene from a father to give each blossoming fetus a 25% chance ofhaving a pair ofmutant genes herself. An unlucky roll ofthe dice for that fetus, as each progeny ofa set ofmutant carriers h
	My grandfather, a farmer's kid and product ofthe Great Depression, returned from the Pacific Rim and used his GI Bill to graduate from the University ofArizona. My grandmother, the daughter ofa dentist and attendee ofGrinnell University in Iowa, married my grandfather in August of 1947. Close to a year later, my grandmother birthed their first child, Christine. 
	"Chris started coughing so the nurses didn't want to feed her either, so our doctor would sometimes leave his office and go down and feed her. Now that's a wonderful doctor," recalls my grandmother as she retold Christine's story. "He said he went to the hospital library every night and studied and studied and studied and tried to find out what she had and he said, 'I think fibrocystic disease is what she has.' 
	"Chris turned real dark, and Dad just didn't want me to see her like that. Then that was just it. She couldn't eat. She couldn't do anything and she died on Thanksgiving Day." My grandmother spent only the first four days after the birth ofher first-born baby 
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	with the child. Once Chris became sick, my grandmother was sent home, alone. After four days, she neither held nor saw her daughter again. There are no photographs. 
	"Dr. Guinta told Dad and I, 'Go ahead and have your family. There are only about 16 cases ofthis in the world and there's no problem. Have your family.' So we did. Then they came back years later and said it's two out of four when they really decided what it was .... " 
	My grandparents went on to have three more children: my mother Patty and my uncles Jim and John. When Jim was five it was discovered that he too had Cystic Fibrosis. In my uncle's recollection, he never knew he had the disease until his third grade teacher chided him for not knowing what CF was and made him read the definition aloud to his class from an encyclopedia. My mother disputes this as truth, but I don't think that there can be any question that denial ran deep in our family. We just didn't talk abo
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	were certainly afraid to talk to me about death. This in turn made me uncomfortable talking about my disease; I became ashamed and embarrassed and so denial steeped, and in the dregs ofdenial brewed a deep sense ofloneliness. There was no one I could talk to about how I felt, so I just wouldn't talk about it at all. Certainly my clinic tried. They had social workers on staffto help patients deal with life with a chronic illness, but I saw them as simply another cog in the irritating CF wheel. As well, my mo
	When I denied my disease as a part ofmyself, something went awry with my sense ofworth, though I didn't realize that until many years later, after I met Don.
	1992 
	Sexy Sadie however big you think you are 
	As far back as my memory stretches it seems like men always wanted me to sit on their laps, pull up my shirt, whisper in their ears. Not men that I knew, strangers, mostly. There is no incest or molestation in my story, but there is a pervasive sadness associated with my dealing with men. I let myself be exploited while thinking the whole time that I was the one doing the manipulating. It didn't start this way though. Besides my father, I was intimidated by most other men. I was petrified ofthe two male tea
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	another teacher, "I think Mr. Benson has a crush on Shannon." This was attention I did 
	not want. It made me feel bad, like I'd done something wrong. 
	J.T. the lifeguard and Tim the swim coach (once my parents could no longer wrestle me down to perform percussive therapy, they put me on a swim team as a means to help keep my lungs clear) both tried to get me to sit on their laps, and while Tim, who called me "Shanooon," might have had innocent intentions, J.T. I was never sure did. Something in his eyes told me otherwise, though it wouldn't be for many years that I would recognize and even strive to attain that same kind oflascivious look. Instead, I woul
	At twelve I had the same insecurities as every other twelve-year-old girl. I wanted to be popular, I hated my braces, I wished I had boobs. I read Are you There God, It 's Me Margaret and actually did the "we must, we must, increase our bust" exercises. But by fourteen, something magical happened. I discovered my sexuality, and in that a new way to say fuck you to CF. I imagined CF girls as scrawny, sickly, ugly. I wanted to be the antithesis ofthat. Associating myselfwith CF made me afraid, so I lit a fire
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	the sticky green mucus ofmy insides; I hated it, and so in order to cover it, I began to 
	make myselfas beautiful and desirable as I could. 
	I began nesting a tangle of self-doubt and self-loathing even as I learned how to manipulate and use my looks to get what I wanted. As a child I'd avoided and thwarted unwanted male attention, but by fourteen I had discovered the thrill in catching the eye of an older man. They weren't afraid to look back, their palms didn't sweat, they weren't awkward or shy. I felt valued for what I was (pretty girl) when I garnered the attention of someone my senior.My mother warned, "They don't like you like you think t
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	She takes a swing and she can't hit, she don 't mean no harm, she just don't know what else to do about it 
	By my senior year ofhigh school I had a handful offriends who had their own places. Bald Jeremy's was next to a roachy pizza place on a street infested with hookers, winos, and other denizens ofthe smarmy South Bend street life. I'm amazed with our bravado in those days. Walking down streets not meant for suburban white girls, preening for the men who cat called, asking for drugs, going into the homes and cars of strangers to get them. I can't believe we were never hurt; I think ofhow many ways we were hurt
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	I met Seth eight months after I'd decided to become a born-again virgin. I'd begun to grow weary ofthe meaninglessness in my interactions with boys. I was seventeen, heading soon for college. I wanted a fresh start. No more dabbling with older guys, no more sex with bad boys; I wanted love. I had succeeded in creating a persona of wild, sexy bad girl, but I started to envy my friends who had boyfriends who bought them flowers and took them on dates. I had visions ofa relationship like the romance between Ll
	That last summer before college, my girlfriends and I had plans to follow the Grateful Dead. We wore second-hand clothes and ate lots ofacid. My hair fell to my waist. I carried a one-hitter and a camera in a straw tote bag. I stopped shaving my legs. We were eighteen and free. It was the summer ofmy first true love. 
	I remembered Seth from high school. He had twirly eyes, like a cartoon character. I would see those kind ofeyes only one time more in my life, in the eyes ofa meth head in New Mexico, ironically also named Seth, who wanted a ride. The eyes would scare me. Seth's eyes scared me. I'd heard the rumors: that he smoked crack, that he had sex with lots of girls; they all said he was wild. I'd never really paid him much attention until one summer evening at Bald Jeremy's. 
	Like most teenagers' first apartments, Bald Jeremy's was sparsely furnished, the sink always full ofdirty dishes. Band posters were tacked about the walls and the company was transient. People who weren't even really friends with Jeremy would come by, his house one ofthe few to hang out in where there were no parents present. Erica and Lola, my closest friends, and I were frequent visitors, being friends with both Bald Jeremy and one ofhis roommates. We'd flounce into Jeremy's unannounced in our gauzy 
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	skirts and sprawl across his couch assuming that our presence was always a welcome 
	addition.
	One night Seth slinked into the house and fell into a threadbare chair across from me. His energy was like honey, syrupy sweet. His hair was a tangle ofauburn curls. He was shirtless, his chest flat and hard, bare. His army pants were pulled so low that the V ofhis pelvis was exposed, soft auburn curls peeking from the waistband. He rolled a joint, meticulously folding in the comers ofthe onion skin paper to make little pockets, then tapping out a sprinkling of cocaine from a magazine folded bindle he kept 
	I decided to call Seth "Jim Morrison" in code because ofa picture I'd had ofthe singer on my bedroom wall with the same wild wavy hair and low riding pants. I recruited Erica to help me track him down the next day. We found him on Van Buren Street, in the heart of run down South Bend, lying on a mattress in our friend Ray's bedroom, smoking a joint. The four ofus drove to Rum Village, a park and nature preserve on the southwest side oftown, where we swung on the swings and smoked a 
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	joint in the woods. Seth massaged my shoulders from the backseat of my car as I drove 
	us back to Ray's and asked me to come over and go in his hot tub that night. I agreed 
	and snuck out of my house via the sliding glass deck door to meet him at the end ofmy 
	driveway. He picked me up in his white Honda Civic, a cigarette in hand, Jane's 
	Addiction on the tape player. My legs glimmered, slathered in the smoothness of Bath 
	and Body works liquid talc. 
	Soon after, before we'd actually solidified ourselves as a couple, I left to go to Freshman Orientation at my new college, Ball State University. I thought about Seth the whole time and told my temporary roommate Alicia that he was really my boyfriend. I phoned him the minute I returned home. He said, "I have something for you." I picked him up and he directed me to the Park n'Shop parking lot where he pulled another bindle from his cigarette cellophane and cut a few lines of cocaine on one ofthe cassette t
	"Will I be able to drive?" I asked. He laughed. 
	"Am I going to have a heart attack? What if I'm one ofthe people who are allergic to this stuff?" 
	"Just do it," he commanded. I did, trying to turn my face away so he wouldn't see the pen up my nose. There was a burn and a numbing sensation and a little paranoia. But that was it. My first line of cocaine. The line that would change the next decade indefinitely. Though I didn't get the rush from the drug that I'd expected, I loved how wild I felt with Seth. I felt completely unabashed. I thought we made the perfect couple 
	and I fed offhis bad-boy image. '
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	A week later I quit my job. I'd been working as a file clerk in my step-mother's OBGYN office for the last two years. It was a great job. I was paid well and they were flexible with my hours. My parents were infuriated. I was supposed to be saving money for college. Instead, we gate crashed at the Deer Creek Dead show and slept outside under the stars. We ate mushrooms and smoked pot. We did cocaine. We smoked crack. I learned that pay phones in the ghetto only allow you to dial ten digits before the type p
	When I got to college, still dating Seth long distance, I stopped smoking pot and started taking aerobics. I had the realization that no one was going to look after my health except me. I still drank, took hallucinogens, and did cocaine when we could find it, but I had this grand idea about saving my lungs. I didn't tell anyone why, I just told them I was "allergic" to marijuana. This was an acceptable answer. I hung out with hippies, bike thieves, druggies. Of all the people I was friends with in college, 
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	found myself on. The lure ofPhish music and freedom was so enticing that working the midnight shift at the BP didn't seem like a bad gig if it meant you could get all fucked up after and have no responsibility in between. I envied those people. Though I dallied in these fringe groups, I still felt a great deal ofpressure to succeed both from my family and intrinsically. I was not going to fail at anything. So I compartmentalized. I could be smart; I could make Dean's list and still stay up all night on coca
	"Yeah, I do remember when you first told me that you had CF. It was at the very beginning ofliving in the dorms at BSU. Ryne and I were both there. I think the reason it came up was not about coughing, but as a way to explain why you were taking pills before eating. It was the first time I had ever even heard ofCF," she recalled as we mulled over a bottle ofwine. 
	"I'm sure you told us all about it medically and stuff, but the part I remember most was you saying that most people don't live past 16, which sort offreaked me out. I had 
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	never really dealt with the mortality of a close friend. Eighteen is quite an invincible time for most. "I remember after knowing, feeling protective ofyou when you would cough ... I remember feeling pissed at people who would be like Whoa dude, are you okay!?' Or, 
	Damn girl, have another cigarette!' Shit like that, but I would use my lack ofconcern to 
	try and show them that they were dumb for asking: they should do the same. Looking 
	back, I guess they weren't assholes, just concerned, but I felt sensitive to what I viewed 
	as tactlessness and sort ofa MYOB situation." 
	Despite not smoking and exercising, two purposeful choices aimed at taking better care of my lung health, I still lived hard. College is a rough time for many coeds; binge drinking and crappy eating are commonplace, and I was no different. I was also warped into an increasingly codependent first love, something akin to a toddler in a Christmas tree shop: excitement, bright lights, and inevitable shattered glass. 
	Spring semester, Seth followed me to BSU and lived in the same residence hall on the floor below me. We spent most our nights in one another's rooms. He peed in an empty two liter the nights he spent with me; I lined his trashcan with a plastic bag the nights I spent with him. Though I was modest around his roommate, Maria, Seth, and I were all comfortable with one another and often the three ofus slept nude, Maria in her bed, Seth and I crammed into mine talking late into the night. There was something uni
	I wrote Seth's papers for him, he rode me to class on the front of his bicycle. For spring break we headed to the Gila Mountains ofNew Mexico and the peaks of 
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	Breckenridge, Colorado with a slight detour to Palomas, Mexico to purchase and 
	smuggle in valium. We both fell in love with the Southwest and vowed to return. 
	Jealousy had slyly sunk its fangs in our young love over the course ofour time together. Less than a year into the relationship we'd both cheated on one another; it's hard even now to understand why we continued to hang onto each other so fiercely. There was a sexual possession between us that I had never felt before and I wanted no other woman to have my man. It didn't occur to me then that I wasn't holding Seth responsible for his transgressions. 
	One night, post spring break, we were at a party at Sushi Goldfish's. Sushi's house was a staple in our night life. Sushi had gone to high school with us, though a few years older. Born ofRussian immigrants, he had his own apartment paid for by his father even when we were still in high school. In college, his house was notorious for nitrous parties and cocaine nights. Sushi stole bicycles from campus and paid his friends in marijuana to work at night sawing the kryptonite locks from the front tires. Most n
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	vomit sluicing out ofmy nose while Seth whispered vehemently in my ear, "You whore; 
	have fun fucking Martin." 
	I awoke on Sushi's couch flanked by Lola on one side and Maria on the other. We walked home shading our red rimmed eyes from the early morning central Indiana sun. We met Seth in the courtyard ofthe dorm. He put his nose right up next to mine and hissed that I needed to return his ring. I didn't even remember him slipping the gold pinkie band I'd bought him after we'd both become enraptured with the gangsters in the movie Casino onto my hand the night before. I curled my fingers into my palm and said no. Se
	Soon after the arrest, Seth applied to and was accepted at the University ofNew Mexico for the following fall. His parents had always had the belief that ifthere was trouble, remove yourself as far from it as you can. Once again we were parting ways, and despite the lunacy of our relationship, I was again distraught and broken hearted. 
	Seth and I visited one another each month after he left for New Mexico, once each driving ten hours to meet in Oklahoma for the weekend. I began the paperwork to take out loans to transfer to the University ofNew Mexico that spring. My parents were 
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	vehemently against the idea, Seth becoming nothing more to them than an impediment to my future successes. They truly feared that I would elope or become pregnant by him and bind myself to him even more fully than I already had. 
	Weeks after arriving in New Mexico, Seth began using heroin. I was both distraught and intrigued. I vowed to clean him up when I moved out there, but inside I was slightly jealous. I didn't want him to experience anything new without me at his side. 
	My father, Seth, and I packed up my Toyota Corolla in January of 1997 and drove through the worst snowstorm the southwest had seen in years from Indiana to Albuquerque. My father had succumbed to the fact that he was helpless against me leaving, but he'd at least get me there safely. 
	The temperature was in the negatives as we drove through the Midwest. Not far out ofIndiana we suffered a tear in the sidewall ofthe tire. Seth and I stood helplessly aside as my father unpacked the entire trunk ofthe car and attached the spare with his bare and frozen hands. The blowing snow and slippery conditions ofthe roads as we headed farther south convinced my father that only he should drive and we listened to him lament, "This isn't good, this isn't any fucking good" as he inched the car along the 
	New Mexico quickly became an exercise in addiction. My grades dropped to B's. Retrospectively, this should have been a warning sign to my parents that something had gone amiss, but a B was still an acceptable grade and no one worried much. The truth was Seth and I spent some days awake on cocaine and some days in a groggy stupor of 
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	heroin. My resolve to help him with his addictions dissolved hours after I put my father 
	on a plane back to Indiana. 
	We made friends with another couple and they were among the first new people I told that I had CF in years. I had no other answer but the truth for why I coughed so incessantly sometimes. Cocaine constricts the nasal passages and some nights the post- nasal drip would cause me to cough and gag without end. As with Maria, Seth was protective ofme when someone joked about my coughing. He may have been the one who told them, in all actuality, as a response to some joke such as, "Maybe you need to see a doctor 
	"What does it taste like?" asked one ofthe friends. "Is it like when you have a cold?" I had no answer, my sputum always tasted the same; in effect, I always had a cold. I realized that their curiosity wasn't a bad thing, it wasn't a force ofpity but rather a simple desire to understand. Talking was much easier with the fuel ofdrug-induced stimulation. 
	I knew that New Mexico wasn't a healthy place for me to be. I never saw a doctor when I was there, I did not exercise, I was not eating well. I was clearly abusing drugs. The little cricket voice of my subconscious also knew that starting out my life with thousands ofdollars of student loans wasn't as good an idea as going home and letting my parents pay for my education. Seth scared me as his addiction spiraled farther and farther out ofcontrol and I was grasping at twigs trying not to follow him down. It 
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	above me like a carrot on a stick: come home and you can go with us. My choice was 
	made. After one semester and thousands ofdollars, I was going back home. 
	1997 
	I'm funky not a junkie but I know where to get it 
	When I left New Mexico, I thought I was escaping something dark. I was oblivious to the ominous cloud ofaddiction that seemed to follow my Toyota on its return journey from southwest to Midwest. A mere three months later, Seth, too, was back and so, ever immersed in our dysfunctional version of love, I declined my acceptance to LU. Bloomington and instead opted to stay in South Bend and live with my mother. It was a rocky year for Seth and me as a couple, and we officially broke up in May of 1998, right bef
	As soon as I turned twenty-one, I started to go out dancing at night. The bar scene fulfilled a need in me. It was fun, I felt pretty, and I didn't feel lonely. Seth was 
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	three months my junior and wasn't legal to come to the bars yet, so it was an easy way to distance myself from him, not that he would have tried very hard to go far from Curt's apartment anyway. Ultimately, our break up was as ugly and unsettling as the entire relationship had become, and included a fat lip on my face. I was ready to be done. 
	I met Doug while I was waitressing. We started to go out dancing together at night. He was cute, but not my type with his thin Mishawaka moustache and his crotch rocket, but he was new and he was different. He worked as a non-union mason during the days, waiting tables for extra money at night. We often danced at a small club called Studes, a rougher dance club, popular because it played the best dance music. We made a good dance team and enjoyed one another's company. We went to dance one night at Studes; 
	The next week I was at Studes again, this time alone, when Dave appeared. I don't remember how I made it happen, but what I can remember is sitting in front ofhis house cutting a line ofcoke on the interior mirror ofmy car while he went inside to see if it was OK with his teenaged son that I come in. It was, and I did, and we all ended up playing rummy and snorting cocaine until the sun came up. When I left, Dave tried to 
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	kiss me, but I turned my head saying "Thanks, it was fun" and drove home. Not much later I saw Dave wanted for attempted murder in the newspaper. His son was later arrested for a hit and run ofan off-duty police officer, his blood infused with alcohol and cocaine. This was the beginning ofmy new life in South Bend. 
	There is a certain blur ofthat year from 1998 to 1999, but what I remember looks something like this: crystal meth, dilaudid, heroin, cocaine, cocaine, cocaine. And Xanax, lots ofXanax. Finding Dave was the stepping stone that opened up a willingness in me to fend for myself and find what I wanted. Once I started using by myself and taking it upon myself to get my own supply, either through Seth or through a network I was building on my own, I'd adopted a lifestyle that left no room for me to worry about an
	Sometime around December of 98 I became intensely aware that Kyle, my manager at the restaurant, was hitting on me. He'd smoldered at me my first day of work and I'd used his desire to my favor when he was the manager on duty after a table ofmen walked out on a hundred dollar tab. There was a "Days ofthe Dead" Halloween celebration at the restaurant that I was off duty for and I met my dad for a drink in the bar. We drank frozen margaritas and watched Kyle flirt with a TV news reporter. When I walked past h
	"All that guy is interested in is pussy," my dad remarked as I slid back into the 
	booth. '
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	Sometime soon after meeting Dave and forging my own connections in the underworld, an unknown illness hit me and sapped me ofmy strength. I was exhausted from the moment I awoke until the moment I was able to crawl back into my bed. I could make it to my classes - I had never uncompartmentalized the girl who succeeded at school. Despite the drugs, the mysterious illness, and Cystic Fibrosis, I never received less than a B in all my undergrad years, but for those few months, I would rise for class, trudge in
	The following weekend, the night shift bar crew caravanned in a mess ofrusty cars, many with empty car seats in the back, to Bremen, a small town south ofthe city where Kyle lived. We met up at a tiny bar called "Sam's." There was karaoked "Love by the Dashboard Lights" and not enough empty seats at the bar. I had to stand. I didn't let on to anyone how poorly I felt, but after two drinks, I felt a blackening around me and 
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	the floor rushing up to meet me. I managed to hold onto the bar and stagger back to Kyle's where I was able to sit and sip water and try to play a game ofcards before I drove home. Clearly, I was still unwell. 
	Kyle asked me out for drinks the following Friday. He was in his forties and divorced. His left hand had an ugly mole on it. He wasn't especially attractive, but he looked at me with obvious desire, bordering on the need for possession. I don't know why I wanted him to like me. It was as if I was fourteen again playing eyes games with older boys. I told him I used to shoot up heroin, that I'd had a drug problem. I wanted to shock him, make a fire rise. A week later we slept together on the floor ofhis apart
	"That!" I sputtered, gesturing wildly toward my pelvis. 
	"Aren't you on the pill?" he asked, a slight incredulousness rising in his voice. I felt a sense ofdread, a flutter ofexcitement, a tiny sparkle in my abdomen. In all the years ofdenying my disease, I'd always seen motherhood as the epitome ofnormalcy and defeat against CF. Iflwas pretty enough to have men find me attractive and healthy enough to bear a child, then certainly I had won. I had entertained the idea with Seth once. We'd even taken a month off ofthe pill just to see what would happen. When my pe
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	children one day. I hadn't really thought much about the idea since the debacle with Seth, though I know I still held the idea deep within that pregnancy would be the climactic fuck you against Cystic Fibrosis, another hurdle they'd told me I probably wouldn't be able to jump. It would prove in a way no abuse ofmy body could refute that I was stronger and braver than any expectation ever written about women with the disease. I was as normal as the next girl and in fact could live life harder, faster, and be
	1999 
	I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints, the sinners are much more fun 
	Hospitals are eerily quiet at night. The incessant squeak ofcart wheels and beeping monitors slows from a panicked crescendo to a strangely calming cadence. The lights in the rooms and halls are dimmed save for the fluorescence of the nurses' station and voices are hushed to a whisper. 
	The story ofGus's meningitis is part ofhis legacy, a tale we now tell around the dinner table: how at ten days old his tiny scrotum swelled up hard as a rock and the 
	pediatrician immediately put in a call to an urologist who rushed right over to the office '
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	that Sunday morning. The urologist suspected a possible torsion, a twisted testicle that 
	had lost its blood supply. Worst case, he'd lose his testicles. There would be prostheses 
	and hormone therapy. I was in shock and terrified. My ten-day-old boy was at risk of 
	not being a boy any longer. An emergency surgery was set and I rushed Gus from the 
	pediatrician's office to the emergency room. My mother, step-mother, and I agonized in 
	the surgery waiting area. I refused to speak to anyone, snapping responses at my mother 
	and preferring a tense silence to hypothetical small talk. Finally, a nurse appeared and 
	reported that Gus's testicles were fine, but there was an infection in the scrotal sack. The 
	doctor was unsure ofhow it got there and what caused it, so Gus was admitted that night 
	to the pediatric ICU with an unknown infection. 
	After a week in the hospital in South Bend, the decision was made to transfer Gus to Riley Children's Hospital in Indianapolis. No one in South Bend was able to figure out what was wrong with him. Despite the infection in his scrotum clearing up, he was still running a fever. Another week in Indianapolis complete with MRis, CTs, BAER, PICCs, lumbar punctures, sleep studies, car seat studies and a room at the Ronald McDonald house resulted in a diagnosis of bacterial meningitis and six weeks of intravenous a
	I didn't handle having a sick baby well, but I applied the only coping mechanism I'd ever known to work against health issues: denial. I pretended that nothing was wrong with my son. I knew he would be fine. I had trouble with the lack ofcontrol that a hospital affords to a parent and often butted heads with the doctors, nurses, and 
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	technicians. Doctors never held high esteem with me; I blamed them for my own disease and had trouble allowing that they were, in fact, saving my child's life. I threatened the nurse who had trouble starting one ofhis numerous IVs; I argued with the residents about letting the baby sleep and reminded them that I, not they, was the one in charge. I feel great shame and embarrassment at my behavior when I think about it now, but I know deep inside I was terrified. Gus was a gift I'd never thought I would have
	Once the infection in Gus's brain began to resolve, we were allowed to return home to finish his antibiotics locally. I wanted to resume my classes. I was in my last semester ofcollege, having only my student teaching left to do before graduating, and I already knew I would have to take incompletes in the classes I was finishing when Gus was born. Once we returned, I was balancing going to class and making up my school work with being at the hospital. At Riley I had ended up taking a room at the Ronald McDo
	Once we were back in South Bend, Gus had a private room with a crib and a bed in it, so I was spending most nights in the hospital. He was the smallest and the sickest baby on the peds floor and received an abundance oflove and attention from the nurses. Once the worst had passed, I was able to relax and even enjoy the company of some of the medical staff. 
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	Gus was hospitalized over Thanksgiving and on the Wednesday night before the holiday I decided to stop by the bar on my way home from class. Gus was in good hands, and I believed I deserved a break. As soon as I walked in, the smell of stale cigarettes and exhaled alcohol brought on a wave ofnostalgia. I didn't realize how much I had missed the bar scene during my pregnancy and early weeks ofmotherhood. The music and laughter and clanking ofbottles stirred a feeling in me I hadn't realized was so strong. I 
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	knowing that I'd allowed this lifestyle to become so ingrained in me and that I had 
	become so defined by drugs and alcohol that I lost my ability to make good judgments is 
	still tangible. I hated myself. 
	I stopped nursing Gus right before Christmas. Which is a good thing, as in the pictures I have ofthat New Year - Y2K - my nose is red from the itching the heroin gave me and from the cocaine I used to counteract the nausea. There I am in a pink sweat suit, holding my baby on my lap, red nosed, eyes glossy and half open. I wrote this in a journal: 
	Gus slept for four hours last night but I was too coked up to enjoy it and he ll probably never do it again. I ve been getting high a lot, plus Seth got a hold ofsome heroin and I did some coke and Ive justfelt like a fiend since. So its true you justpick up where you left offbecause each binge is more intense. The thing is, I can t afford it this time; and I use afford in more than just a money sense. 
	I have to allow myself credit for loving Gus. I never hit him or left him in a dirty diaper. He never went hungry; I never let him cry himself to sleep. He had nice clothes and toys. I loved every inch ofmy child, but I did not understand the importance ofmy role as a mother. I thought mothering was something that would be natural and easy. I postponed my student teaching for one semester and took the spring semester offto finish my school work from the classes I'd missed when Gus was in the hospital. I als
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	for the boredom ofbeing a stay at home mom. At nap time I would smoke a joint (I'd given up not smoking once I had returned to South Bend), throw Gus in the car seat, and drive around town listening to music. I would plan trips: drive past all the schools I went to; drive past my best friends in elementary school's homes; drive past all the houses I'd lived in in South Bend. Gus would sleep and I would enjoy my "alone" time in the car with the music. I started drinking at lunch. Seth would bring me 20 sacs 
	2002 
	IfI leave here tomorrow, will you still remember me? 
	I remember telling George I had CF, but I don't remember telling him about the cocaine use. I know I'd squeezed the idea into early conversations to determine his reaction and he'd said that it wasn't something he was into because he believed it had destroyed the life ofone ofhis brothers. After hearing that, I kept mum on the issue and made the assumption that he wouldn't find it odd ifI disappeared into the backroom of the tavern or covertly exchanged money for bindles passed hand to hand over the bar. 
	I met George just two weeks after my step-sister was killed in a car accident. I'd had a terrible time dealing with Elaine's death. She had had a severe seizure disorder and was on high doses ofneurological medicines for most of her life. Due to this, coupled with some brain damage from frequent and uncontrolled seizures, she was slightly awkward. Today maybe they would call it Asperger's, but then she just seemed a beat or two off. As a child I was embarrassed ofElaine. We went to summer camp together and 
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	she didn't brush her teeth or shower the entire week; Cheetos smushed into her braces. 
	My step-mother tried her on a ketogenic diet as a cure for her epilepsy and she became 
	sickly thin like a sick Ethiopian child. I was annoyed by her lack ofcoolness, the way 
	that she copied the things that I did. I easily manipulated her trust and naivete to my 
	liking. As we grew older I no longer found the need to torment her; we just started to 
	ignore one another. Before she died she'd met a boy and fallen in love. I was so happy 
	for her, but I never told her so. I'd outgrown all the petty issues of my childhood, but I'd 
	never apologized for the hurts I had inflicted in our childhood. This guilt became my 
	cross to bear following her death. 
	Elaine's illness had been outward: grand mal spasmodic seizures. I knew that Elaine and I both suffered from disease; it was a commonality between us, but whereas mine was akin to an incestual secret, hers was loud and visible. I worried that ifpeople knew about my CF they might assume that my disease affected me like Elaine's did her. I assume, looking back, that this must have influenced my unkindness toward her. She represented everything I feared about my disease. Though there were certainly good times 
	Two weeks after Elaine's death, I was finishing my first year ofteaching, and despite the tragedy, looking forward to a summer without work. Gus and I had our own apartment, a tiny duplex in front ofa double set of railroad tracks, and life seemed happy. I dated off and on, but no one special. No one I brought home to meet my son; no one I told about CF. If I had a lover, I learned how to hold my coughing in until I could escape from bed to bathroom where I would stuff my face into a towel and cough as hard
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	My mother babysat for me every Thursday night and almost every Saturday, so my social life did not suffer much from being a single mom. I'd taken to hanging out at a local bar where I had become friends with the bartenders and even worked some nights tending bar or cleaning up. It was a frequent stop on the South Bend underground for drug deals and petty criminals and I loved it. 
	Meanwhile, I was also becoming successful as a teacher. I felt the children truly liked me and that while pedagogy wasn't my strong point, empathy and love were. I felt I could love them each individually and help them find themselves in the mess ofwho they were "supposed" to be. I spent many classroom hours counseling and coaxing out creativity. Standardized testing be damned, school was meant to inspire! Still, I spent nearly every Friday hung over. Some nights I would not have even slept before work, sho
	After Elaine's death, Erica had badgered me constantly about getting out and not shutting up in my house any longer. She decided we needed to dress to kill and go flirt with boys. I put on a short skirt and a pair ofplatform heels and off we went. We hadn't been in the bar for long when Erica started talking to a guy we both had mentioned we found attractive. He rode a motorcycle and wore a leather coat and carried the typical "bad boy" image with him that I'd always found attractive. What caught me off gua
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	was that standing next to him was a man I had never seen before. He was tall with a beautiful smile. I was immediately interested, and then embarrassed by my attire. I'd gone out planning on flirting and being silly. I did not plan on meeting someone with actual potential. George was employed, he was a father, he'd been in the Navy and had traveled the world. George and I spent most of the night talking to one another and as we parted ways I had a premonition that we would be something special. The next eve
	Mornings after nights ofcocaine and alcohol often reached suicidal proportions, not just from depleted dopamine reserves and hangovers, but also because of guilt. Where the night before I had been on top ofthe world, the queen ofthe bar, the next morning I was still the mother ofa young boy. Often I was ashamed to look him in the eye when my mother brought him home, knowing that just hours before I had been doing lines ofcocaine and drinking Mescal with my bar buddies at after-hours parties. I would not hav
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	possible and the blackening depression ofthe morning would be so great I would simply 
	cry. Ifanyone had known my double life I feared I would risk losing my job, my child, 
	maybe my home. 
	Early in our relationship, though I had grown to love George, I quickly realized that his presence hindered my bar antics. Often I was still able to achieve the best of both worlds - George's presence as well as a good cocaine-induced buzz - but the guilt I had to endure by not being completely honest hung over me. So I started to hint that it would be good for our relationship to have a night apart to spend with our friends. My line ofthinking was that absence would make the heart grow fonder. The routine 
	For three more years I lied and hid my drug use from George. There was another morning I remember clearly. I was asleep on the couch and George came to pick me up for his son's birthday party, but he couldn't wake me. When he finally did, I was a complete mess. The night before I had called to tell him I was too fucked up to come over and would just be going home. It was true, but not from drinking. 
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	I'd made a place for myself at the bar by this time. I was a regular; I often did not have to pay for drinks and I almost always stuck around for after-hours antics. Sometimes that was simply cocaine-fueled bar cleaning, other nights it was dice and music. That summer night, Bryce, one ofthe bartenders, and I had gone to some black fellow's house we'd met at the bar at 2 am to get more cocaine. I convinced myself that if I went home with the drugs rather than back to the bar, I would be in better shape for 
	What I learned from those episodes wasn't abstinence, but self-control. I finally learned how to pull myself away from the bar by midnight. Though there were nights that even coming home early I still found myself paralyzed in bed for fear George would know I was awake, watching the clock tick by in agony until I had to get up for work. There were even a few scary sleep-walking episodes caused by the mix ofmy anti- depressants with cocaine, alcohol, and muscle relaxers which I took with the hopes that they 
	wasn't using it. '
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	It seemed things were going well. I'd met a man I loved, one that I trusted enough to share the biggest secret I had, my disease, and I had a good job. My life was going the way it should, or so I thought. Still, on the health front, I was disintegrating. I wasn't exercising; I spent a lot ofmy free time in bars filled with smoke; I used marijuana and cocaine and alcohol in excess. My doctor had become more aggressive in his dealing with me, but I know now from recent conversations that the entire CF team s
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	2007-08 
	Fucking, fighting, it's all the same, live as though we'll die is the only way to stay sane 
	The World Wide Web had become popular when I was in college. Only certain computer labs had internet access my freshman year, but almost immediately I'd become a secret computer geek. I visited chat rooms when chat rooms were still on a vax system, had a blog before biogs were called biogs. In 2000, I had joined a body modification site called "BMEzine.com" which was a "Facebook" before there was "Facebook" for the tattooed and otherwise body modified set. I also had a journal on a site called "Live Journal
	One day in August of2005 something prompted me to type "Cystic Fibrosis" into the Google search engine. I remember the secret shame I felt when I typed the words into the computer, as ifl was looking at pornography or pictures ofan ex-lover. I even looked over my shoulder to make sure no one had snuck into my empty classroom. I felt as ifthe students would return to their desks and my secret would be boldly written across the blackboard. I was lonely. Maybe I was sick. Whatever led me to file through the di
	Cystic Fibrosis. '
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	My visits to the CF website became increasingly frequent. I tentatively started to post threads in the forums and even began a blog hosted by the site. A few months later, I received a private message from someone named "Calidore." The message was benign enough, about a picture ofone ofmy tattoos that I'd posted. I wasn't sure if Calidore was a man or a woman; I wasn't sure ifI was being flirted with or just chatted with. In 2005 I was newly married and trying to get pregnant. Having left many ofmy male bar
	I found my interactions on the CF website comforting. I had created such a them-and-me idea ofthe disease and my place within it that I'd never allowed myself to think that there might be people not unlike me with feelings much as my own out in the world. I started to visit the chat room at night. I didn't realize that I would enjoy talking about CF. And while the disease wasn't always the topic ofchat, the subject was never closed. 
	One night in chat, a private box popped up with a chirp from Calidore. No one had ever messaged me privately before while I was in the chat room and I was surprised. He asked about my health and revealed to me that he was listed for a double lung transplant. Bringing up our previous conversation regarding my tattoo, he told me how part ofthe pre-transplant psychological evaluation asked ifyou "had tattoos and used IV 
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	drugs" as ifthe two were mutually inclusive. Though I kept mum on that idea, I liked 
	Calidore, and was flattered he wanted to chat with me. More importantly, he began to 
	give voice to ideas that had not even completely formed in my head about life with CF. 
	When Calidore received his call for lungs, the CF forums lit up with good wishes and congratulations. I added my thoughts in, but my days were busy with marriage and graduate school and having a new baby at home. I didn't put a lot ofthought into it. It was a few weeks, maybe even months later, that Calidore and I were both in the chat room; he was recovering in a motel near his transplant center, and someone called him the "Bob Dylan ofthe CF world." 
	"You're a musician?" I asked, my interest piqued. 
	"I try," was the reply. Calidore then sent me a private message with a link to his blog. When I clicked on the site it opened to a picture ofa shaggy, dark-haired, unshaven man. He wore oxygen tubing that ran over his ears and under his nose and his chin was cupped in his hand. His fingers were long and delicate and slightly clubbed as happens to CF patients. His eyes were closed. The sepia photo held the weight ofa thousand lonely nights. A woman with her hair held pulled back stood in a doorway in the bac
	By the time Don had received his double lung transplant, I had finally gotten pregnant and had birthed a baby girl. From the first day ofmy pregnancy on through the first year ofnursing her I was clean and relatively sober, save for a lone cocktail here and 
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	there, often in the bathtub with a book or after the children had gone to sleep. I enjoyed my new found sobriety and began to find time to rekindle and further my knowledge of sewing, and I learned to crochet. I enjoyed this domesticity. I knew that I was using the baby as a way to protect myself from myself and my own destructive habits, but it was working for me. My pregnancy had coincided with my burgeoning relationship to the online CF community and through sobriety and my new friendships, I was startin
	Don and I began to write to one another almost daily and we often left the CF chat room for our own private "box" on Yahoo chat. It was the loneliness that initially connected us. I'd always been lonely, the kind oflonely that you just had to "get," the kind oflonely that I saw in Don's picture, though he wasn't alone. Lonely people do a lot to try to blot out the lonely and Cystic Fibrosis is a lonely disease. Don understood me immediately. He understood being alone, the joy ofbeing alone and the desperate
	"Because I'm alone, alone, and I don t even know ifI'm alive or dead: I could be dead, I'm on my own, inside my head. And I admit I kind oflike the way it s been," Don sang in one ofhis songs. Eventually I came to learn that we were all alone and lonely in our little computer boxes, we lung-ers. The internet and the CF online community was an outlet for that loneliness, a way for us to be alone together. 
	My nights began to resemble one another that year. Around eleven, by the time I had read a few bedtime stories to my son and nursed the baby to sleep, George would be sprawled across the couch watching a White Sox game. Guttural noises emanating from 
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	the room would let me know when he'd fallen asleep, despite a newly opened can ofbeer 
	at his head and remote across his belly. I would sit in my home office, possibly a rum 
	and coke perched on the rough drafts ofsome paper I should have been working on for 
	graduate school. Instead I'd open my Yahoo chat box, click on the name "Calidore," and 
	type, "You there?" 
	I'd been taking more and more liberties that Don would be there and he would want to talk. Since his transplant we'd been chatting most nights. The talk was easy; I was enamored with him. He was smart, witty, also an English teacher and a writer; we had plenty to discuss academically as well our shared disease. I felt that Don understood me. 
	Don kept a blog called "Transplant Nation." I didn't have to read very far into the writings to see that Don was talented. Soon I was completely smitten with the way he had with his words. 
	"For the cystic," he wrote in a blog about being part ofa meditation group, "this seems an advanced practice, more a Zen trial ofmettle than a friendly introduction to one's own mind. For the cystic, who is always focused on his breath, this practice does not relax. Nor does it free him from the comparative references that leave his distorted self-image hard and intact. When I sit in a group, I am appropriately mindful ofthose to my left and right, each ofwhom deserves a quiet space in which to meditate. On
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	because it projects itselfso insistently, so violently, on other persons. No one ever 
	comments on it. These aren't the type ofpeople. But they don't have to mention a thing, 
	because the idea that I'm a 'bad breather, that I belong alone in some other room and 
	not in a circle, already exists in my mind. It is an interpretation I must learn to break 
	through. It is the hardest part ofmy practice. " 
	I was nervous to reply, afraid my words would sound bumbling and backhills. Still, I wanted to comment on his thoughts and I was immediately inspired by his poetic style. 
	Oh my friend, how you have nailed this. I think through all ofmy years ofyoga practice, trying to be mindful ofmy breath has always left me more mindful ofmy lack of breath: how much more quickly I breathe than my cohorts, how my OM only resonates a quarter ofthe time ofthe others, how they follow the breath with each fluid movement: inhale up, exhale down - while ole Shan inhales exhales inhales up, exhales inhales exhales down. No wonder I hide from this disease as much as I do. 
	Understanding is an alluring quality, to meet that person who can tell you what you are thinking without asking, who has memories that mirror your own from his childhood; that person who could have been you ifyou were anyone else. The feeling of camaraderie and connectedness is hypnotic. All you want to do is be with that person, compare notes, revel in the profoundness of your shared thoughts. That was Don. 
	I loved my husband, but over the years together our differences had begun to grow rather than shrink and sometimes I felt a huge fence between us, especially on the subject of my disease. In defense ofmy husband, I had presented myself to him as healthy and made it very clear that my Cystic Fibrosis was nothing more than a blip on 
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	the radar, certainly no big deal. As I became more involved with the CF community and with understanding my own disease, I wanted to talk about it with him more. I wanted to share my findings, but what I found was that my husband wasn't as available for discussion as I would have liked. I had become fascinated with this entire world I had ignored for so long and he didn't understand it. He simply saw the computer as an obstacle between us and my commentary on my health as "complaining." I saw the computer a
	''Not many people get this stuff," Don wrote one night as we Google Earthed one another's childhood homes, compared dad stories, and talked about the extremes we went to hide our disease. "Do you think I get it?" I asked tentatively. 
	"Your user name is "WanderLost," how can you not get it?" Don replied. I felt proud and accepted. 
	"I'm gonna look you up sometime when you're all healed and I'm in Chicago," I wrote another night, this time as we discussed bands that we both liked. He was more into old time swing while I still preferred the funky girl and her guitar, though we both liked older country music: Merle, Waylon, Dolly, and the newer version ofthat, "alt- country." 
	"I got into Freakwater in college, so mid-nineties. I saw them once in Chicago, but I ended up drinking too much and having to sit down for a lot ofthe show. David Gay lit my friend's cigarette and they played Gone to Stay' per our request," I wrote. 
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	"I spent my 30th sitting in the Dresden Lounge in LA smoking a Dominican cigar. It did feel strange. The median [age expectancy for CF] then was 29, and I'd passed it. For some reason, that made everything around me particularly vivid and worth observing. Just being alive and conscious sometimes blows my mind. Thirty was one of those times. The cigar was a challenge -- I don't really like cigars -- but the drink was tasty, and there was an off-key duo named Marty and Elaine playing Sinatra tunes on an organ
	My heart sang with every word he typed. 
	It was soon decided that Don would stop in South Bend one night on his way from Pittsburgh, where his transplant center was located, to Chicago, his home. I approached the subject with George and he wasn't pleased. Meeting a person from the computer, a man no less, wasn't something people did in his world. I could not get him to understand that Don was different. He wasn't a man in the sense ofa man and a woman meeting; he was a man with CF and the only person in the world who I felt truly understood me. It
	I remember exactly what I wore: a new purple tank top my mother bought me. I braided my hair so that he could see the top ofthe tattoos on my back. I had on fitted blue jean capris and some brown leather Mary Jane wedges. I wanted to look how I imagined he imagined me: sexy yet maternal, pretty and funky. Dancing Earth Mother, 
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	he once called me. Some make up, mascara, not too much. Lip gloss. Don and I didn't 
	share a romance, but we'd had the "what if'conversation: what ifthings were different, 
	what ifwe didn't have CF? There was the possibility that in some other life we might 
	have been more than friends. The fluttering ofmy stomach on nights when "Calidore's" 
	name popped up in my Yahoo box was real enough that I know there was something 
	between us. 
	We decided to meet at a local coffee shop, a trendy, artsy place near his hotel that was also a safe, alcohol-free location. It wasn't that drinking was an issue, but I was smart enough to know that I was attracted enough to Don, mentally rather than physically, but enough to know that I should not let alcohol impair my judgment. Don liked me for me already. I had admitted to him before meeting that I flirted when I was nervous, that alcohol smoothed out my edges, and I didn't want drugs or alcohol to hide 
	I sat outside waiting for him, my nerves dancing. He was late. When I saw him walking over from the parking lot and felt panicked. Get up and run over? Call out his name? Pretend I hadn't seen him? He wore a green army coat with Barack Obama pins on it and carried a back pack. "Is that you?" he asked as he approached. "It's me." I answered. 
	We had talked about this moment, the meeting, before. He told me he didn't often look people in the eyes when he spoke. His awkwardness. He felt maybe he even had a touch ofAsperger's Syndrome. We'd discussed how awkward we both often found social situations to be. How much trouble we had fitting in, the methods we used to compensate. "Ah, but in print!" he wrote one night. In print, online, we were ourselves 
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	without the awkwardness ofsitting face to face. Our words became us. Don had an 
	exceptional way with words. This is what drew me to him. First it was the music, and 
	then it was the words. Then it was only the words. And we could talk about the music, 
	but words held the magic. It seems some ofthe most powerful reactions I have had are 
	from the people I knew only by words. The ones that make it to my dreams are the ones 
	whose words make love to my brain. 
	The coffee shop was close to closing and Don wanted to eat. It was necessary for him to keep his blood sugar as well as potassium and sodium levels at a steady number. The high doses ofimmunosuppressant drugs post transplant can make the rest ofthe body go wacky. He had already suffered massive edema that made his feet swell like balloons and some severe intestinal complications from the high doses ofnarcotics he'd been on, so Don was particular in keeping himself segregated from possible problem situations
	The conversation started slowly, with easy bantering as we warmed to one another and assessed what thoughts we had about one another based on the internet communications and the real person standing in front ofus. After finding one eatery after the other closed, we ended up at Dairy Queen. Don ordered Chicken strips while I slurped on an iced coffee from the coffee shop. Seated at the table we spoke ofour 
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	mutual online friends, his health, and mostly, life with Cystic Fibrosis. I felt my shyness shedding and I noticed he was, in fact, looking me in the eye as we spoke. We were eventually kicked out ofDairy Queen by the teenaged manager and I directed us down a quieter street on the way back to Don's hotel than the main drag we'd taken on the way to the Dairy Queen. Though we hadn't touched since meeting, as we walked, our shoulders bumped into one another a few times. The street was lined with row homes and 
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	We got back to Don's hotel and talked in the parking lot. I didn't want to leave, but I'd already been gone for hours and I knew that George would be unhappy, that the baby would wake soon and want to nurse. After the magical moment when we walked, any awkwardness that had lingered dissipated. We were completely comfortable in each other's presence, as ifwe'd been friends for years. We stood under the yellow streetlights comparing cellphone ringtones - his was Hank Williams, mine was Merle Haggard. We chatt
	"Go on, scram," he said when I mentioned I probably needed to leave. "I'll see you in the box." I hated to walk away, but I went home to continue our relationship online, the same way it had begun. 
	A few days later we discussed our night together comparing our expectations to reality. I told him that he'd looked me in the eye when we spoke and he mentioned I didn t seem as shy or flirtatious as he thought I might be. One lesson I learned after Elaine s death was that I didn't want to leave things unsaid to people I cared for, so I especially wanted to tell Don just how amazing I'd felt spending time with him. I also didn t want to scare him or have him think I was crazy. 
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	"You know when we were walking back to the hotel?" I typed. "Well, I just had this feeling, this ....moment." 
	"I know," he replied. 
	"You do?" I asked. 
	"Ofcourse, I was there too," was the answer. 
	"I just felt like we were meant to be together, like you're one ofmy soul people," I admitted. Don agreed. A few weeks later on my birthday I received this in my inbox: 
	You're an amazing cystic. I never tell you, but I'm always so impressed by all the things you do with such poise and equanimity. I'm gladyou were born. 
	2009 
	This train has got the disappearing railroad blues 
	In recovery programs they call them war stories. I also call it drug radar, the way I can pick out the user in a room almost instantaneously and when we connect, we share the stories. lfwe didn't know one another before, it's one-upmanship. "I broke down crack with lemon juice to shoot it up";"I stayed up for a week straight on meth." Ifwe do know each other, we talk about how bad, how crazy, we used to be together. 
	I was in Martin's Supermarket shopping late one night and found the girl behind the meat counter looking vaguely familiar. My drug radar began going offlike a car alarm. 
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	"Are you Erica?" she asked. Common mistake, my old friend Erica and I looked enough alike and spent enough time in the bars together that we were often mistaken for one another. 
	"Nope, Shannon. Erica and I hung out together though." 
	"That's right; you used to go with Seth Green." 
	"Ever see people from back then?" I asked while picking out my deli meat. 
	"Not too much; I try not to." 
	Yvette. I remembered her name then; she dated Jeff Hudson, one ofthe go-to guys in the bar scene for cocaine, before he got into the jewelry business. I was never positive where she stood with him but I remembered them often being together. 
	"I have a baby now," she replied while bagging my tavern ham. "Didn't you have one too?" 
	"Yup. He's ten now." 
	"ljust can't go out anymore; I have to be a mom now," she said, handing my bagged ham to me over the counter. I nodded in agreement. "It's just too hard, I go out and instantly," she snapped her fingers, "I want a line like ...," she looked around for coworkers, " ...this," she measured a good six inches with her fingers and immediately my heart skipped a beat. I wanted to ask her if she had any, if she wanted to go out the next week. I knew she was as full of shit as I was. We try to play it off, to do the
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	looking for the one who was not dedicated to recovery. Which person would be the one willing to beat it on out ofthere with me and get fucked up? I was never really dedicated to the idea ofrecovery. My life had not gotten that bad. My addictions had never really taken me to rock bottom. Maybe they never would. Despite having nearly three years of relative sobriety, I found myself occasionally fighting cravings so intense they scared me. I debated on whether I could carry the secret load ofaddiction and be j
	Don was the first person I feel I had ever been truly honest with about my addiction. I admitted to him that in some ways it was a conscious choice to use drugs as proofthat I could test my body's limits. Don had done the same thing; it was something we talked about frequently. We discussed the pros and cons ofliving life in that way. Don had even come up with a mathematical algorithm in which he predicted that living life the way we did probably took about four years oflength offofthe life time. We decided
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	hadn't found anyone who could understand why a person with a debilitating illness 
	would choose to abuse her body even further. 
	"Did I even tell you I had a memoir under contract about drinking and fucking and doing drugs and having CF?" Don wrote one afternoon. "I did do all those things of course, but the narrative was so bent that it started to become pure bullshit, and after I was in the hospital thirteen times in two years, I realized I didn't have the same cavalier attitude about CF anymore. I think I was 31. I'd gone from living breathlessly to just being S.O.B (short ofbreath)." 
	"What's interesting," I wrote in reply, "is that I have always written about addiction and I have always written about CF, though both silently - in journals and on scraps ofpaper no one ever sees. It is just recently that I've started putting two and two together. I wonder though, how much I am creating a liaison between the two because it makes for a good piece ofprose, and where there really is one? I know that I started smoking as a teenager very much as a rebellion against CF, but after that initial "g
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	Don's reply came quickly, "I was 32 when the 13 hospitalizations started. It was innocuous enough at first. Thirteen trips to the clink start with one, after all. The one is random. The second is a coincidence, etc. But at some point I was vented, and at another I fell into a coma. Still, between stints, and sometimes even during them, I kept up my usual ways. R threw me out finally. I lived in my car, with my dog, thinking that was a great chapter. But eventually sickness, constant, serious sickness, made 
	In the literature for Narcotics Anonymous there is an entire section devoted to self-acceptance. Part ofthe leaflet reads, "Before coming to NA, most ofus spent our entire lives in self-rejection. We hated ourselves and tried in every way we could to become someone different. We wanted to be anyone but who we were." One ofthe biggest concepts that my friendship with Don taught me was that by hating my CF, I was hating myself. I had never put the two together. For me, the disease had always been an entity in
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	Don and I talked about our denial long into the nights. As our friendship forged on after our meeting, I confessed more and more ofmy fears and truths about who I was to Don. Most ofour conversations continued to take place at night when I could be alone to say what I wanted, without my husband or children reading over my shoulder. They didn't understand. No one understood. Only Don understood the secret ofCF. Only Don. 
	Don and I met up again in November ofthat same year. His health was declining and he had been diagnosed with BOS (bronchiolitis obiterans syndrome), or chronic rejection. He began debating the idea ofanother transplant. He underwent serious immunosuppressant therapies and grew increasingly more depressed. I started to see sides ofhim that I didn't know before. He became angry, even mean sometimes. I felt very responsible for him, to be there when he needed a friend. Sometimes I would stay up late into the n
	When we met in November, I was in Chicago with my husband and daughter for a Chicago Bears' football game. I left the two ofthem with cousins I had in town and took the train up to Don's neighborhood north ofthe city. We met at a restaurant called "The Heartland." I'd bought Don a tiny Ganesha statue when I had been in California earlier 
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	that year, right after he was diagnosed with BOS, and I gave it to him that day. When I'd walked into the restaurant Don had on his oxygen cannula and a scarf wrapped around his neck. His eyes looked sad, unsure. Don removed his cannula while we sat in the restaurant; his portable oxygen tank sat at the foot ofthe table. The only picture I own of Don is one ofhim taking a disinfectant wipe to the Ganesha statue; he wanted nothing to do with the possibility of contracting my germs. In the picture his face is
	Not long after our meeting I received an email: Part ofthe social contract is that we hide death away, whether it's via hospice or some other means. I'm not exempt. Sorryfor what I've already exposed you to. I replied to him that by no means did I want to be excluded from any part ofhis life. I was unsure ofhow to talk to him when he discussed dying, as so often that discussion was accompanied by him explaining his desire to make the call, to choose when and how he was going to go. He maintained that he did
	When Don talked about his death I always told him that I supported whatever he chose to do, but that I didn't want him to die. I told him many times how important he was to me and that I would be sad ifhe chose to end his life without looking at all the 
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	possibilities, but I supported whatever it was that he wanted. Retrospectively I wasn't really supporting him, I was afraid oflosing him. I never knew ifI was saying the right things. I had never been friends with someone dying before. 
	December 2009 
	Walking out in the freezing rain, I feel nothing 'cause I numbed the pain 
	Joan Didion writes in The Year ofMagical Thinking, "I know why we try to keep the dead alive: we try to keep them alive in order to keep them with us. I also know that ifwe are to live ourselves there comes a point at which we must relinquish the dead, let them go, keep them dead." These thoughts seem so representative ofDon. He truly believed we needed to take the pressure offthe dying and let them go, let them be dead. He often remarked about how much pressure the online CF community put on our dying. We 
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	to it. I don't say this often, but you have lived up to yours. You have earned the right to 
	let go. 
	As Don's health declined more, his kidneys began to give out. He refused dialysis. Don never changed his mind on wanting to die in his own way, not tethered to tubes and machines in a hospital. He still spoke often ofsuicide; he wanted the final say. 
	"When I die, post on the forums for me, will you?" he asked one night. I agreed. 
	"But don't write "Breathe Easy," he wrote, "I hate that. How about "Pee Easy?" It's more apropos." I laughed and agreed. Whenever a fellow CFer died, someone inevitably wrote the words "Breathe Easy" on the thread announcing the death. 
	A few days before Thanksgiving, Don and I chatted in the box. He was not well. "Do you want me to come up?" I asked. Chicago wasn't far. I didn't know how I could help or what I could do, but I knew that ifDon wanted me there, I would go. 
	"Only ifyou take LSD with me," was Don's reply. Typical ofhim to brush off the seriousness ofthe situation. I laughed aloud and responded, "I will, but you'll have to buy it. I wouldn't know where to go." I wanted to believe that ifhe was joking, he was OK. I wanted to believe, as I had watched him decline over the past year but yet still hang on, that this was simply another hill he'd have to climb in the life post-transplant. 
	"Actually, my dying wish is to sleep with you," Don wrote. I gasped, my face flushed on my side ofthe computer. I was surprised and flattered. Don had always stayed firmly on the appropriate side ofthe line in our friendship. 
	"I think taking acid is a better idea," I answered, unsure ofthe right way to respond. A few days later Don apologized for his off-color comment. I told him not to be sorry, it may have been the most flattering thing anyone had ever said to me. I told 
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	him that I loved him. It seemed very important at that moment that I made sure he firmly knew how I felt. 
	On December 5t\ 2009, a lazy Saturday morning, I logged into my Facebook account as part ofmy usual morning internet ritual. The first status update I read was from a CF friend. It simply said, "R.I.P. Calidore, Breathe Easy." My vision became blurry, and I felt shock and confusion. It could not be my Don. I scrolled through the posts and saw that the CF community had gone crazy with the news. Don, "Calidore," was dead. 
	I stared at my computer screen in disbelief. My hands were shaking. "Oh no. No. Oh no," I whispered. 
	"What's wrong?" My son kept asking, but I could not speak. This was not real. Don could not be dead. I was absolutely crushed. My heart was beating an insistent staccato in my chest. I began speaking aloud to Don, to myself. I ceased to function, I could only sit and stare at my screen, at his username in my Yahoo box. I frantically searched for missed private messages, some sign or note from him to tell me goodbye. But he'd been trying to tell me goodbye for a few weeks. I just hadn't been listening. 
	I've never been overly religious, but was raised in a very religious home. One of the readings from the bible that is typically read in the Easter Sunday service is about Mary Magdalene visiting Jesus' grave after his death. Oddly, soon after Don's death, I stumbled across that reading ofMary Magdalene weeping at the grave looking for Jesus' body, then looking up and seeing him standing before her, resurrected. 
	I felt as forlorn that morning as Mary Magdalene must have felt following the death ofJesus. I looked up to Don in much the same way, not in a blasphemous way - he 
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	wasn't my God - but he was, for most ofour relationship, a bodiless voice ofconfidence, reason, and a teacher. I read the parable with a new understanding, a story ofa woman who cannot, does not want to admit that the one she loves is gone. Don had changed my entire outlook on my disease by teaching me not to be ashamed ofmyself, to love every part of who I was, CF included. Because ofDon and my new CF friends, I had begun to be proactive in my health care. This meant that I began to do all the therapies I 
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	soul circling past me. But I had to learn to let him be dead. Don was dead. My life was 
	altered, but Don was still dead. 
	Don's funeral was held a week later in Chicago. I was invited to speak on behalf ofthe online CF community. "You all were so important to him," his mother explained to me on the telephone. "Ifwouldn't be right not to acknowledge it." 
	I left early that crisp Saturday morning in December when it was not fully morning; the moon was still peeking through the soft pink sky, not yet ready to be overshadowed by the sun. I made a "Don Mix" for the drive: some ofhis songs, some we'd shared a liking for, some that reminded me ofhim. I headed west. When the Chicago skyline came into view it was Neko Case, "I Wish I was the Moon Tonight." 
	I was early for the service, so I pulled into a Starbucks and gathered my thoughts. Tears had threatened and spilled the whole drive, and choking down my granola yogurt was no better. I went over what I was going to say. Public speaking was never one ofmy greatest achievements. I get nervous and tend to talk quickly. Further, crying in front of people is something I like to avoid. There was no way I could not mention that I had CF in my speech and I said aloud to Don over my coffee, "Only you would understa
	I entered the church and was immediately greeted by Don's mother. She introduced me to the family and showed me the pictures ofDon they had gathered for the ceremony. Don as a baby, Don going to the prom, Don's travels. In some pictures, I barely recognized him, it wasn't the Don I had ever seen; others were certainly the Don I knew. I started to cry. I was so overwhelmed by everything and still in shock. Don had seemed immortal. 
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	The other speakers were two ofDon's friends, his brother, and me. The frrst speaker told a story about picking Don up at the hospital once, the first time he'd even learned his long-time friend had had CF. He described how as he walked up to Don's room he heard a guitar strumming and a deep Johnny Cash-like voice booming out ofthe door. He said you could judge a person by ifthey "got" Don or not. I was pleased to be one ofthose who "got" him. I was the second speaker and I started to cry as soon as I took t
	Hi, I'm Shannon, I am a friend ofDon's, and like Don, I have CF ... 
	I began my speech through a squeaky voice and trembling lips. I spoke quickly and stumbled over my words. Several people approached me after the service wanting to know more about my friendship with Don or thanking me for speaking on behalf ofthe CF community. It was the least I could do. After that, I warmed up a bit and found myselftalking about CF to an array ofdifferent people: Don's colleagues, his students, a college roommate, cousins, his brothers. There was a bit ofawkwardness in some ofthe conversa
	I thought I would "feel" Don when I got into his apartment for the reception after the funeral, but it was clear to me that the apartment had been considerably emptied already. I knew there was no way Don lived that sparsely. Itjust didn't have his presence. His mom told us to feel free to take anything we wanted so I took a Flannery O'Connor 
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	book as well as a Thomas Merton one. The Merton had notes in it, and I wanted 
	something with Don's handwriting in it. I also found the Ganesha statue I'd given him a 
	year earlier and slipped it into my pocket. 
	Toward the end ofthe night, a friend ofDon's named Will brought out his guitar. He began strumming a few chords and before long, the entire room was singing Beatles' songs together. On my left was an old girlfriend ofDon's, Karrie; on my right, Don's dad, and his brother, aunts, and cousins across the way. "Here I stand, head in hand, turn myface to the wall ... " That was the moment that I felt Don; it was the sending off I knew he would want. We sang him away. 
	I felt closer to Don after that experience than I even did before; I think I fell in love all over when we all sang. I felt all I missed by having CF, by not being able to hang out with Don more, not being able to hug, not meeting at the "right time." Don and I talked about that "other life" we might have had and singing with his family as our send- offto someone we loved made me aware ofwhat might have been. The other life, I became acutely aware, is the one without CF. Don once wrote to me, I'd like to sa
	now knew without a doubt that I would have faith in that other life, that second chance. 
	Five months later, Don's family arranged a memorial service and interment to take place in Boston. There would be a service at the cemetery where his ashes would be laid to rest, a reception, and then later that night a CD release party. His brothers and other good friends had collaborated and had taken Don's music, most ofit recorded on his home computer, and had it professionally remixed with many ofhis friends playing background instruments and vocals. His brothers and friends would play Don s songs at 
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	a club in Boston and the proceeds would go to the Cystic Dreams Foundation which they 
	were going to start in his name to help CF patients with the costs oftransplant and other 
	disease-related expenses. 
	Fifteen ofus from the online CF community flew in from all over the country to be a part ofDon's memorial. Cystics flew in from California, Washington, Montana, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania. Most ofus knew one another from only the internet. We called one another both by our screen names and our real names. There was a bond in that meeting that I feel will never be reciprocated in my lifetime. Some ofus wore oxygen, some had PICC lines; some were post-transplant, some listed. Some wore masks and stood b
	Standing on the steps ofone ofthe buildings on the Boston College campus where the reception following Don's interment took place, we took a group picture. It was probably one ofthe largest gatherings ofCF patients since CF camp had been outlawed by the Foundation for fears ofcross-contamination years before. We joked that Don would love to have seen us all together, but would have balked at the germ risks we were taking. For the most part, we didn't care. We had gathered for someone we loved. 
	When I returned home, I made the decision to post my Boston pictures on Facebook for the world to see. I still hadn t completely come out about my CF to everyone in my life, but I felt I had come too far to keep hiding my disease. I have never been so proud to be a part ofsomething as I have by finding my niche within the CF community. 
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	Don taught me to love myself. He taught me to value all parts ofme and to learn from even the things I've found to be the hardest to accept. Through our friendship I learned that abusing my body was just another form ofself-hatred and it would do nothing for me but set me back and dampen my spirit. 
	I haven't magically recovered from addiction, I haven't hit rock bottom and forced my way up. My support group isn't a recovery group, but it is a group ofpeople who are more like me than unlike. I no longer want to distance myself from other CF patients or from myself. I am learning to love me. 
	Thank you, Calidore, Don. Pee easy, my friend. 
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	Singing You Away: An Examination ofCommunity and Self-Discovery through Illness Narrative 
	For most ofmy life I've had trouble revealing to people that I have the disease Cystic Fibrosis (CF). To any more than family, close friends, or medical staff, I've allowed the disease to remain tucked away inside ofme, a secret I've been ashamed and embarrassed to admit. Even to those who knew about the disease, it was often unspoken; I only revealed my medical history ifit was pertinent to the situation at hand. I denied that part ofmyself and hid it from others as well. Despite harboring the secret ofmy 
	demonstrate how my narrative describes the development ofmy identity as a person with '
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	a disease and how, once I was able to accept that part ofmyself (particularly with the help ofmy online friends), I was able to use the medium ofnarrative to reveal my secret and assimilate the disease into my identity. 
	Midway through graduate school, I tentatively began to use my disease as a platform from which to write. I wasn't always confident in my decision to use my disease as a topic and I often referred to the smaller essays and creative non-fiction pieces I'd written as my "coming out." I believe I felt the same kind oftrepidation a teenaged boy might have when faced with telling his father he is homosexual: how will they (those who didn't know) react; will I still be accepted; will the way they interact with me 
	Arthur Frank, along with voices such as Anthony Giddens, Joan and Arthur Kleinman, Susan Sontag, and Susan Wendell, ranks as one ofthe pedagogical leaders of the illness narrative genre. Frank is best known for categorizing different themes within illness narratives: the restitution narrative, the chaos narrative, and the quest narrative. 
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	He writes more on the subject in his article, "The Rhetoric ofSelf-Change: Illness Experience as Narrative," whereby he further narrows down his study ofillness narratives to focus on those solely written in order to make some claim ofself-change. Frank describes four basic formats that he feels these types ofillness narratives fall into and describes these frameworks as: "what I have always been," "who I might become," "cumulative epiphanies," and "reluctant Phoenixes" ( 42). Frank describes the "cumulativ
	I wanted to avoid both the journey metaphor as well as the battle metaphor when writing a narrative dealing with illness. I felt that these two metaphors, in relation to illness, had almost become cliche. These two concepts have been adapted into our society in a way that has made them almost the sole discourse when discussing illness, disability, and disease. Obituaries are a good example ofhow widely utilized these 
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	metaphors are in everyday dialogue about illness. People describe their loved ones as "succumbing to a long fight with (cancer, ALS, epilepsy, etc.)," or as "losing a heroic battle with such and such disease which plagued them their whole life." Many illness narratives and blogs about illness often incorporate the way that illness has changed a person, or how the person has developed into the person that he or she is because of having the illness. Blogs about CF have names or annotations describing the blog
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	fight against it, nor did I agree to travel along with it. It just was, and in order to fully understand my identity as a whole person, I had to learn that the disease and my self were not two separate identities. I was born with the disease and it shaped my life even in the moments I tried the most to forget it presence. Frank writes in his book The Wounded Storyteller: Body, illness, Ethics, "People telling illness stories do not simply describe their sick bodies; their bodies give their stories their par
	After hiding the diseased part ofmyself from others, and denying the impact of the disease on my life for so many years, I found that my personal character as the author was growing along with the narrative persona I was giving shape to on paper, giving rise to a distinct identity that was my own both within and without the narrative. Imposing narrative structure on these intangible ideas ofself-revealed and self-hidden and the incorporation ofthe two allowed the development ofmy narrative self and voice to
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	that "narrative is seen as central in the constitution ofidentity and culture" (2). Once this 
	narrative identity began to emerge in my story, I was able to achieve the meta-cognitive 
	understanding that I needed to have in order not only to determine the structure and 
	framework ofthe story, but to put the story to paper at all. I needed a sense of 
	omniscience in order to be able to step away from the selfwhose actions I described in 
	the narrative and to see how that selfchanged over time and from that, create the story 
	that I wanted to tell. I understood that writing this paper would solidify my identity as a 
	person with Cystic Fibrosis: an incurable, genetic disease. 
	"Narrative and selfare inseparable in that narrative is simultaneously born out of experience and gives shape to experience. Narrative activity provides the tellers with an opportunity to impose order on otherwise disconnected events, and to create continuity between past, present, and imaginary worlds" (19), write anthropologists Elinor Ochs and Lisa Capps in their article, "Narrating the Self." Putting my illness narrative to paper enabled me to examine the way that my personal narrative was developed fir
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	was a person whose illness wasn't visible to the naked eye. I looked healthy and in turn was easily able to hide the illness from others. On the other hand, those who did know often had trouble seeing me as different or disabled, as outwardly and for most purposes, my disabilities were minimal. The act of writing this narrative was a means in itself to help me discover myself within my own story. 
	I set the narrative up in short vignettes that pick out specific moments in my life that I felt could best shape the story. My aim was to show how I was born with this disease, rebelled against the life and medical prognosis that comes with a disease such as Cystic Fibrosis, and finally found some kind ofpeace with myself and the disease through the interactions I had online with other people who also had CF. These online interactions later play a large role in the way I hope to enter my voice into the genr
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	examine how others dealt with their illness and disability, constantly comparing and contrasting that to my own reactions. 
	The shared experience ofinteracting with others who were also inhabiting genetically mutated bodies was tantamount to my own development ofassimilating me with my disease. Through this online community I finally felt less alone and more at ease with my diseased self, and so much ofthe shape and direction that my story took was drawn directly from my online interactions with others with the same disease. Frank's work in The Wounded Storyteller wrestles through making some sense ofthe relationships between bo
	Illness presents a particular opening to becoming a dyadic body, because the ill person is immersed in a suffering that is both wholly individual - my pain is mine alone - but also shared: the ill person sees others around her, before and after her, who have gone through the same illness and suffered their own wholly particular pain. She sees others who are pained by her pain. Storytelling is one medium through which the dyadic body both offers its own pain and receives the reassurance that others recognize
	Frank uses the term "dyadic" to mean the shared and empathetic relationships between other bodies. I've chosen to use Frank s term "dyadic body" to specifically refer to the 
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	format, and certainly examined the ideas oftruth and memory that always arise when one sets out to write a piece based solely on remembering. Kate Holden's book was a memoir ofher years working as a heroin-addicted prostitute in Australian brothels. Her story was certainly intriguing based on the lewd voyeurism she allowed by describing primarily her experiences in the brothel, and less the actual addiction that brought her there in the first place. What attracted me the most to Holden's book was that it wa
	benefit my writing in a structural way: where to add in suspense, where to try to draw 
	my reader in and evoke emotion, how to create myselfon paper? My literary selfwas 
	this creation. I became, in part, the person I created on paper. This would be the 
	presentation ofmy selfto the world. While this is a created persona, it was important to 
	balance this persona with the person I believe is me. It was easy to get caught up in the 
	writing and then need to go back and reread for truth. Answering the questions that 
	presume narrative self-identity were not always easy; nevertheless, I hammered on, 
	editing out and then adding back in some ofthe uglier parts ofthe story. Ifmy story was 
	to be told, I needed to tell it honestly, for myselfas much as for the project, and on a 
	larger scale, for any other person suffering through life with a secret the way I had for so 
	long. 
	In many ways, the CF story is written at birth and for each Cystic there is a commonality ofpersonal narrative -the outcome ofCF is inevitably the same: lung transplantation or death and/or both. Death is an inevitable ending for every life; the difference for a person with CF is the expedience in the time line from birth to death and the constant interruption of"normal" life caused by chronic sickness and infections stemming from the disease. What changes this CF narrative from person to person, and what I
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	transplant by age 8, another person is not even diagnosed until the late age of50. Clearly, these two incidents oflife with the disease are different, but each ofthese cases converges in the shared condition ofhaving CF. For many the burden ofhaving the diagnosis ofthe disease disrupts life long before the actual physical manifestations ofthe disease take hold. Anthropologist Ronald Maynard undertook a three-year-long ethnographic study ofa core group ofadult CF patients wherein he hoped to examine the diff
	What ifyour body reordered your selfnarrative? What ifyou were born with a disease and your parents were asked ifthey would rather leave you at the hospital to die? And ifthey took you home and you did not die, what ifthey were subsequently told you would not live to be a teenager? And then no, not to adulthood? What if, as a young adult, you were told you would not live beyond your early thirties? What ifyour life was a living testimony to failed prognostication, limited knowledge, and the overestimation o
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	The idea that life was to be shortened by CF has been a lingering stigma for my entire existence and was a motivating force in my narrative. I wanted to give voice to the deviation my story took as I struggled against this prognostication. I rebelled against the prognosis ofCF long before CF made much ofan appearance in my life's narrative. I was rebelling against this "failed prognostication" that had shadowed me for years. In this memoir I've presented my drug abuse as the primary mode that gave shape to 
	I've likened my experience in revealing my disease to that of someone of alternative sexual identity who might "come out" to his or her friends and family. Robert McRuer in his book, Crip Theory, which examines the relationships between queer culture and disease culture, also writes ofdisclosing disease as a "coming out." Within McRuer's text, he shows the many intersecting lines between these two marginal cultures and what each went through to try to be treated with equal rights and respect in our society.
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	marginal group, such as queer culture, whose members try to gain equal rights in a society that would prefer they stay locked away in their proverbial closets, the book contains an extremely interesting piece about a man named Bob Flanagan. Flanagan was also a Cystic, and before his death in the mid-nineties, he'd been known in various counterculture circles for his radical and often outrageous performance art. He and his partner Shree displayed much ofthe S&M lifestyle they'd adopted through live performan
	In the section ofCrip Theory entitled "The Return ofthe Transgressive: Burning Candles for Bob Flanagan," McRuer discusses how Flanagan's art worked as an expose that challenged dominant social values and revealed to the world what it is to be "sick" and what it is to be "alive." McRuer writes, "They [normative society in general] might, in fact, detect that surviving well can paradoxically mean surviving sick" (183). McRuer continues writing that Flanagan "repeatedly drew attention to how his life interrup
	...,
	. 
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	found ways to control and enjoy his life despite his illness. Though his lifestyle was not normative in terms ofthe dominant social discourse on health and wellness, Flanagan was abnormal in those regards anyway simply by being diseased. Incorporating his chosen BDSM (bondage, dominance, sado-masochism) practices into the conversation alienated him even further from the socially accepted norm. Thus, while Bob Flanagan was sick with CF, his life was still a testament to being alive while being sick. Flanagan
	Like Bob Flanagan's art and BDSM practice, my narrative also reveals a non- normative means of coping with Cystic Fibrosis. I adopted a lifestyle that rebelled against 
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	the rules set forth by the dominant discourse as to how those with chronic illness were meant to behave. Maynard touches on the idea ofwhat is the socially accepted norm of health and illness. He writes that "Idealizing the body and wanting to control it go hand in hand" (213). In this neither Bob Flanagan nor I was so different from the greater society. We also attempted to control our bodies -it was the way that we did so that prevented us from being "normal." This deviance from socially accepted behavior
	"Health" is a moral discourse that incorporates an emphasis on individualism, hard work, and material reward .... anything that threatens our health has both personal as well as social dimensions related to social constructs ofwhat is unhealthy, disabled, or diseased. Consequently, we affirm ourselves and each other through shared images ofhealth that validate conventional understandings ofwhat our physical and social identities should be as productive, able; and self determined beings" (214). 
	I wanted my narrative to challenge those boundaries. I wanted to show the "real" way that a life can be lived faced with a chronic illness; the way in which I both submitted to the social constructs ofhealth and illness by trying to hide my illness away paradoxically using a completely disdained method ofdoing so (drug abuse) by both normative and diseased cultures. I wanted my illness narrative to demonstrate how I challenged 
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	expectations ofliving "well" under the ideas that Maynard presented as the socially 
	accepted discourse on health, and further, that how one treats the body and pushes the 
	limits and boundaries that are set not only by society, but by having an illness such as CF, 
	is a form ofcontrol. This was to be an illness narrative that wasn't about being sick, but 
	was about being alive and living in a way that sick people are not socially supposed to 
	live. Ifwe look at Maynard's idea ofour shared image ofhealth being able to achieve 
	material reward through the hard work ofan able body, it's easy to see how being 
	disabled challenges the socially accepted way ofliving well while living diseased. As 
	Maynard writes, "To keep one's disease hidden can be a method ofcontrol -ofone's 
	body and ofone's social narrative" (217). My story is about living "sick" and living well. 
	This is a narrative about trying to control the body by pushing it to extremes that the 
	disease dictates it should not be able to meet and at the same time not allowing anyone to 
	know I was sick. My story is not so different from Bob Flanagan's, nor, I learned, is it 
	much different from the myriad of stories I encountered after becoming entrenched 
	within the online disease culture. Living "well" is a statement that might be challenged. 
	As with Bob Flanagan and BDSM, my narrative describes how I abused drugs as a means 
	to rebel against the expectations I felt were set for me by having CF. Still, for a lot of 
	that time I felt that I was living a life that I found to be fulfilling and rewarding, even if 
	much ofthat was a matter ofinstant gratification. For both Bob Flanagan, finding 
	comfort within the countercultural BDSM group, and for me, first trying to fit in with the 
	culture ofaddiction and then with a disease culture, the idea ofthe dyadic body remains 
	present. We both looked for a group that could share in our pain and in our experiences 
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	within a sick body. No matter how the reader interprets it, I wanted the story to capture 
	the friction between self, disease, and society. 
	As I explained in my narrative, in 1989, the gene that caused Cystic Fibrosis was located. The life expectancy for a patient with CF at that time was 18 years. That discovery was met with great celebration and the belief that a cure might be found. While the discovery ofthe gene didn't specifically lead to a cure per se, it gave researchers a start. During the time that I was writing this narrative, a new drug called VX-770 had been introduced to human trials. This medicine would target the faulty CFTR prot
	1111 
	mutations), the medical advancement in the research is huge. Hope was once again on 
	II
	the horizon, this time more credibly, as the lab results were astounding. Sweat chloride levels were actually going down in lab studies ofpatients proving that the gene proteins were working correctly. People who took the drug undeniably felt better and lab results concurred with this. The life expectancy for a CF patient is currently 37.5 years. The success ofVX-770 was very exciting news for the CF community. However, for me, a woman in her mid-thirties edging on toward meeting yet another life expectancy
	1 
	one ofthe people with the gene targeted by VX-770, it didn't mean much. There is a certain fear amongst the older CFers and those with more severe lung damage that some medicine will pop up to "cure" CF, or like VX-770 to very much alter the cellular function and therefore halt the destruction ofthe disease in its tracks. The problem is that 
	I 
	t 
	t 
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	the fibrosis ofthe lungs will not be able to be reversed, so the further along the lung damage, the greater the risk that a miracle medicine will halt one's lung function at a place where full activity is impossible but lung transplantation is also not yet an option and so it becomes a Catch-22. Ofcourse one would not have to opt to take the drug, but matters ofinsurance come into play, what would be paid for and covered and what would not. So much ofillness centers around money and insurance and politics, 
	1
	remains a childhood disease, making it all the more difficult for others to understand the 
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	issues confronting adults with the disease and for those adults with CF to live their lives" (36). Part ofmy personal vendetta against CF was the way it seemed to thwart my ability to grow up, even though I did keep growing and getting older. The disease seemed to predetermine my existence as an eternal child: I was going to hit puberty later than my peers and thus always look younger than my years; I was going to be tiny and my credibility as an adult would be questioned well into my late twenties; I was g
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	inner struggle that manifests when one is constantly told that she will never grow up or 
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	never grow up normal, and that even ifshe does grow up, she will constantly face being treated as fragile and childlike. 
	For me, the struggle manifested as addiction, for Bob Flanagan it was BDSM, for others it's obtaining medical or law degrees, or competing in extreme sports: anything that is the polar opposite ofwhat we were told we would be able to do with this disease. This is also part ofthe shared experience ofthe disease I wanted my narrative to examine. Despite how we enacted our rebellion, through the camaraderie I found online, I learned I was not alone in my protest against the eternal childhood that accompanies C
	North 90 
	One distinction that separates my illness narrative from many other illness narratives is that I weave a secondary narrative genre into the illness story, one dealing with addiction. Though those addictions developed as a means ofcoping with chronic illness, they took on a life oftheir own and are a major focal point ofthe story. Joanne Muzak, an anthropologist whose dissertation "High Lives, Low Lives: Women's Narratives ofDrug Addiction" examines addiction, particularly women's addiction, has come to the 
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	discomfort caused by the illness, nor did the addiction escalate the effects ofthe disease; 
	instead, the traumatic event that led to using addiction as a means of coping was being 
	born with a chronic disease and living under a medical microscope. 
	Both Muzak and Maynard make use ofthe social idea ofthe "outcast" via disease or addiction, calling this persona the "Other." Muzak examines women addicts in the sense ofthe "Other" in the same way that Maynard describes the disabled or chronically ill person as feeling "other within the discourses ofhealthy society" (217). In this same way, Muzak speaks ofthe female addict saying," Their white, middle class privilege allows them to retain their individuality at the same time as they take in the otherness a
	Muzak writes that often the addiction narratives that she encountered began with tales ofrejection, abuse and many other "self-professed governing sense[ s] ofalienation and abandonment, and that, as they explain, drugs provide a relief from this pain" (205). While within my narrative I tried to imply that the drug culture was used as a way to rebel, it was a rebellion from the loneliness I felt at being misunderstood and alienated by 
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	my disease. Muzak further examines the ways in which storytelling or "narrative 
	my disease. Muzak further examines the ways in which storytelling or "narrative 
	my disease. Muzak further examines the ways in which storytelling or "narrative 

	therapy" (27) is a means by which women can heal from their addictions. I don't want to 
	therapy" (27) is a means by which women can heal from their addictions. I don't want to 

	take the analysis ofthis project into the realm ofpsychotherapy, but surely with any 
	take the analysis ofthis project into the realm ofpsychotherapy, but surely with any 

	memoir there is some form ofcathartic healing in the writing. This piece was no 
	memoir there is some form ofcathartic healing in the writing. This piece was no 

	different and it would be negligent not to at least touch on the fact that storytelling and 
	different and it would be negligent not to at least touch on the fact that storytelling and 

	the delivery ofnarrative is often a mode ofsome sort ofhealing, personal or mutual. This 
	the delivery ofnarrative is often a mode ofsome sort ofhealing, personal or mutual. This 

	was also one ofthe reasons I chose to include within the narrative the anecdote about 
	was also one ofthe reasons I chose to include within the narrative the anecdote about 

	using drugs in my son's hospital room. I struggled greatly with this revelation; it was 
	using drugs in my son's hospital room. I struggled greatly with this revelation; it was 

	something I was truly ashamed of. However, as Muzak examines women's narratives of 
	something I was truly ashamed of. However, as Muzak examines women's narratives of 

	drug addiction, she discusses the correlation between motherhood and addiction wherein 
	drug addiction, she discusses the correlation between motherhood and addiction wherein 

	motherhood serves as a measure ofthe "gravity and severity of [the woman's] 
	motherhood serves as a measure ofthe "gravity and severity of [the woman's] 

	transgressions as a female addict" (245). In order to really expose the direction that my 
	transgressions as a female addict" (245). In order to really expose the direction that my 

	life choice was taking I had to take the socially revered honor of"motherhood" and show 
	life choice was taking I had to take the socially revered honor of"motherhood" and show 

	how far I'd fallen in my addictions as to risk this. Even in the discourse ofaddiction the 
	how far I'd fallen in my addictions as to risk this. Even in the discourse ofaddiction the 

	mother addict is a stigmatized failure. In this way I wanted to create some sort of 
	mother addict is a stigmatized failure. In this way I wanted to create some sort of 

	climactic moment wherein the narrator selfmust make a change. This was where my 
	climactic moment wherein the narrator selfmust make a change. This was where my 

	study ofthe crafting ofnarrative came into play. There might have been other moments I 
	study ofthe crafting ofnarrative came into play. There might have been other moments I 

	could have used, but I chose the scene in the pediatric hospital because it was one that I 
	could have used, but I chose the scene in the pediatric hospital because it was one that I 

	felt would elicit the greatest response from my reader. It goes back to my initial desire to 
	felt would elicit the greatest response from my reader. It goes back to my initial desire to 

	write something raw, gritty, and resonating. That moment, the one I was the most 
	write something raw, gritty, and resonating. That moment, the one I was the most 

	ashamed of, was the one I knew I had to keep in the story ifI were to give the story the 
	ashamed of, was the one I knew I had to keep in the story ifI were to give the story the 
	I 

	honesty it deserved. It was after this point in the story that I begin the transition into the 
	honesty it deserved. It was after this point in the story that I begin the transition into the 
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	second half ofthe narrative where I focus on how my interactions with the online CF 
	second half ofthe narrative where I focus on how my interactions with the online CF 
	II !I 


	community served to "save" me from that grave and severe place I had been heading toward. The Internet (the dyadic body) was an important tool in my own self-acceptance as I read the snippets oflife stories and personal narrative left behind by others on the computer via forums, biogs, and status updates. 
	Once I found the online world and became active in it, a new sense ofselfwas slowly morphing out of"Other" as addict and into "Other" as diseased. Within my narrative I used the character ofDon as the catalyst in this new self-acceptance. This was true to the role he played in my life, but I made sure to structurally center the moment of character change around Don and Don's wisdom. I felt this was factually true and also gave the narrative a sense ofstructure and purpose. I built the story up to the climac
	To further develop the idea ofthe communal narrative, or the sharing ofthe dyadic body, I used actual emails and posts taken from my online interactions with Don. I wanted to use the actual words we shared for two reasons: first because I feel Don was 
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	more succinct and poetic than I am and I didn't feel I could do him justice trying to paraphrase or recreate conversation, and second as a way to represent the collaborative authorship that my narrative took on via the Internet through biogs, forums, private messages, and chat rooms. Had I not become aware through my online experiences that the trials and tribulations I faced as a person with Cystic Fibrosis were very similar to the experiences that my CF peers faced I might not have been able to put this s
	Though I'm not sure whether my narrative fits cleanly into one niche within the genre ofmemoir, I would say it falls mostly within the illness narratives perhaps with 
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	some cross over into the addiction realm. Certainly there are overlapping themes ofboth within, and I do believe that one was the catalyst for the other. Both themes are used in the memoir to demonstrate the developing sense ofselfthat came to be through the narrative. My hope is that the narrative will explain in an interesting and thought-provoking way what life is like living with a progressive and deadly illness. I wanted to write without needing a metaphor to give meaning to the reason for the illness 
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